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Abstract

Web search has become a key technology on which people rely on a daily basis. The
evolution of the search experience has also shaped the expectations of people about
it. Many users seem to expect today’s search engines to behave like a kind of “wise
interpreter,” capable of understanding the meaning behind a search query, realizing
its current context, and responding to it directly and appropriately. Semantic search
encompasses a large portion of information retrieval (IR) research devoted to study
more meaningful representations of the user information need. Entity cards, direct
displays, and verticals are examples of how major commercial search engines have
indeed capitalized on query understanding. Search is usually performed with a specific
goal underlying the query. In many cases, this goal consists of a nontrivial task to
be completed. Current search engines support a small set of basic tasks, and most
of the knowledge-intensive workload for supporting more complex tasks is left to the
user. Task-based search can be viewed as an information access paradigm that aims
to enhance search engines with functionalities for recognizing the underlying tasks
in searches and providing support for task completion. The research presented in
this thesis focuses on utilizing and extending methods and techniques from semantic
search in the next stage of the evolution: to support users in achieving their tasks.
Our work can be grouped in three grand themes: (1) Entity type information for
entity retrieval: we conduct a systematic evaluation and analysis of methods for type-
aware entity retrieval, in terms of three main dimensions. We revisit the problem of
hierarchical target type identification, present a state-of-the-art supervised learning
method, and analyze the usage of automatically identified target entity types for type-
aware entity retrieval; (2) Entity-oriented search intents: we propose a categorization
scheme for entity-oriented search intents, and study the distributions of entity intent
categories per entity type. We develop a method for constructing a knowledge base
of entity-oriented search intents; and (3) Task-based search: we design a probabilistic
generative framework for task-based query suggestion, and principledly estimate each
of its components. We introduce the problems of query-based task recommendation
and mission-based task recommendation, and establish respective suitable baselines.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Web search is a human experience of a very rapid and impactful evolution. It has
become a key technology on which people rely daily for getting information about almost
everything. This evolution of the search experience has also shaped the expectations
of people about it. Many users seem to expect today’s web search engines to behave
like a kind of “wise interpreter,” capable of understanding the intent and meaning
behind a search query, realizing her current context, and responding to it directly
and appropriately [6]. Search by meaning, or semantic search, rather than just literal
matches, became possible by a large portion of information retrieval (IR) research
devoted to study semantically more meaningful representations of the information need
expressed by the user query. Consider the examples in Fig. 1.1, which shows the top
search result from Google for each of three individual queries. The left-side query, “oslo
weather,” leads to a widget that reports recent weather conditions, as well as presents
forecasts for the next twenty-four hours and the next seven days. The display in the
middle contains the result of the latest Liverpool-Barcelona match, with some statistics,
and provides a link to a video with the match highlights on YouTube. The last search
result presents an interactive chart with the stock exchange performance for Tesla Inc.
intended in the query “tsla.” These three examples correspond to direct displays in
which the search engine has gone beyond the traditional ten blue links, by aiming to
understand the query intent and return in the search engine result page (SERP) a
direct answer when possible. Note also that the verticals appropriately provide rich
content depending on each query: maps and images for the weather, videos and images
for the match, and finance and news for the stock performance. Direct displays and
verticals are examples of how major commercial search engines have indeed responded
to user expectations, capitalizing on query semantics, i.e., query understanding, by
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Fig. 1.1 Examples of direct displays in Google SERPs.

introducing features which not only provide information directly but also engage the
user to stay interacting with the SERP.

Knowledge panels are perhaps one of the most prominent features in the web
search experience reflecting this recent evolution trend from search engines into answer
engines [134]. These panels frequently correspond to entities, and thus are also known
as entity cards. Entities, such as persons, organizations, and locations, are natural
units for organizing information [7]. The pivotal component that sparked this evolution
trend is the increased availability of structured data published in knowledge repositories
and knowledge bases (KBs), such as Wikipedia, DBpedia, or the Google Knowledge
Graph, now primary sources of information for entity-oriented search. Figure 1.2
shows the entity card that results from searching “oslo” in Google. The entity Oslo
is described by some of its properties, retrieved from some KB of reference, such as
a brief abstract, a handful of literal values like elevation and population, and related
entities like the University of Oslo. Our notion of semantics is inherently based on
meaningful structures as the ones mentioned above. Given the large portion of web
search queries looking for entities, entities and their properties—attributes, types, and
relationships—are first-class citizens in our space of structured knowledge.

Semantic search is a search paradigm that intends to identify and leverage structured
knowledge to answer an information need, by trying to understand the query. That is,
giving meaning to information pieces within the query and within the searched items, by
mapping them to elements in some knowledge structure of reference. Semantic search
can then be seen as a rich toolbox, encompassing multiple techniques to recognize
essential knowledge units in the information need, identify them uniquely in the
underlying knowledge repositories, and exploit them to address a particular aspect of
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Fig. 1.2 Google entity card for the query “oslo.”

query understanding [7]. To some extent, the whole research presented in this thesis
centers around query understanding: identifying target entity types, recognizing and
building a knowledge base of entity-oriented search intents, and providing support for
task-based search by the means of query suggestions or task recommendations.

Search is usually performed with a specific goal underlying the query. In many cases,
this goal consists of a nontrivial task to be completed. Indeed, task-based search corre-
sponds to a considerable portion of the query volume [50, 121]. Addressing task-based
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search can have a large impact on search behavior [31], yet the interaction processes
behind performing a complex task are very far from being fully understood [167]. The
middle part of the entity card shown in Fig. 1.2 can be also seen as recommending a
suitable task that the user might be interested in, “Plan a trip,” and provides links
anchored by subtasks like exploring a travel guide, booking a hotel room, and booking
a flight. This task recommendation, inferred from the query seeking a city, is not
generalized but rather seems available only for certain kind of queries, which suggests
that it may be based on some convenient structured interpretation such as query
templates [26]. Current search engines support a small set of basic tasks, and most of
the knowledge-intensive workload for supporting more complex tasks is left to the user.
The ultimate challenge then is to build useful systems “to achieve work task comple-
tion” [180]. The research presented in this thesis focuses on utilizing and extending
methods and techniques from semantic search in the next stage of the evolution of
search engines, namely, to support users in achieving their tasks, referred to as task
completion [6].

1.1 Research Outline
We view task-based search as an information access paradigm that aims to enhance
search engines with functionalities for recognizing the underlying tasks in searches and
providing support for task completion.

Our work can be grouped in three grand themes: entity type information for entity
retrieval, entity-oriented search intents, and task-based search.

1.1.1 Entity Type Information for Entity Retrieval

The first challenge we identify is utilizing entity type information. Types—semantic
classes grouping multiple entities—are a distinctive property of entities. This grouping
characteristic makes types capable to generalize information of many entities, since that
types are much more stable in comparison with new entities daily emerging. Types
are typically organized in a hierarchy, referred to as type taxonomy or ontology. Type
information is known to contribute to the task of entity retrieval, this is, returning a
ranked list of entities upon an entity-oriented query.

As an illustration, consider the scenario of a user planning a trip across Europe,
and so, wishing to know in which cities she can use the Uber car sharing service.
After issuing the query “cities in europe where uber is available,” the search engine we
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Fig. 1.3 Excerpt from an envisaged search engine with type-aware entity retrieval.

envisage would return a list of entities, according to some ranking criteria, as shown in
Fig. 1.3. To achieve this, the system could try to identify the type of entities (here,
European cities) that the query is seeking, which we refer to as target entity types.
This type-based information could then be combined with the types assigned to each
entity in a reference knowledge base, in order to improve the ranking of results.

As we will see, the nature of type information brings about a set of challenges for
its usage. The primary objective of this research is then formulated as the following
research question:

RQ1: How can entity type information be utilized in ad-hoc entity retrieval?

We identify three main dimensions within the problem of type-aware entity retrieval:
(i) type taxonomy, (ii) retrieval model, and (iii) representation of hierarchical type
information. Using a standard test collection, we compare all the combinations of these
dimensions with respect to a strong text-based baseline. In these experiments, we
assume “perfect” type-based information provided by a target entity types oracle. We
provide general recommendations on using type-based information for entity retrieval,
based on an extensive analysis.

As described in the previous example, we also aim to account for the challenge of
target entity type identification. Indeed, the single-search-box paradigm has become
widespread, and ordinary users have little incentive (or knowledge) to formulate
structured queries where they would explicitly indicate the target entity types for the
query. This motivates our next research question:
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RQ2: How can we automatically identify target entity types?

Given that types are commonly organized in a hierarchy, taking into account this
hierarchical information seems convenient when identifying target entity types. Indeed,
we revisit the hierarchical target type identification task, that is, the problem of finding
the single most specific type within a reference type taxonomy that is general enough
to cover all relevant entities for the query. We then build a test collection for evaluating
this task, as well as we propose an approach for automatically identifying target
entity types and verify that it is able to significantly outperform previously established
methods.

1.1.2 Entity-oriented Search Intents

The second challenge identified by this research deals with understanding query intents,
that is, understanding what entity-oriented queries ask for, by observing patterns in the
way that users express their search queries. Within the large category of entity-oriented
queries, i.e., queries revolving around entities, we focus on studying those that typically
consist of (one of the names of) an entity and possibly additional words that refine the
intent behind the query. An envisaged search engine would identify the intent behind
such an entity-oriented query and present a result object according to the nature of the
intent. For example, a user might ask for the population of the city of Stavanger, say,
by querying “stavanger population.” The engine would recognize the population-related
intent as a property that can be retrieved from the corresponding entry for Stavanger
in a knowledge base of reference. The result might then boil down to a simple entity
card for the city, that in particular displays an entry with the number of its population,
as taken from the KB. This case is similar to the population field in the entity card
for Oslo presented in Fig. 1.2. In another scenario, the user instead issues “taxi to
stavanger airport.” Here, we would instead aim for recognizing that the intent for
the Stavanger Airport behind the refiner “taxi to” rather deals with performing a
transaction and booking a taxi. A possible result format, illustrated in Fig. 1.4, allows
the user to provide details of her travel, such as her position and desired time, and
displays a button to order a taxi.

Our first objective then is to understand entity-related search intents by studying
those query refiners. We address the following research question:
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Fig. 1.4 Excerpt from an envisaged search engine with intent-driven answer displays.

RQ3: What do entity-oriented queries ask for, and how can they be fulfilled?

We obtain query patterns on the level of entity types, capturing various entity-
oriented search intents. For example, by representing with [airport] any entity of the
type airport, we are interested in the intent behind “taxi to” in the type-level query
pattern “taxi to [airport]”. By analyzing an annotated collection of entity-oriented
queries, aggregated by entity types, we obtain a clearer understanding of what entity-
oriented queries ask for. In particular, we make observations regarding which searches
can be fulfilled by looking up direct answers from a knowledge base (e.g., when seeking
the population of a city), and which would require to interact with external services
(such as booking a taxi).

Our follow-up step is building a structured repository or knowledge base of entity-
oriented search intents. A strategy that represents search intents as structured knowl-
edge could be leveraged in various applications, e.g., for generating entity cards or
query recommendations. In particular, it could enable further mechanisms to provide
support for service-oriented intents as the aforementioned scenario of ordering a taxi.
This representation involves modeling search intents in a structured fashion, as well as
devising methods for populating this KB. Hence, the following research question is of
our interest:
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RQ4: How can we build a knowledge base of entity-oriented search intents?

We devise an approach for automatically assigning intent categories to type-level
query refiners, and a clustering stage of refiners which express the same underlying
intent. Additionally, we represent each intent uniquely in a knowledge repository, and
map to it the facts we acquire about its categorization and refiners. We evaluate
performance both component-wise and end-to-end, and demonstrate that our approach
is able to generate high-quality data.

1.1.3 Task-based Search

A third challenge of interest is supporting task-based search, as a mechanism to assist
the user with articulating her information need. In particular, we are interested in
generating query suggestions to support task-based search. Many search scenarios are
driven by a specific target or goal, which is often complex and knowledge-intensive,
making the user to issue a sequence of queries to eventually complete her underlying
task. A way to formally frame this objective is by aiming for the generation, upon an
initial query, of a ranked list of query suggestions that cover all the possible subtasks
related to the task the user is trying to achieve. In an envisaged user interface like the
one depicted in Fig. 1.5, these queries can be suggested once the user has issued her
initial query. We ask the following research question:

RQ5: How can we generate query suggestions for supporting task-based search?

We propose an architecture for extracting keyphrases from a variety of sources and
generating query suggestions from them. This architecture encompasses components
to select documents from particular information sources, extract keyphrases from the
documents, and combine the keyphrases with the initial query into query suggestions.
Using a test collection from a dedicated benchmark campaign, we propose a principled
approach for estimating each of these components.

We envisage a semantic search engine where a specific widget presents task-based
query suggestions once the user has issued the initial query. These query suggestions
may come in two flavors: query completions (QC) and query refinements (QR),
di�ering only in that the former are prefixed by the initial query. Hence, we address
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further related questions, such as answering whether a unified method can produce
suggestions in both flavors, and whether a keyphrase-based method can avoid relying on
suggestions from a major web search engine. We adopt a two-step approach consisting
of suggestion generation and suggestion ranking steps, and focus exclusively on the
first component, aiming to generate su�ciently many high-quality query suggestion
candidates. We compare three di�erent methods to generate candidate suggestions,
using three information sources, and evaluate them in a purpose-built test collection of
query suggestions for task-based search.

Web search is an experience that naturally lends itself to recommendations, includ-
ing, as we mentioned, query suggestions and related entities. A possible extension of
this strategy would be to recommend specific tasks to users, based on their search
queries, such as planning a holidays trip or organizing a birthday party. This problem
of task recommendation appears to be a suitable mechanism to reduce the user-side
workload and to help complete the task at hand.

Consider, for example, the scenario illustrated in the left side of Fig. 1.5. A user
wishes to organize a birthday party. With a task recommender in place, her single query
“cake recipe” would lead to the recommendation of tasks including the task “Make a
chocolate cake.” Each task is taken from a task repository, similarly to how entities
are stored in a knowledge base. For each task result, the engine could display buttons
directing to specific elements of that task. In the example, the relevant information for
the first and second tasks concerns methods for accomplishing the task (in the first
task, the methods are particular chocolate cake recipes), and since in the third one
there is a single known method, it rather provides direct access to the ingredients and
the steps.

Our main inquiry here can be expressed with this research question:

RQ6: How can we recommend tasks based on search queries and missions?

We introduce the problem of query-based task recommendation and develop methods
that combine well-established text-based matching techniques with continuous semantic
representations. Using a purpose-built test collection, we find that our method is able
to substantially outperform a strong text-based matching baseline. Further, we extend
our approach to using a set of queries that all share the same underlying task, referred
to as search missions, as input. In the example of Fig. 1.5, assuming that the user
issues a second query “cake decorating ideas,” the task “Decorate a cake” would also
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Fig. 1.5 Excerpt from an envisaged search engine with task-based support.

be suitable for recommendation. Further, if the user issues a third query “birthday
invitation cards,” then the recommended tasks would also include “Throw a birthday
party.” A possible set of results after considering these three queries is depicted in the
right side of Fig. 1.5.

1.2 Contributions
In this section, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis. These contributions
are grouped in two categories: (i) theoretical and empirical contributions, and (ii)
resource contributions.

Theoretical and empirical contributions

C1 We conduct a systematic evaluation of methods for type-aware entity retrieval, in
terms of three main dimensions that we identify: (i) type taxonomy, (ii) retrieval
model, and (iii) type representation. We provide general recommendations on using
type-based information for entity retrieval, after an extensive analysis.

C2 We revisit the problem of hierarchical target type identification, and present a
state-of-the-art supervised learning method.
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C3 We introduce a categorization scheme for entity-oriented search intents, that com-
prises four main categories, property, website, service, and other, and analyze the
distributions of entity intent categories per entity type.

C4 We develop a method for constructing a knowledge base of entity-oriented search
intents, which consists of four main components: refiner acquisition, refiner catego-
rization, intent discovery, and knowledge base population.

C5 We introduce a probabilistic generative framework for task-based query suggestion,
and conduct a principled estimation of each of the components in the architecture.

C6 We introduce the problem of query-based task recommendation, and establish a
supervised learning method as suitable baseline. We also introduce the problem
of mission-based task recommendation, and extend our approach to using a set of
queries that all share the same underlying task.

Resource contributions

C7 Test collection for Hierarchical Target Type Identification.

This test collection contains a total of 649 query-type pairs, corresponding to
479 entity-bearing queries and relevance assessments for hierarchical target type
identification task.

C8 Test collection for entity-oriented search intent categorization.

This dataset consists of 4,490 instances (type-level query patterns) labelled with
one of the four intent categories in our categorization scheme.

C9 IntentsKB: A knowledge base of entity-oriented search intents.

Our knowledge base IntentsKB contains 31,724 intent profiles (i.e., unique entity-
oriented search intents), and comprises a total of 155,967 quadruples of the shape
(intent ID, predicate, object, confidence).

C10 Test collection of high-quality task-based query suggestions.

A total of 12,790 query completion and 9,608 query refinement suggestions are
labeled with binary relevance judgments.

C11 Corpus of procedural search missions, and test collection for task recom-
mendation.
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Our corpus consists of 1,378 search missions, 54 of which are procedural missions.
A test collection of 59 queries and corresponding relevance assessments is built for
evaluating query-based task recommendation. A similar test collection is obtained
for mission-based task recommendation, in this case comprising task relevance
assessments for 54 search missions.

1.3 Thesis Overview
We now present the outline of the thesis and the reading direction, which is depicted
in Fig. 1.6. The Introduction and Background chapters are followed by five technical
chapters (Chapters 3-7), and Conclusions are presented in Chapter 8.

Chapters 1 and 2 provide introduction and background for the rest of the thesis.
Chapter 1 includes motivation, research outline, contributions, and origins of the thesis.
Chapter 2 describes fundamental concepts of information retrieval pertinent to this
work, and reviews foundational and state-of-the-art related literature.

Chapters 3 and 4 cover our work on type-aware entity retrieval. Chapter 3 presents
and details the experimental results of evaluating the usage of type-based information
for entity retrieval in terms of three problem dimensions. Chapter 4 addresses the
problem of automatically identifying target entity types.

Chapter 5 describes a study of entity-oriented search intents, and presents a method
for constructing a knowledge base of search intents.

Chapters 6 and 7 comprise our research on task-based search. Chapter 6 investigates
generating query suggestions to support task-based search. Chapter 7 introduces and
studies two problems related to task recommendation.

Chapter 8 revisits the research questions addressed in this thesis, and presents an
outlook on future research.

The contents of the Background chapter are essential for understanding the technical
chapters, yet some sections may be familiar to readers who are knowledgeable about
information retrieval and semantic search. Chapter 3 is requisite for reading Chapter 4.
Chapter 6 should be read before Chapter 7. The parts corresponding to the three grand
themes can be read independently, i.e., entity type information for entity retrieval
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Fig. 1.6 Overview of the thesis organization.

(Chapters 3 and 4), entity-oriented search intents (Chapter 5), and task-based search
(Chapters 6 and 7).

1.4 Origins
The content of this thesis is grounded in a number of publications [65, 68, 69, 67, 66,
63, 49]. Below we list these publications, and indicate to which research question and
contribution they are related, alongside the chapter where they are included.

P1 Darío Garigliotti and Krisztian Balog. On Type-Aware Entity Retrieval. In
Proceedings of the ACM SIGIR International Conference on Theory of Information
Retrieval (ICTIR ’17), pages 27—34, October 2017 ([65]).

[Related to RQ1 and contribution C1; included in Chapter 3.]

P2 Darío Garigliotti, Faegheh Hasibi, and Krisztian Balog. Target Type Identifi-
cation for Entity-Bearing Queries. In Proceedings of the 40th International
ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval
(SIGIR ’17), pages 845–848, August 2017 ([68]).

[Related to RQ2 and contributions C2,7; included in Chapter 4.]
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P3 Darío Garigliotti, Faegheh Hasibi, and Krisztian Balog. Identifying and Ex-
ploiting Target Entity Type Information for Ad Hoc Entity Retrieval. In
Information Retrieval Journal, 22 (3), pages 285—323, August 2019 ([69]).

[Related to RQ1–2 and contributions C1–2,7; included in Chapters 3 and 4.]

P4 Darío Garigliotti and Krisztian Balog. Towards an Understanding of Entity-
Oriented Search Intents. In Proceedings of the 40th European Conference on
Information Retrieval (ECIR ’18), pages 644–650, March 2018 ([67]).

[Related to RQ3 and contributions C3,8; included in Chapter 5.]

P5 Darío Garigliotti and Krisztian Balog. IntentsKB: A Knowledge Base of
Entity-Oriented Search Intents. In Proceedings of the 27th ACM International
Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM ’18), pages 1659–
1662, October 2018 ([66]).

[Related to RQ4 and contributions C4,9; included in Chapter 5.]

P6 Darío Garigliotti and Krisztian Balog. Generating Query Suggestions to Sup-
port Task-Based Search. In Proceedings of the 40th International ACM SIGIR
Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval (SIGIR ’17),
pages 1153–1156, August 2017 ([63]).

[Related to RQ5 and contribution C5; included in Chapter 6.]

P7 Heng Ding, Shuo Zhang, Darío Garigliotti, and Krisztian Balog. Generating
High-Quality Query Suggestion Candidates for Task-Based Search. In
Proceedings of the 40th European Conference on Information Retrieval (ECIR ’18),
pages 625–631, March 2018 ([49]).

[Related to RQ5 and contributions C5,10; included in Chapter 6.]

P8 Darío Garigliotti and Krisztian Balog. Recommending Tasks based on Search
Queries and Missions. Submitted to a conference.

[Related to RQ6 and contributions C6,11; included in Chapter 7.]

Other publications contributed to advancing the thesis. These are not directly included,
but rather correspond to either preliminary work that became later a publication listed
above [62], or retrospective work that focused on a particular aspect of a previous
publication [64], or research proposal that encompasses a complete vision of the thesis
project plan [61]. Below we list these publications.
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P9 Darío Garigliotti and Krisztian Balog. The University of Stavanger at the
TREC 2016 Tasks Track. In Proceedings of the 25th Text REtrieval Conference
(TREC ’16), February 2017.

[Related to RQ5 and contribution C5.]

P10 Darío Garigliotti and Krisztian Balog. Learning to Rank Target Types for
Entity-Bearing Queries. In Proceedings of LEARNER 2017, co-located with
ICTIR ’17, volume 2007 of CEUR Workshop Proceedings, November 2017.

[Related to RQ2 and contributions C2,7.]

P11 Darío Garigliotti. A Semantic Search Approach to Task-Completion En-
gines. In Proceedings of the 41st International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research
and Development in Information Retrieval (SIGIR ’18), page 1457, July 2018.

[Related to RQ1–5 and contributions C1–5,7–10.]

The following articles, although not directly related to this thesis, brought insights on
the broader research area of semantic search.

P12 Faegheh Hasibi, Darío Garigliotti, Shuo Zhang, and Krisztian Balog. Supervised
Ranking of Triples for Type-Like Relations. In WSDM Cup 2017, February
2017.

P13 Faegheh Hasibi, Krisztian Balog, Darío Garigliotti, and Shuo Zhang. Nordlys: A
Toolkit for Entity-Oriented and Semantic Search. In Proceedings of the 40th
International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information
Retrieval (SIGIR ’17), pages 1289–1292, August 2017.

P14 Darío Garigliotti, Dyaa Albakour, Miguel Martinez-Alvarez, and Krisztian Balog.
Unsupervised Context Retrieval for Long-Tail Entities. In Proceedings of
the 2019 ACM SIGIR International Conference on Theory of Information Retrieval
(ICTIR ’19), pages 225–228, October 2019.





Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides an overview of related literature, to serve as a basis for the rest
of the technical chapters. We start by presenting fundamental concepts in information
retrieval. We then review literature in the area of semantic search, in particular, entity-
oriented search and entity-oriented search intents. We end this chapter describing
related work in task-based search.

2.1 Information Retrieval
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the main concepts in information retrieval
(IR). Nevertheless, for the sake of making this thesis self-contained, we briefly discuss
a number of concepts and techniques that are used throughout the thesis.

2.1.1 Document Retrieval

A central component of every IR system is a ranking algorithm that ranks documents
with respect to a query based on a retrieval model. This section presents document
retrieval models, which use term-based representations of queries and documents for
ranking.

It is assumed that there is a collection from which documents are ranked by the
model. For a given input query q, a relevance score is computed for each document d

in the collection. The documents are then returned in decreasing order of this score.
The general formula for the relevance score [41] is:

score(d, q) =
ÿ

tœq

wt,d · wt,q , (2.1)
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where wt,d is the weight of the term t in the representation of d, and wt,q is the weight
of t in q. Instead of taking into account all the terms in the vocabulary, it is enough
to consider only the terms occurring in the query, which is usually shorter than any
document. A simple scoring approach is to define wt,q as the raw frequency ft,q, this is,
the number of occurrences of term t in q. Then, wt,d can be defined to be 1 if and only
if ft,d > 0, otherwise to be 0. In this way, the score becomes the number of matching
query terms in the document.

Vector Space Model

For term weighting, one can assign a weight in correspondence with the respective
importance of the term. Vector Space Model [168] is a classical retrieval model, that is
still used as it provides a simple approach for implementing ranked retrieval and term
weighting. In the Vector Space Model, given a vocabulary of terms V , the documents
and the query are represented by a |V |-dimensional vector of term weights:

d = (d1, d2, ..., d|V |) ,

q = (q1, q2, ..., q|V |) ,

where di and qi are respectively the weight of the i-th term in V in d and in q. This
model is said to be a bag-of-words model, since the vector representation does not
consider the ordering of words in a document. As an illustration, both “The fox is
slower than your turtle” and “The turtle is slower than your fox” have the same vectors.
The intuition behind ranking documents with this model is that documents more
similar to the query, or “nearer” in the vector space, are more likely to be relevant to
the query. A standard way to compute the score is using the cosine similarity of the
document and query vectors:

cosine(d, q) =
q

t wt,d · wt,q»q
t w2

t,d

»q
t w2

t,q

. (2.2)

If all the terms occurring in every document in the collection are sorted decreasingly
by their raw frequency, Zipf’s law indicates that each term among a few most frequent
ones is very likely to occur, whereas the probability of a term occurrence rapidly
becomes asymptotically zero for most of the terms. The intuition for term weighting
that follows from this law is that (i) terms that occur often in a document should get
high weights, and (ii) terms that occur in many documents should get low weights.
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Term frequency and inverse document frequency are widely adopted to mathematically
capture the phenomena (i) and (ii), respectively [41]. The term frequency (TF) tf

t,d

reflects the importance of the term t in the document d (tf
t,q

is analogous for a query q).
Usual variants for defining tf

t,d
are: binary; raw frequency tf

t,d
= ft,d; and normalized

term frequency:

tf
t,d

= ft,dq
i fti,d

, (2.3)

where the denominator is often denoted as |d| and called the length of d. The inverse
document frequency (IDF) idft reflects the importance of the term t in the collection of
documents [41]. The more documents containing an occurrence of t, the less useful
t is for retrieval since it is less discriminating between documents. IDF is defined as
follows:

idft = log
N

nt

, (2.4)

where N is the total number of documents in the collection, and nt is the number of
documents where the term t occurs. The weight of a given term can then be obtained
by combining TF and IDF multiplicatively:

tfidf
t,d

= tf
t,d

· idft . (2.5)

Using this formula to compute the term weights, the cosine similarity defined in
Eq. 2.2 becomes:

cosine(d, q) =
q

t tfidf
t,d

· tfidf
t,q»q

t tfidf 2
t,d

q
t tfidf 2

t,q

. (2.6)

BM25

BM25 [163] is a widely used retrieval model. It has its origins in the Probability
Ranking Principle [162], a ranking criterion based on the probability of relevance of
a document to a query. Term weighting in BM25 considers three principles: term
frequency, inverse document frequency, and document length normalization. The BM25
ranking formula is defined as follows:

BM25 (d, q) =
ÿ

tœq

ft,d · (1 + k1)
ft,d + k1(1 ≠ b + b |d|

avgl
)

· idft , (2.7)
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where avgl is the average document length. The parameter k1 œ [0, +Œ) is the
calibrating term frequency scaling. Setting k1 = 0 leads to the binary term frequency
model, and large values correspond to using raw term frequencies. This parameter is
usually set between 1.2 and 2.0 [163]; a typical value is 1.2. The parameter b œ [0, 1] is
the document length normalization factor. Full length normalization is achieved by
setting b = 1, whereas b = 0 makes no normalization at all. A good performance is
obtained by taking a value for b in the range (0.5, 0.8) [163], and a typical value is 0.75.
The soft document normalization 1 ≠ b + b |d|

avgl
takes into account the document length,

with the intuition being that a document is more important if it is relatively long
with respect to the average length. The left-side multiplier within the summation in
BM25 (d, q), i.e., the whole fraction term, is regarded as the term saturation component.
The general function x/(k + x) asymptotically approaches 1 for some k > 0, hence the
term saturation rationale, as the repetition of a term becomes less important after a
saturation point.

Language Models

Language Models (LMs) are based on probabilities and processes for text generation.
In this way, LMs have been e�ectively used for several applications in natural language
processing, such as speech recognition, optical character handwriting recognition,
machine translation, and completion prediction. The common intuition in these
applications is that the more probable a term sequence, the more likely to be a correct
output for the respective task. In information retrieval, language models constitute a
sound framework for retrieval models [204], which show to perform e�ectively for a
range of retrieval tasks [105].

A widely used instance of LMs is the query likelihood model [152]. The model
ranks documents by P (d|q), the likelihood of each document d of being relevant given
a query q. Using Bayes’ theorem, the probability can be rewritten as:

P (d|q) = P (q|d)P (d)
P (q) Ã P (q|d)P (d) . (2.8)

The last transformation is due to the fact that the normalization factor P (q) can be
ignored in most cases. The document prior P (d), i.e., the probability of the document
being relevant to any query, is often assumed uniform across the document collection
and so can also be ignored. The ranking model becomes then the query likelihood
P (q|d). Having represented each document with the unigram language model ◊d, the
probability of the query q being generated by the document model ◊d is:
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P (q|d) =
Ÿ

tœq

P (t|◊d)ft,q , (2.9)

where P (t|◊d), the multinomial probability distribution over the vocabulary of terms,
is raised to the number of occurrences of the term t in q. A simple setting P (t|◊d) =
tft,d/|d| would lead to possibly undesired situations in document ranking, since a prob-
ability of zero for a single term makes zero the whole likelihood P (q|d). The probability
of each term t in the whole document collection C, P (t|C), is then incorporated to the
model, using a so called smoothing technique. The Jelinek-Mercer smoothing method
calculates P (t|◊d) as follows:

P (t|◊d) = (1 ≠ ⁄)P (t|d) + ⁄P (t|C) , (2.10)

where the parameter ⁄ œ [0, 1] controls the smoothing component, and is typically set
to be ⁄ = 0.1. The empirical document model P (t|d) can be estimated by tft,d/|d|,
and the collection model can be estimated by maximum likelihood as:

P (t|C) =
q

dÕ ft,dÕ
q

dÕ |dÕ| . (2.11)

An alternative smoothing technique is Dirichlet smoothing, which defines P (t|◊d) as:

P (t|◊d) = tft,d + µP (t|C)
|d| + µ

, (2.12)

where the parameter µ is set empirically for each ranking task; typical settings are
µ = 1, 500 or µ = 2, 000. In Jelinek-Mercer smoothing, the same amount of smoothing
is applied to all documents, whereas in Dirichlet smoothing, the smoothing is inversely
proportional to the document length. Both smoothing methods are related by this
setting:

(1 ≠ ⁄) = |d|
|d| + µ

, ⁄ = µ

|d| + µ
.

Learning-to-Rank

Learning-to-Rank (LTR) approaches currently represent the state of the art in many
retrieval tasks, including document retrieval. Learning-to-Rank consists of using a
ranking model learnt by a supervised learning algorithm. The training data can
incorporate a large number of potentially useful relevance signals from a variety of
information sources. Yet, the performance of learning-to-rank methods heavily depends
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on the availability of enough training data. In document retrieval, each training instance
is represented as a feature vector of signals about the query and/or the document.
Many di�erent features can be used [120], but they mostly fall into one of these groups:

• Query features, which depend only on the query. Examples of query features are
the length of the query in characters or in terms, or a binary feature indicating
whether the first term of the query is a question word, like “what.”

• Document features, which capture some aspect of the document’s importance
independently from the query. Typical features of this group are the “popularity”
of the document (e.g., its number of views, or its number of incoming links),
and the number of terms occurring in various document fields, like its title and
content.

• Query-document features are often the most important features, as they capture
the degree of matching between the query and the document. Examples of these
features are the retrieval scores computed by unsupervised ranking methods.

A training set contains feature vectors for query-document pairs together with the
relevance label indicating how relevant the document is for the query. Relevance can
be binary or graded. A ranking model is then learnt, which in turn provides a ranking
score for a given query-document pair. Just like for any machine learning task, the
performance of learning largely depends on the choice of features. As a matter of fact,
much of the research in IR focuses on the design of an e�ective feature set for the task
at hand, whereas machine learning algorithms are applied out-of-the-box.

The learning-to-rank algorithms can be grouped into three categories:

• Pointwise approaches approximate the relevance of a single document for the
given query, independently of the other candidates for the query. Standard
regression or classification algorithms can be directly applied here for learning
to rank. Two of the most popular pointwise approaches are Random Forests
(RF) [27] and Gradient Boosted Regression Trees (GBRT) [58].

• Pairwise approaches consider a pair of documents at a time, and try to learn
a binary classifier that outputs the relative order between the documents.
GBRank [206] and RankNet [30] are examples of pairwise models.

• Listwise approaches aim to optimize the ordering of the entire result list. Algo-
rithms included in this category are Coordinate Ascent [133], ListNet [34], and
LambdaMART [196].
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We now provide a high-level description of two pointwise learning-to-rank approaches
used in this thesis.

The Random Forests algorithm [27] makes use of the Classification and Regression
Tree (CART) procedure to obtain uncorrelated trees. In an iterative process, a CART
is built from a bootstrap sample of instances in each iteration, using m random features.
The mean prediction of the individual trees is taken as the final prediction. These
two parameters, the number of trees (or iterations) and the maximum number m of
features in each tree, are set empirically. The Random Forests algorithm is widely used
as it often performs very well.

The Gradient Boosted Regression Trees algorithm [58] builds a set of trees using
few features on each iteration, and takes the prediction average as the final score.
Unlike random forests, in GBRT the trees are not randomly created, but each tree in
every iteration is obtained to minimize the residual error of the previous iterations.
Also here, the number of iterations and the number of features in each tree are free
parameters to be set.

2.1.2 Evaluation

The most common way to evaluate an IR system is to compare the result of a given
experiment against a standard test collection. A test collection is made of a set of
queries and their corresponding relevance labels. For a number of IR tasks, such
collections are usually provided by a benchmark campaign held at initiatives such as
the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC), NTCIR and CLEF. Additionally, research
teams often develop tailor-made test collections for novel problems. The relevance
labels in these collections are commonly provided by expert human annotators or via
crowdsourcing annotations.

The performance of a system is measured in terms of di�erent evaluation metrics.
Two main categories are set-based measures and rank-based measures.

Set-based measures are the most basic measures to evaluate an IR method. As
their name suggests, they do not consider the order of the results provided by the
system. Rather, given a query, these measures simply take into account two sets of
documents: (i) REL, the set of documents known to be relevant for the query in the
ground truth, and (ii) RET , the set of documents retrieved by the system. The two
set-based measures most commonly used are precision and recall, denoted respectively
by P and R, which are defined as follows:
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P = REL fl RET

RET
, R = REL fl RET

REL
.

The second category of evaluation metrics are rank-based measures. These take
into account the order of the results in a ranking, and usually are measured at di�erent
positions of the ranked list. Precision and recall at a given rank position K, denoted
respectively by P@K and R@K, consider only the set of the first K ranked results.
Precision at di�erent levels of recall can be captured in a single measure using Average
Precision (AP), which is defined as:

AP = 1
|REL|

ÿ

iœ{1,...,n}
diœREL

P@i , (2.13)

where only the relevant documents {di} contribute to the sum. Mean Average Precision
(MAP) is obtained by averaging the AP per query over all queries in a set of interest.
MAP is very useful to report the overall system performance for many cases, in
particular, when the relevance judgments are binary.

Beyond these measures, other evaluation metrics focus on the top documents. This
is in line with the intuitive observation that users tend to look at only the top part of a
ranked result list to find relevant items. Moreover, some search tasks may have a single
relevant document. Examples of such tasks are navigational search, where the user
looks for a particular website, and question answering. In these cases, recall is not an
appropriate measure. Instead, P@K for typical rank positions, e.g., K œ 5, 10, 20 are
easy to compute and to understand. Yet, they are not informative about rank positions
less than K. Reciprocal Rank (RR) is defined as the reciprocal of the rank position
at which the first relevant document is retrieved. Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is
the average of the reciprocal ranks over a set of queries. This metric is very sensitive
to the rank position. MRR has been widely used in IR, yet some criticism has been
raised recently, regarding its usage [59].

When non-binary, i.e., graded relevance judgments are used, a popular measure is
the Normalized DCG (NDCG), that is, the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [90]
normalized with respect to the ideal DCG. Discounted Cumulative Gain is built around
two assumptions: (i) highly relevant documents are more useful than marginally
relevant ones, and (ii) the lower the ranked position of a relevant document, the less
likely to be examined, hence the less useful it is for the user. A main concept in this
measure is the one of usefulness, or “gain,” of a document, representing how much
information is gained when a user examines the document. Given that a user starts
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examining documents and stops at rank p, the cumulative information gain can be
computed as:

CGp =
ÿ

iœ{1,...,p}
ri , (2.14)

where ri is the gain (or the relevance label) of the i-th retrieved document. However,
CG is not appropriate for capturing the rank position of each retrieved document. The
gain is then accumulated starting at the top of the ranking and may be reduced, or
“discounted,” at lower ranks, as a penalty. The discounted cumulative gain is calculated
as follows:

DCGp = r1 +
ÿ

iœ{2,...,p}

ri

log2(i + 1) . (2.15)

The gain at the top ranked document is not discounted, since it is assumed that
the user always examines this document. The DCG values are often normalized into
the range [0,1] dividing the DCG at each rank by the DCG value for the ideal ranking,
referred to as IDCG:

NDCGp = DCGp

IDCGp

. (2.16)

This normalization makes averaging easier for queries with di�erent numbers of
relevant documents. NDCG values are usually averaged across a set of queries at specific
rank values. Typical rank cut-o�s for which NDCG is reported in many applications
are 5, 10, or 20.

The Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR) [36] generalizes the reciprocal rank measure
to the case of graded relevance. ERR is defined as follows:

ERR =
ÿ

iœ{1,...,n}

1
i
S(i) , (2.17)

where n is the number of documents in the ranking, and S(i) is the probability that
a user stops from scanning documents in the ranking after examining the document
at position i. The assumption in ERR is that S is defined in terms of the relevance
grade of the document under consideration. Some criticism has been raised recently
regarding the usage of this measure [59].

Keyword queries, predominant in web search, are often ambiguous and have more
than one interpretation [4]. A practice widely adopted by modern search systems is
to produce a set of diversified results. Result diversification is an important research
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problem. Accordingly, metrics such as –-NDCG [38] have been proposed for evaluating
the diversity of search results. These metrics assume that there is a predefined set of
topics or categories, and that the user information needs can be modeled at the topical
level of this set. Both, queries and documents, may belong to one or more categories.

Several metrics for evaluating diversity present certain shortcomings: they do not
take into account how well a document satisfies a category, and they do not consider
the relative importance of di�erent categories. Intent-Aware Expected Reciprocal Rank
(ERR-IA) [1] is a metric proposed to address those shortcomings. This measure assumes
that the probability T (c|q) of a given query q belonging to a given category c is known.
Furthermore, labels indicating topics assigned to documents are known. The metric
also makes use of the idea of the quality value of a document d for a query q when
the intended category c is considered. Given the category c, the quality value of a
document d for a query q is the relevance label of d, except when d does not have c

among its known category labels, in which case the quality value of d for q is made zero.
ERR(c) denotes ERR where S in Eq. 2.17 is defined not in terms of the document
relevance values but in terms of their respective quality values for each query, given
the category c. Then, ERR-IA can be defined as follows:

ERR-IA =
ÿ

c

T (c|q)ERR(c) . (2.18)

2.2 Semantic Search
As described in Chapter 1, semantic search, or “search by meaning,” encompasses
multiple techniques under the main goal of understanding the query, and so providing
a better search experience. Users seem to expect current web search engines to be
able to provide answers to their varied information needs, from checking the weather,
to ordering a taxi, to organizing a party. The traditional ten blue links, where only
documents relevant to the query were ranked, has been enhanced with meaningful
information objects among the results, in particular, entities, and entity-oriented
widgets and displays. The increased availability of structured data sparkled the
evolution of web search engines into “answer engines [7].” This section presents a review
of entity-oriented search, and then discusses previous work on understanding query
intents.
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2.2.1 Entities and Knowledge Bases

Entities, such as persons, organizations, and locations, are natural units for organizing
information [7]. Entities can provide not only more focused responses, but often
immediate answers [134]. Many information needs in web search look for specific
entities [153].

A knowledge repository contains a collection of entities in a certain representation.
Wikipedia is arguably the most widely known knowledge repository, where an entity
is represented as a semi-structured article. That is, most of the document content is
raw (or unstructured) text, with few structured information in the infoboxes presented
as entity cards within the articles. Its collaborative project allows a large number
of contributors to combine their e�orts, daily used by millions of users around the
world as their trustable reference in many areas of knowledge. Wikipedia is also widely
supported and used by the research community.

Wikipedia has been created for human consumption. A knowledge base (KB),
instead, contains structured knowledge, often extracted from free text, intended to be
accessible to machines. Contrasting with the unstructured nature of textual documents,
this structured format represents knowledge usually by Resource Description Framework
(RDF) triples of the shape (subject, predicate, object). Each of these triples declares a
fact about the subject (an entity) by relating it with an object (a literal or another
entity). Ultimately, the approaches for extracting structured knowledge from textual
content aim to produce a potentially machine-readable representation of information.
The alternative denomination of KBs as knowledge graphs (KGs) emphasizes the
relationships between entities.

A number of general-purpose knowledge bases have been developed along the recent
years. DBpedia [107] is widely used by researchers in areas such as Semantic Web
and Information Retrieval. Developed by processing the semi-structured data from
Wikipedia, it is a hub for multiple KBs to redirect to its large repository of entities.
Other cross-domain KBs include YAGO [176], Freebase [24], and Wikidata [192, 179].
Alongside these ones, there also exist many purpose-specific knowledge bases, for
example, GeoNames, WordNet, and DBLP, usually created for projects in specific
domains. All these KBs are repositories of open data, freely available to everyone.

The Linked Open Data cloud constitutes an initiative that allows to link resources
among these KBs.1 Apart from these open KBs, there exist proprietary initiatives
to collect and leverage large amounts of structured data. In particular, tech giants

1https://lod-cloud.net/
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such as Google [51], Bing and Facebook have all developed their own variation of a
knowledge graph.

2.2.2 Entity-oriented Search

Given a representation of structured knowledge centered around entities, it is of key
importance to be able to uniquely recognize the occurrences of entities for building
these representations, and to retrieve relevant entities for entity-oriented search queries.
These two central problems in entity-oriented search are discussed in this section.

Recognizing entity mentions in unstructured text is a core task in the construction
of knowledge bases, where facts about entities are expected to be collected and
represented in a structured fashion. In particular, this task is very important in the
area of Information Extraction (IE) when aiming to automatically build knowledge
bases, as it is the goal of projects like NELL [35] and OpenIE [14, 123]. Moreover,
in many other scenarios it is convenient to identify entity occurrences with high
accuracy. An example is the case of an online reputation management [3] service,
which monitors through news streams the stock performance of a company or a scandal
around a celebrity. The task of named entity recognition (NER) consists of identifying
the occurrences of name entities, and also assigning a high-level semantic class label
among Person, Organization, or Location. Another task, named entity disambiguation
(NED), addresses the problem of linking a given occurrence with the correct entry in a
knowledge base. The task of entity linking (EL) comprises both NER and NED, in the
full problem of recognizing and disambiguating an entity occurring in unstructured
text. These tasks are fundamental entity-centered problems when processing a text
document [161, 186].

Entity Retrieval

Entity retrieval is the task of obtaining a ranked list of entities relevant to a search
query. Many queries are entity-oriented, that is, queries whose expected result is an
entity or a list of entities, or queries that contain entity mentions. Indeed, a large
portion of information needs in web search look for specific entities [153]. Ranking
entities in response to a search query is an important problem. The INEX 2007–2009
Entity Retrieval track [43, 45, 48] is the first benchmark campaign in studying entity
retrieval, using Wikipedia as entity repository of reference. Earlier, the expert finding
problem addressed the retrieval of people, considering their expertise in an enterprise
context as relevance criteria [8].
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A research item of particular interest in entity retrieval is the representation of
entities. Hence, a considerable portion of the work in this area deals with how to
obtain a term-based representation of entities, which then allows to rank them much
like documents, using traditional document retrieval approaches. In particular, recent
established methods for entity retrieval adopt a fielded entity representation, and utilize
fielded variants of document retrieval methods [164, 143, 102, 101, 207].

Several tasks have been studied in the field of entity retrieval. Ad hoc entity ranking
is the task of returning a ranked list of entities relevant to the input keyword query.
This problem is introduced in the INEX 2007–2009 Entity Retrieval track [43, 45, 48].
Another task was formulated in the same benchmark campaign: list search, which
further assumes that sought results are semantically related. For example, the results
expected for the query “US presidents since 1960” are all related by the condition of
being US presidents who were in charge since 1960. These semantic relationships may
be specified in the input, alongside the keyword query, either with a set of types of
entities sought by a query, or a small set of example entities. Related entity finding, a
special case of list search, requires the result entities to be of a specific type and stand
in a particular relation with a given input entity [10]. As an illustration, given the
input query “airlines that currently use Boeing 747 planes,” the entities to be returned
must be of type Airlines, and related with the input entity Boeing 747. This problem
was featured in the TREC 2009-2011 Entity track [10, 13]. Finally, answers to many
questions in question answering are specific entities [115]. For example, the expected
result for the query “What is the capital of Norway?” is the entity Oslo. The DBpedia
Entity test collection, introduced by Balog and Neumayer [12], contains queries from
several benchmarking campaigns, ranging from keyword queries to natural language
questions, with relevant results mapped to DBpedia. Hasibi et al. [80] enhanced the
collection into the DBpedia Entity v2 collection, which adopts a more recent DBpedia
version and incorporates judgements for new entities, as well as it uses graded relevance
judgements for all queries.

Entity Types and Target Entity Types

As mentioned above, some entity retrieval tasks involved entity type information. A
characteristic property of an entity is its type. For example, the entity Oslo is of type
City. Other types for this entity are Settlement, a more general type than City, and
Norwegian city, more specific than City. An entity is assigned one or more types from
a type system of reference. Types in a type system are usually arranged in hierarchical
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relationships, which makes such a system to be known also as type taxonomy or type
hierarchy.

Types such as City and Norwegian city are intuitive semantic classes that group
entities. It is possible to think in many other types for a given entity. For example,
Oslo is also a European city, and a Norwegian city with more than 100,000 inhabitants.
Yet, in an actual scenario leveraging entity-oriented structured knowledge, the types
available for an entity are usually the ones provided by the type taxonomy of reference.
This is, depending on the type system that is used, a type that exists in a given
taxonomy might not be available in another. As an example, the DBpedia Ontology
is a rather small type hierarchy, manually curated, of a few more than 700 types in
its current version. Using this taxonomy as reference, it is only possible to indicate
that Oslo is a City, but not a Norwegian city, since this more specific type does not
exist in the DBpedia Ontology. Instead, the Wikipedia category graph contains a
category Cities and towns in Norway. This very large graph of categories records
hierarchical relationships, but is not strictly a taxonomy. Other type hierarchies used
by the research community include the YAGO taxonomy and Freebase types.

Entity type information in an knowledge base is often incomplete, imperfect, or
missing altogether for some entities. In particular, new entities emerging on a daily
basis also need to be mapped to one or more types of the underlying type system.
Regarding the challenges of the entity typing problem, Gangemi et al. [60] distinguish
between extensional coverage, i.e., the number of typed resources, and intensional
coverage, i.e., conceptual completeness. Furthermore, their approach makes use of
the natural language definition of an entity in Wikipedia, inferring types from graph
patterns over logical interpretations of the entity definitions. Similar approaches are
used in the related task of fine-grained entity typing in context. Lin et al. [112] exploit
entity definitions to map entities into Freebase types by analyzing n-grams in the
textual relations around entity mentions. Nakashole et al. [140] address typing emerging
entities from news streams and social media. Fossati et al. [56] address entity typing
by leveraging linguistic hypotheses about the syntactic patterns in Wikipedia category
labels. Yaghoobzadeh et al. [197] use multi-instance, multi-label typing algorithms
over KB data and annotated contexts of entities in a corpus. Kliegr and Zamazal [103]
predict the entity type by linearly combining the output distributions from several
techniques: (i) string matching and statistical inference on an external hypernyms
dataset extracted from Wikipedia, and (ii) hierarchies of classifiers trained on entity
short abstracts and on Wikipedia categories. Corpus-level entity typing is also used
for knowledge base completion. A multilayer perceptron approach has been proposed
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using word embeddings [198]. SDType [149, 150] utilizes links between instances in a
KB to infer entity typing by using a weighted voting approach. The main assumption
is that some relationships between entities only occur with particular entity types.
As an example, from the triple (x, dbo:location, y), it could be inferred with high
confidence that y is of type Place. Since DBpedia 3.9, the type assignments obtained
by SDType, available for a large subset of entities, are distributed with DBpedia.
Regarding the task of detecting and typing emerging entities, having fine-grained types
for new entities is of particular importance for informative knowledge [112, 140]. For
example, the type Guitar player is more informative than Person, and similarly is Jazz
music festival than Event. These fine-grained types are expected to boost the grouping
of emerging entities, as well as to strengthen the extraction of relational facts about
entities.

Just as types are a typical property of entities, types can also be assigned to a
query. The types of entities expected to be returned for a query are known as the
target entity types of the query. As an illustration, some of the target entity types
of the query “US presidents since 1960” may be Person, Politician, President, or US
President. The INEX Entity Ranking track [48] and the TREC Entity track [13] both
featured scenarios where target types are provided by the user. In a realistic setting,
target entity types are not provided, but rather need to be automatically identified
based on the keyword query. Vallet and Zaragoza [185] introduced this very task as the
entity type ranking problem, this is, to rank target entity types for a given input query.
This task is later referred to also as target entity type identification problem. They
establish a baseline method, which extracts entity mentions from the set of top relevant
passages, then considers the types associated with the top-ranked entities using various
weighting functions. Methods that use entities as a bridge to reach entity types from a
query are known as entity-centric methods. Kaptein et al. [98] similarly use a simple
entity-centric model. Balog and Neumayer [11] address a hierarchical version of the
task, using the DBpedia Ontology and language modeling techniques. The hierarchical
target type identification (HTTI) task is defined as the problem of finding the main
target entity types of a query, from a type taxonomy, such that (i) these correspond
to the most specific categories of entities that are relevant to the query, and (ii) main
types cannot be on the same branch in the taxonomy. The authors further propose two
approaches. One of them uses an entity-centric strategy. The other builds a textual
type representation by concatenating the descriptions of all the entities assigned to
each type.
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Type Information in Entity Retrieval

Utilizing target entity type information in ad hoc entity retrieval is a multifaceted
research problem. As mentioned, type information involves hierarchical relationships in
the type system, or the several possible choices of a reference type taxonomy, and these
dimensions of type-based information are to be taken into account when addressing
type-aware entity retrieval.

The choice of a particular type taxonomy is mainly informed by the problem setting,
for example, DBpedia Ontology is a small yet curated taxonomy, whereas Wikipedia
provides a larger number of categories. The most common type system used in prior
work is Wikipedia categories [47, 9, 97, 158, 29]. This is in part due to historical
reasons, since Wikipedia was the underlying type system used at the INEX Entity
Ranking track, where type information was first exploited. Further choices include
the DBpedia Ontology [11, 181], YAGO types [47, 169, 181, 140], Freebase [112], and
schema.org [181].

Early work represented type information as a separate field in a fielded entity
model [208]. Demartini et al. [47] additionally expand type information using the
underlying hierarchy. Since then, several approaches have attempted to expand the
set of target types based on the hierarchical structure of the type system [151, 9, 29,
11, 181]. In later works, types are typically incorporated into the retrieval method
by combining term-based similarity with a separate type-based similarity component.
This combination may be done (i) using a linear interpolation [9, 97, 151], where
the contribution of each term- and type-based components is controlled, or (ii) in a
multiplicative manner, where the type-based component essentially serves as a filter over
the ranked results of the term-based part [29]. Di�erent approaches have been proposed
to measure the type-based similarity. Vercoustre et al. [187] define it in terms of lexical
type label similarity. Kaptein and Kamps [96] take into account the descriptions of
entities to which a given type is assigned. Weerkamp et al. [194] measure the overlap
ratio of type sets. Zhu et al. [208], Demartini et al. [46] model types added as a separated
field in multi-field retrieval. Balog et al. [9] employ a probabilistic approach that
represents entity type information as multinomial probability distributions. Regarding
the representations of type information, target entity types are commonly considered
in two main ways. In one hand, the target types are seen simply as a set where every
assigned type has the same importance [151, 47, 158, 97]. In the other hand, target
types constitute a bag, this is, a set weighted by a probability function, defining a
distribution of target types [185, 9, 169].
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2.2.3 Understanding Query Intents

Query understanding is the process of “identifying the underlying intent of the
queries” [40]. Understanding the query intent constitutes a key factor to improve
the search experience [113]. Di�erent general approaches have been proposed, accord-
ing to a particular interpretation of what it means to understand the query intents. One
kind of approaches aim to identify what the query is about, using topical classification,
usually performed with a model trained via supervised learning [170, 110, 85, 33]. In
the case of entity-oriented queries, a similar line of approaches understands the query
by identifying the target entity types, as previously detailed [185, 11]. Another kind of
approaches perform query segmentation, this is, to divide the query into meaningful
segments, usually lexical or syntactic phrases [160, 93, 17, 178, 86, 77]. Finally, yet
another branch of query understanding consists of identifying the entity occurrences in
queries, and classifying them into predefined entity types [78, 79].

Several research works aim to propose or discover query taxonomies. Broder [28]
studies query intents according to how people search, and for what reason. He proposes
a scheme to classify every given query into one of three possible intent categories:
navigational (to reach a specific website), informational (learn by viewing or reading
web pages) or transactional (obtain a resource di�erent from information). This seminal
scheme for understanding query intents has been extended by further refinements as
more online search activities are identified. Rose and Levinson [165] focus on why a
search is made, and propose a scheme of eleven finer-grained intents. Specifically, the
authors further divide the informational intent category into subcategories (including
to learn something in particular about a topic by an either unambiguous or open-ended
question, to be told anything about a topic, to find a location, to get advice, and
to get a list of suggested web sites). They also subdivide the transactional category
into four distintive resource acquisitions: downloading, being entertained, interacting,
and getting a product possibly by buying or renting it. Jansen et al. [89] present
an approach to classify the intent behind a given query into one of the three main
categories. Yin and Shah [201] exploit search logs to build taxonomies of query intents
for a set of entities.

Previous work has identified high-level patterns from web search queries, as well
as has aimed to build a set of all possible query intents for a given entity, or at least
most of them. Within similar approaches of query segmentation, these works often
assume that the query consists of an entity name, complemented with context terms,
or refiners, to express the underlying intent of the user [153]. For example, according
to Lin et al. [113], a query can be classified as an entity, an entity plus a refiner (e.g.,
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“emma stone 2017”), a category, a category plus a refiner (e.g., “doctors in barcelona”),
a website, or other sort of query. Such classification relies merely on lexico-syntactic
forms and lacks a more semantically-grounded distinction. The authors mine a query
log to obtain the distribution of the most frequent refiners per entity. Reinanda et al.
[159] explore entity aspects in user interaction log data. There, an entity aspect roughly
corresponds to a section heading in a Wikipedia article. The authors obtain clusters of
entity aspects and also of query refiners from search logs. With these, they address the
tasks of ranking the intents for a given entity, and recommending aspects.

In some research lines, the entity-oriented intents under the transactional category
are referred to as actions. Lin et al. [113] propose the model of active objects as a
representation of an entity associated with a ranked list of potential actions. For
example, given a particular flashlight as the given entity, some of the actions found
suitable for the entity are “read reviews,” “find locally,” and “buy.” The authors
consider a fixed set of actions, for individual entities, where the actions are simple
surface forms mined from query logs. The authors also study a generative model able
to suggest the intent for a given entity, by “generating” a query like the observed ones.

The action mining task at the NTCIR Actionable Knowledge Graph track [21]
addresses the problem of ranking potential actions for a given entity of a given type.
There, an action comprises of a verb and possibly an object or modifier. In this track,
an action is required to be expressed as a verbal phrase, which is not the case for most
of the transactional intents. As an example of this last item, “hilton taxi” very likely
expresses the intent of getting a taxi to the hotel, where the refiner “taxi” is not a
verbal phrase.

2.3 Task-based Search
Search is often performed in the context of some larger underlying task [99], involving
a nontrivial sequence of steps to be completed. A canonical example is planning a
trip to Barcelona. In order to complete her task, the user typically needs to issue a
query for booking a flight to Barcelona, another query for booking a hotel, another one
to check the things to do in the city. Some of these steps may be already simplified,
for example, the interface for booking the hotel might also include suitable o�ers for
booking a flight, or provide guides for visiting points of interest. Even in those cases,
the user has to deal with the cognitive workload of comparing o�ers, realizing that she
might also need to rent a car, aggregating costs from multiple services, remembering
that she would like to ask for special hotel amenities, or issuing new searches when
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exploring alternative dates. Current web search engines are far from supporting task
completion. Hence, there is a growing stream of research aimed at making search
engines more aware of complex search tasks (i.e., recognizing what task the user is
trying to accomplish) and customizing the search experience appropriately.

A theme in complex search is supporting exploratory search, where users pursue
an information goal to learn or discover more about a given topic [183, 6]. Log-
based studies have been a main area of focus, including the identification of tasks
and segmentation of search queries into tasks [118, 82] and mining task-based search
sessions in order to understand query reformulations [91] or search trails [195], as well as
extracting hierarchies of tasks and subtasks [129] and predicting task satisfaction [127].

As described in the previous section, the high-level categorization of search behavior
by Broder [28], classifying the queries in navigational, informational or transactional, has
been subsequently extended as more online search activities are identified [165, 89, 201].
Of particular interest are multi-step search tasks [81], which encompass the behavior
where complex tasks, involving multiple aspects, are aimed to be fulfilled.

A large body of work targets the detection of search sessions in query logs, with the
ultimate aim of identifying search patterns in user behavior and of providing additional
support upon them. In the field of query log analysis, a search session is usually defined
as a sequence of queries where the elapsed time between two consecutive queries is not
larger than a delta value, which ranges from 30 minutes [83, 154] to 90 minutes [74].
Beyond session detection, focus was also placed on the challenge of understanding the
task-based user interaction with search engines. Here, “task” refers to the overall goal
(“work task”) of the user that motivated her to search in the first place. A notion of
search mission is established by Jones and Klinkner [92]. They introduce the concept of
hierarchical search, instituting the idea of a search mission as a set of topically-related
queries, not necessarily consecutive, composed by simpler search goals. Their work
also discusses a method for detecting whether a given query pair belongs to the same
goal. Their concept of a search mission is the one assumed in this thesis, to emphasize
the coherent nature of search queries motivated by a single underlying goal, di�erent
from other lines of work that focus on multi-tasking behavior across sessions.

Several works have extended problems on search behavior in query logs. Mei et al.
[131] propose a method for finding user search sequences at multiple levels of granularity
within the hierarchical search approach. Moreover, Donato et al. [50] address on-the-fly
identification of search tasks, i.e., as the user interacts with an engine. Intent-aware
query similarity is introduced by Guo et al. [72], aiming to capture the search intent
behind a query and using these underlying tasks for recommending related queries.
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Kelly et al. [99] propose a supervised model to analyze user search behavior spanning
multiple sessions. They address two problems: identifying related queries for a query
in previous sessions by that user, and predicting whether the user will return to a
given multi-query task. The problem of search task discovery within a user session
is introduced in the work by Lucchese et al. [117], where the authors also propose a
method based on graph query representation. Hagen et al. [74] extend task detection to
the cross-session modality, using a cascading approach, to account for the user behavior
of carrying on a search task across multiple sessions. Further approaches in cross-session
search task detection include modeling intrinsic and extrinsic diversity [157], temporal
closeness [108], topic membership [109], and embedded trees in the query similarity
graph [193]. Mehrotra et al. [125] find a distribution of search sessions with respect to
the number of tasks, as well as propose a categorization of users in terms of their multi-
tasking behaviour. Lucchese et al. [116] propose a framework for finding search tasks
combining a Learning-to-Rank-based query similarity and graph-based query clustering.
Verma and Yilmaz [189] leverage entities occurring in queries to build task dictionaries
of terms and use them for extracting tasks from a query log. Furthermore, the same
authors also study the usage of entity type information for task extraction [190]. Rather
than the usual flat representation of tasks, methods to obtain a hierarchy of tasks and
their corresponding subtasks have been studied [128, 126, 129]. Context information
from query logs is used to learn a continuous distributional representation in the
form of a task embedding [130]. Beyond task extraction, Mehrotra et al. [127] extract
interaction sequences of user activity with the search engine results, and learn a model
to predict user satisfaction at the level of individual queries.

2.3.1 Suggesting Queries to Support Task-Based Search

As mentioned before, completing a complex task often requires the user to issue multiple
queries. Yet, focus is often on providing the best results for a single query, and usually
it is ignored the task that lead the user to issue her query. The three editions of the
TREC Tasks track (2015-2017) [200, 188, 95] formulated two main problems. The first,
task understanding, consists of providing a complete coverage of subtasks for an initial
query, by the means of a ranked list of keyphrases or query suggestions, while avoiding
redundancy. The second, task completion, requires to return documents for helping the
user complete the task behind her initial query, aiming to assess the usefulness of such
a task completion system.

Query suggestions, recommending a list of related queries to an initial user input,
are an integral part of modern search engines [144]. Most of the previous work in query
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suggestions utilizes large-scale query logs. For example, Craswell and Szummer [39]
perform a random walk on a query-click graph. Boldi et al. [23] model the query flow
in user search sessions via chains of queries. Scenarios in the absence of query logs
have also been addressed [104, 18].

The teams participating in the TREC Tasks track have relied on several information
sources when addressing the task understanding task. Query suggestions from API
suggestion services, provided by commercial web search engines like Google and Bing,
have been utilized by teams across the three editions of the track. Another commonly
used source for extracting keyphrase candidates are the documents corresponding to
the search results from commercial web search engines, and the documents in the
ClueWeb12 corpus. Bennett and White [16] make use of the anchor text graph, which
is also part of the sources in the system developed by Hagen et al. [76]. In this
strategy, they consider the documents anchored by keyphrases similar to the initial
query, and then take as candidates the anchors that link to these documents. The
Webis team [75, 76] also leverages the AOL query log divided into search sessions and
missions, taking as candidates all sessions containing a query whose cosine similarity
with the initial query is above a certain threshold. Other information sources taken into
account by the di�erent teams are query auto-completions from Google Autocomplete,
retrieved topics from Freebase and Wikidata that are similar to the entity annotated
in the initial query, and WikiHow articles. The approaches used to generate query
suggestions for supporting task-based search combine their respective information
sources in a number of ways. Alsulmi et al. [2] propose a clustering step to eliminate
redundancy among the candidates and so favor the diversity of suggestions. Each
keyphrase is then ranked with respect to its cluster. In the approaches developed
by Hagen et al. [75, 76], each information source is a module with a corresponding
score, determined by manual testing. Then, each keyphrase candidate is assigned the
sum of the scores across all the modules that it comes from. Garigliotti and Balog [62]
propose a probabilistic generative model.

2.3.2 Procedural Knowledge

As mentioned before, the increased availability of structured data published in knowl-
edge bases was the pivotal component that sparked the evolution of a broad range
of search and recommendation services on the Web [7]. However, supporting task-
based search does not benefit necessarily from descriptive or declarative KBs, such as
Wikipedia, DBpedia, or the Google Knowledge Graph. Indeed, they lack su�cient
coverage of procedural knowledge. Procedural knowledge [70] is the knowledge involved
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in accomplishing of a task. Unlike descriptive knowledge represented in knowledge
repositories and bases, procedural knowledge, usually acquired by experience, is re-
garded rather implicit and hard to be shared. A few procedural knowledge bases, instead,
are specialized in semi-structured knowledge [145, 37], that has been extracted from
corpora of how-to guides collaboratively created in projects like WikiHow or eHow.

Jung et al. [94] automatically create a situation ontology from how-to instructions
through a model of daily situational knowledge with goals, action sequences, and
contextual items. They also envisage a schema mapping actions to actual service
providers.

Pareti et al. [145] identify properties that define community-centric tasks, that is,
tasks with a strong social aspect, for example, the task of collaborating to develop
a project. They then propose a framework to represent the semantic structure of
procedural knowledge in web communities. The proposed representation operates
distributed across di�erent KBs, and comprises a process ontology intended to express
in a structured fashion the tasks, sub-tasks, requirements, and execution status.

A very di�erent approach for constructing a procedural KB is proposed by Chu et al.
[37]. They normalize the how-to tasks from WikiHow into a hierarchical taxonomy
that also represents the temporal order of sub-tasks, as well as the attributes of the
involved items. Their method relies on hierarchical agglomerative clustering of task
frames obtained by open-domain semantic role labeling.



Chapter 3

Utilizing Entity Type Information

Today, the practice of returning entities from a knowledge base in response to search
queries has become widespread. Entities can improve the user experience throughout the
entire search process, by enabling techniques of query assistance, content understanding,
result presentation, and contextual recommendations [7]. Major web search engines also
shaped users’ expectations about search applications; the single-search-box paradigm
has become widespread, and ordinary users have little incentive (or knowledge) to
formulate structured queries. The task of ad hoc entity retrieval [153] corresponds to
this setting: returning a ranked list of entities from a knowledge base in response to a
keyword user query.

One of the unique characteristics of entity retrieval that distinguishes it from
document retrieval is that entities are typed. Entity types (or types for short) are
semantic categories that group together entities with similar properties. Types are
typically organized in a hierarchy, which we will refer to as type taxonomy hereinafter.
Each entity in the knowledge base can be associated with (i.e., is an instance of )
one or more types. For example, using the DBpedia Ontology, the type of the
entity Albert Einstein is Scientist; according to Wikipedia’s category system, that
entity belongs to the types Theoretical physicists and People with acquired Swiss
citizenship, among others. By identifying the types of entities sought by a query
(target types, from now on), one can use this information to improve entity retrieval
performance [208, 47, 151, 29, 9, 158, 97]; see Fig. 3.1 for an illustration. Moreover, in
an envisaged search interface, direct answers such as widgets and verticals could take
into account the types of entities targeted by the search query. The main high-level
research question we are concerned with in this chapter is the following: How can one
exploit entity type information to improve ad hoc entity retrieval?
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query entity
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American
actors

Works by
Quentin
Tarantino

Fig. 3.1 Illustration of type-aware entity retrieval, where the target types sought by a
query (left) are matched against the types that are assigned to the given entity in the
knowledge base (right).

The concept of entity types, while seemingly straightforward, turns out to be a
multifaceted research problem that has not yet been thoroughly investigated in the
literature. Most of the research related with the usage of type information has been
conducted in the context of the INEX Entity Ranking track [48]. There, it is assumed
that the user complements the keyword query with one or more target types, using
Wikipedia categories as the type system. The focus has been on expanding the set of
target types based on hierarchical relationships and dealing with the imperfections of
the type system [47, 9, 151, 97]. Importantly, these developments have been motivated
and driven by the peculiarities of Wikipedia’s category system. It is not known
whether the same methods prove e�ective, and even if these issues persist at all, in
case of other type taxonomies. We consider and systematically compare multiple
type taxonomies (DBpedia, Freebase, Wikipedia, and YAGO). Additionally, there is
the issue of representing entity type information, more specifically, to what extent
the hierarchy of the taxonomy should be preserved. Yet another question is how to
combine type-based and text-based matching in the retrieval model. In this chapter,
we present the first comprehensive study on the usage of entity type information for
entity retrieval.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we review
related research. Section 3.2 introduces type-aware entity retrieval models. Next, in
Section 3.3 we discuss alternative ways of representing hierarchical entity type infor-
mation and present di�erent type taxonomies. Section 3.4 describes our experimental
setup. We report and discuss the experimental results in Section 3.5.
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3.1 Related Work
The task of entity ranking has been studied in di�erent flavors. Ad hoc entity ranking
takes a keyword query as input and returns a ranking of relevant entities [153, 141].
List search further assumes that sought results are semantically related (e.g., “US
presidents since 1960” or “Axis powers of World War II”); these semantic relationships
may be specified with a set of target types, or a (small) set of example entities [13, 48].
Related entity finding, a special case of list search, requires result entities to be of a
specific type and stand in a particular relation with a given input entity (e.g., “airlines
that currently use Boeing 747 planes”) [10]. Finally, answers to many questions in
question answering are specific entities (e.g., “Who is the mayor of Berlin?”) [115]. Our
interest in this work lies in the usage of type information for general-purpose entity
retrieval against a knowledge base, where queries may belong to any of the above
categories.

3.1.1 Using Type Information in Entity Ranking

Early work represented type information as a separate field in a fielded entity model [208].
Demartini et al. [47] additionally expand type information using the underlying hi-
erarchy. In later works, types are typically incorporated into the retrieval method
by combining term-based similarity with a separate type-based similarity component.
This combination may be done (i) using a linear interpolation [9, 97, 151] or (ii) in a
multiplicative manner, where the type-based component essentially serves as a filter [29].
Raviv et al. [158] introduce a particular version of interpolation linearly aggregating
each of the scores for the joint distribution of the query with entity document, type,
and name. All the mentioned works have consistently reported significant performance
improvements when a type-based component is incorporated into the (term-based) re-
trieval model. However, type-aware approaches had not been systematically compared
prior to the work that we present in this chapter. We formalize these two general
combination strategies, interpolation and filtering, in Section 3.2, and then compare
them experimentally in Section 3.5.

Di�erent approaches have measured the type-based similarity by using lexical type
label similarity [187], descriptions of entities [96], overlap ratio of type sets [194], and
even types added as a separated field in multi-field retrieval [208, 46]. In this work we
use a state-of-the-art solution proposed by Balog et al. [9] (cf. Section 3.2.3).
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3.1.2 Type Taxonomies

The choice of a particular type taxonomy is mainly motivated by the problem setting,
depending on whether a wide-coverage type system (like Wikipedia categories) or a
curated taxonomy (e.g., the DBpedia Ontology) is desired. The most common type
system used in prior work is Wikipedia categories [47, 9, 97, 158, 29]. This is in part
due to historical reasons, as this was the underlying type system used at the INEX
Entity Ranking track, where type information was first exploited. Further choices
include the DBpedia Ontology [11, 181], YAGO types [47, 169, 181, 140], Freebase [112],
and schema.org [181]. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study to compare
di�erent type taxonomies for entity retrieval.

3.1.3 Representations of Type Information

Target types are commonly considered either as a set [151, 47, 158, 97] or as a bag
(weighted set) [185, 9, 169]. Various ways of measuring type-based similarity have
been proposed [187, 96, 194, 208, 46]. In this work we employ a probabilistic approach
that represents entity type information as multinomial probability distributions [9]
(cf. Section 3.2.3). Within a taxonomy, types are arranged in a hierarchy. (Wikipedia
represents a special case here, as its categories do not form a well-defined “is-a”
hierarchy.) Several approaches have attempted to expand the set of target types based
on the hierarchical structure of the type system [151, 9, 29, 47, 11, 181]. Crucially, the
investigation of type hierarchies has been limited to Wikipedia, and, even there, mixed
results are reported [187, 208, 46, 88]. It remains an open question whether considering
the hierarchical nature of types benefits retrieval performance. We aim to fill that gap.

3.1.4 Entity Type Assignments

A further complicating issue is that type information associated with entities in
the knowledge base is incomplete, imperfect, or missing altogether for some entities.
Gangemi et al. [60] distinguish between extensional coverage, i.e., the number of typed
resources, and intensional coverage, i.e., conceptual completeness. Automatic typing
of entities is a possible solution for alleviating some of these problems. For example,
approaches to extend entity type assignments in DBpedia include mining associated
Wikipedia articles for link relations [142], patterns over logical interpretations of the
deeply parsed natural language definitions [60], or linguistic hypotheses about category
classes [56]. Several works have addressed entity typing over progressively larger
taxonomies with finer-grained types [54, 71, 156, 114, 202]. Regarding the task of
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detecting and typing emerging entities, having fine-grained types for new entities is of
particular importance for informative knowledge [112, 140].

3.2 Type-aware Entity Retrieval
In this section, we formally describe the type-aware entity retrieval models that we
will be using for aiming to answer the research question (RQ1) How can entity type
information be utilized in ad-hoc entity retrieval? Our contributions do not lie in this
part; the techniques we present were shown to be e�ective in prior research. Table 3.1
presents the notation that we use throughout this chapter.

We formulate the retrieval task in a generative probabilistic framework. Given an
input query q, we rank entities e according to

P (e|q) Ã P (q|e) P (e) . (3.1)

When uniform entity priors are assumed, the final ranking of entities boils down to
the estimation of P (q|e). We consider the query in the term space as well as in the
type space. Hence, we write q = (qw, qt), where qw holds the query terms (words) and
qt holds the target types. Two ways of factoring the probability P (q|e) are presented
in Section 3.2.1. All models share two components: term-based similarity, P (qw|e),
and type-based similarity, P (qt|e). These are discussed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3,
respectively.

3.2.1 Retrieval Models

We present two alternative approaches for combining term-based and type-based
similarity.

Filtering

Assuming conditional independence between the term-based and type-based compo-
nents, the final score becomes a multiplication of the components:

P (q|e) = P (qw|e) P (qt|e) . (3.2)

This approach is a generalization, among others, of the one used by Bron et al.
[29] (where the term-based information itself is unfolded into multiple components,
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Symbol Description
e Entity (e œ E)
E Set of all entities in the knowledge base
Et Set of all entities typed with t
q Query
t Type (t œ T )
T Set of all types in the taxonomy
Te Set of all types assigned to e (Te µ T )
w Term (word)

a(e, t) Entity-type association weight for e and t
f(w, e) Frequency of w in (the description of) e
n(t, e) Entity-type association importance for e and t
fi(t) Parent type of t in the taxonomy
Relq Set of relevant entities for q according to the ground truth
rel(q, e) Relevance level of e for q according to the ground truth
Rk(q) Set of top-k ranked entities for q
scoreM(e, q) Retrieval score of entity e for query q, given by model M
scoreM(„i)(t, q) Target type score of t for query q, given by model M , with array

(„i) of underlying retrieval model parameters (omitted if empty)
w2v(w) Pre-trained word2vec word embedding vector for w
vw2v

content
Centroid of word2vec vectors for all content words in v

1(p) Binary indicator function which returns 1 i� p is true
◊e Entity types distribution for e
◊q Target types distribution for q
⁄t Weight of type-based component in interpolation model
k Target types ranking cut-o� in strict filtering model

Table 3.1 Glossary of the notation used in Chapters 3 and 4.

considering not only language models from textual context but also estimations of
entity co-occurrences). We consider two specific instantiations of this model:

• Strict filtering, where P (qt|e) is 1 if the sets of target types and entity types
have a non-empty intersection, and is 0 otherwise.

• Soft filtering, where P (qt|e) œ [0..1] and is estimated using the approach detailed
in Section 3.2.3.
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Interpolation

Alternatively, a mixture model may be used, which allows for controlling the importance
of each component. Nevertheless, the conditional independence between qw and qt is
still imposed by this model:

P (q|e) = (1 ≠ ⁄t)P (qw|e) + ⁄tP (qt|e) , (3.3)

where P (qt|e) is estimated using the approach detailed in Section 3.2.3. Several works
use the interpolation model [151, 9, 158, 97].

3.2.2 Term-based Similarity

We base the estimation of the term-based component, P (qw|e), on statistical language
modeling techniques since they have shown to be an e�ective approach in prior
work [9, 97, 29, 12, 79]. Specifically, we employ the Sequential Dependence Model
(SDM) [132]. Following what is done in the literature ([80]), we set the default
parameters 0.8, 0.1, and 0.1 for terms, ordered, and unordered bigrams, respectively.
We note that the term-based component is not the focus of this work; any other
approach could also be plugged in (provided that the retrieval scores are mapped to
probabilities).

3.2.3 Type-based Similarity

Rather than considering types simply as a set, we assume a distributional representation
of types, also referred to as bag-of-types. Namely, a type in the bag may occur with
repetitions, naturally rendering it more important. Following the literature ([9]), we
represent type information as a multinomial probability distribution over types, both
for queries and for entities. Specifically, let ◊q denote the target type distribution for
the query q (such that q

t P (t|◊q) = 1). We assume that there is some mechanism in
place that estimates this distribution; in our experiments, we will rely on an “oracle”
that provides us exactly with this information (cf. Section 3.4.2). Further, let ◊e denote
the target type distribution for entity e. We assume that a function n(t, e) is provided,
which returns 1 if e is assigned to type t, otherwise 0. We present various ways of
setting n(t, e) based on the hierarchy of the type taxonomy in Section 3.3. We note
that n(t, e) is not limited to having a binary value; this quantity could, for example,
be used to reflect how important type t is for the given entity e. We use a multinomial
distribution to allow for such future extensions. The type-based representation of an
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entity e is estimated using Dirichlet smoothing:

P (t|◊e) = n(t, e) + µP (t)
q

tÕ n(tÕ, e) + µ
, (3.4)

where the background type model is obtained by a maximum-likelihood estimate:

P (t) =
q

eÕ n(t, eÕ)
q

tÕ
q

eÕ n(tÕ, eÕ) . (3.5)

The smoothing parameter µ in Eq. (3.4) is set to the average number of types assigned
to an entity. In Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), tÕ is any type in the taxonomy (tÕ œ T ) and eÕ is
any entity in the knowledge base (eÕ œ E).

With both ◊q and ◊e in place, we estimate type-based similarity using the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence of the two distributions:

P (qt|e) = z (max
eÕ

KL(◊q Î ◊eÕ) ≠ KL(◊q Î ◊e)) , (3.6)

where z is a normalization factor:

z = 1
.ÿ

e

max
eÕ

(KL(◊q Î ◊eÕ) ≠ KL(◊q Î ◊e)) .

Note that the smaller the divergence the more similar the distributions are, therefore
in Eq. (3.6) we subtract it from the maximum KL-divergence, in order to obtain a
probability distribution. For further details we refer to the literature ([9]).

3.3 Entity Type Representation
This section introduces alternative ways of representing hierarchical entity type infor-
mation (Section 3.3.1) and the di�erent type taxonomies that are considered in our
experimental evaluation (Section 3.3.2).

3.3.1 Hierarchical Entity Type Representation

We consider di�erent ways of representing hierarchical entity type information. Specif-
ically, we investigate how to set the quantity n(t, e), which is needed for estimating
type-based similarity between target types of the query and types assigned to the entity
in the knowledge base. Before proceeding further, we introduce some terminology and
notation.
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• T is a type taxonomy that consists of a set of hierarchically organized entity
types, and t œ T is a specific entity type.

• E is the set of all entities in the knowledge base, and e œ E is a specific entity.

• Te is the set of types that are assigned to the entity e in the knowledge base. We
refer to this as a set of assigned types. Note that Te might be an empty set.

We impose the following constraints on the type taxonomy.

• There is a single root node t0 that is the ancestor of all types (e.g., <owl:Thing>).
Since all entities belong to this type, it is excluded from the set of assigned types
by definition.

• We restrict the type taxonomy to subtype-supertype relations; each type t has a
single parent type denoted as fi(t).

• Type assignments are transitive, i.e., an entity that belongs to a given type also
belongs to all ancestors of that type: t œ Te · fi(t) ”= t0 =∆ fi(t) œ Te.

We further note that an entity might belong to multiple types under di�erent branches
of the taxonomy. Assume that ti and tj are both types of e. It might be then that
their nearest common ancestor in the type hierarchy is t0.

While Te holds the types assigned to entity e, there are multiple ways of defining a
value, n(t, e), which reflects the type’s importance with respect to the given entity. This
importance is taken into account when building the type-based entity representation
in Eq. (3.4). In this work, we treat all types equally important for an entity, i.e., use
binary values for n(t, e).

We consider the following three options for representing hierarchical type informa-
tion; see Fig. 3.2 for an illustration. In our definitions, we use 1(x) as an indicator
function, which returns the value 1 if condition x is true and returns 0 otherwise.

• Types along path-to-top: It considers all types that are assigned to the entity
in the knowledge base, excluding the root (from constraint (iii) it follows that Te

contains all the types in the path to the top-level nodes):

n(t, e) = 1
�
t œ Te

�
.

• Top-level type(s): Only top-level types are considered for an entity, that is,
types that have the root node as their parent:

n(t, e) = 1
�
t œ Te · fi(t) = t0

�
.
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(a) Type(s) along path (b) Top-level type(s) (c) Most specific type(s)

Fig. 3.2 Alternative ways of representing entity-type assignments with respect to the
type taxonomy. The dashed arrows point to the types that are assigned to entity e.
The root node of the taxonomy is labeled with t0.

• Most specific type(s): From each path, only the most specific type is considered
for the entity:

n(t, e) = 1
�
t œ Te · @ tÕ œ Te : fi(tÕ) = t

�
.

Even though there may be alternative representations, these three are natural ways of
encoding hierarchical information.

3.3.2 Entity Type Taxonomies

We study multiple type taxonomies from various knowledge bases: DBpedia, Freebase,
Wikipedia, and YAGO. These vary a lot in terms of hierarchical structure and in
how entity-type assignments are recorded. We normalize these type taxonomies to
a uniform structure, adhering to the constraints specified in Section 3.3.1. Table 3.2
presents an overview of the type systems (after normalization). The number of type
assignments are counted according to the representation along path-to-top. Properties
of the four type systems and details of the normalization process are discussed below.

Type Taxonomies

Wikipedia categories. The Wikipedia category system, developed and extended by
Wikipedia editors, consists of textual labels known as categories. This categorization is
not a well-defined “is-a” hierarchy, but a graph; a category may have multiple parent
categories and there might be cycles along the path to ancestors [98]. Also, categories
often represent only loose relatedness between articles; category assignments are neither
consistent nor complete [48].
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Type system DBpedia Freebase Wikipedia
categories

YAGO

Number of types 713 1,719 423,636 568,672
Number of top-level types 22 92 27 61
Number of leaf-level types 561 1,626 303,956 549,754
Height 7 2 35 19
Number of types used 408 1,626 359,159 314,632
Number of entities with type 4.87M 3.27M 3.52M 2.88M
Avg. number of types per entity 2.8 4.4 20.8 13.4
Mode depth 2 2 11 4

Table 3.2 Overview of the normalized type taxonomies and their statistics. The top
block is about the taxonomy itself; the bottom block is about type assignments of
entities.

We transformed the Wikipedia category graph, consisting of over 1.16M categories,
into a type taxonomy as follows. First, we selected a set of 27 top-level categories
covering most of the knowledge domains.1 These became the top-level nodes of the
taxonomy, all with a single common root type <owl:Thing>. All super-categories that
these selected top-level categories might have in the graph were discarded. Second,
we removed multiple inheritances by selecting a single parent per category. For this,
we considered the population of a category to be the set of its assigned articles.
Each category was linked in the taxonomy with a single parent in the graph whose
intersection between their populations is the maximal among all possible parents; in
case of a tie, the most populated parent was chosen. Under this criterion, and for the
purpose of understanding hierarchical relations, any category without a parent was
discarded. Lastly, from this partial hierarchy (which is still a graph, not a tree), we
obtained the final taxonomy by performing a depth-first exploration from each top-level
category, and avoiding to add those arcs that would introduce cycles. This depth-first
approach was previously used by Fossati et al. [56] for enforcing taxonomic constraints
on Wikipedia categories. The resulting taxonomy contains over 423k categories and
reaches a maximum depth of 35 levels.2

1The selected top-level categories are the main categories for each section of the portal https:
//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Contents/Categories. (As an alternative, we also considered the
categories from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Main_topic_classifications, and found that
it comprises a similar category selection).

2We have confirmed experimentally that enforcing the Wikipedia category graph to satisfy the
taxonomical constraints does not hurt retrieval performance. In fact, it is the opposite: it results in
small, but statistically significant improvements [65].

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Contents/Categories
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Contents/Categories
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Main_topic_classifications
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DBpedia ontology. The DBpedia Ontology is a well-designed hierarchy since its
inception; it was created manually by considering the most frequently used infoboxes
in Wikipedia. It continues to be properly curated to address some weaknesses of the
Wikipedia infobox space. While the DBpedia Ontology is clean and consistent, its
coverage is limited to entities that have an associated infobox. It consists of 713 classes,
including the root, organized in a hierarchy of 7 levels.

YAGO taxonomy. YAGO is a huge semantic knowledge base, derived from Wiki-
pedia, WordNet, and GeoNames [176]. Its type classification schema is constructed by
taking leaf categories from the category system of Wikipedia and then using WordNet
synsets to establish the hierarchy of classes. The result is a deep subsumption hierarchy,
consisting of over 568k classes. We work with the YAGO taxonomy from the current
version of the ontology (3.0.2). We normalized it by adding a root node, <owl:Thing>,
as a parent to every top-level type.

Freebase types. Freebase has a two-layer categorization system, where types on the
bottom level are grouped under high-level domains. We used the latest public Freebase
dump (2015-03-31), discarding domains meant for administering the Freebase service
itself (e.g.; base, common). Additionally, we made <owl:Thing> the common root of
all the domains, and finally obtained a taxonomy of 1,719 types.

Entity-Type Assignments

Now that we have presented the four type taxonomies, we also need to discuss how type
assignments of entities are obtained. We use DBpedia 2015-10 as our knowledge base,
which makes DBpedia types, Wikipedia categories, and YAGO type assignments readily
available. For the fourth type taxonomy, Freebase, we followed same-as links from
DBpedia to Freebase (which exist for 95% of the entities in DBpedia) and extracted
type assignments from Freebase. It should be noted that entity-type assignments are
provided di�erently for each of these taxonomies; DBpedia and Freebase supply a single
(most specific) instance type for an entity, Wikipedia assignments include multiple
categories for a given entity (without any restriction), while YAGO adheres to the
representation along path. We treat all entity-type assignments transitively, adhering
to Constraint (iii) in Section 3.3.1.
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Category Description Example
INEX-LD General keyword queries “Guitar origin blues”
ListSearch Entity list queries “Products of Medimmune, Inc.”
QALD-2 Natural language queries “Who was called Scarface?”
SemSearch ES Named entity queries “Brooklyn bridge” or “Ashley Wagner”

Table 3.3 Query categories in the DBpedia-Entity v2 collection.

3.4 Experimental Setup
We base our experiments on the DBpedia knowledge base (version 2015-10). DBpe-
dia [107], as a central hub in the Linked Open Data cloud, provides a large repository
of entities, which are mapped—directly or indirectly; cf. Section 3.3.2—to each of the
type taxonomies of interest.

3.4.1 Test Collection

Our experimental platform is based on the DBpedia-Entity v2 test collection3 developed
by Hasibi et al. [80]. The dataset contains 467 queries, synthesized from various entity-
related benchmarking evaluation campaigns. These range from short keyword queries
to natural language questions; see Table 3.3.

3.4.2 Target Entity Types Oracle

Throughout the set of experiments of this chapter (in Section 3.5), we make use of a
so-called target entity types oracle. We assume that there is an “oracle” process in place
that provides us with the (distribution of) correct target types for a given query. This
corresponds to the setting that was employed at previous benchmarking campaigns (such
as the INEX Entity Ranking track [48] and the TREC Entity track [13]), where target
types are provided explicitly as part of the topic definition. We employ this idealized
setting to ensure that our results reflect the full potential of using type information,
without being hindered by the imperfections of an automated type detector.

For a given query q, we take Tq = t
eœRelq

Te, the union of all types of all entities
that are judged relevant for that query. Each of these types t œ Tq becomes a target
type, and its probability P (t|◊q) is set proportional to the number of relevant entities
that have that type. Formally, the oracle O scores target types as follows:

3http://tiny.cc/dbpedia-entity
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scoreO(t, q) =
ÿ

eœRelqflEt

rel(e, q) , (3.7)

where Et denotes the set of entities that are assigned to type t and rel(e, q) is the
relevance score of entity e for query q, according to the ground truth. Then, the oracle
target distribution is given by:

P (t|◊q) = scoreO(t, q)
q

tÕ scoreO(tÕ, q) . (3.8)

3.4.3 Entity Retrieval Models

As our baseline, we use a term-based approach, specifically the Sequential Dependence
Model (SDM) [132], which we described in Section 3.2.2. We compare three type-aware
retrieval models (cf. Section 3.2.1): strict filtering, soft filtering, and interpolation. For
the latter, we perform a sweep over the possible type weights ⁄t œ [0, 1] in steps of
0.05, and use the best performing setting when comparing against other approaches.
(Automatically estimating the ⁄t parameter is outside the scope of this work.)

3.4.4 Type Assignments

In the default setting, we include all entities from the knowledge base and use the
original set of relevance assessments. By doing so, some entities and queries do not have
types assigned from one or more taxonomies. Therefore, we introduce an additional
experimental setting, referred to as 1TT, to ensure that the di�erences we observe are
not a result of missing type assignments.

In the 1TT setting, for each type taxonomy, we restrict our set of entities to those
that have at least one type assigned in the taxonomy. We also restrict the set of queries
to those that have target types in that type system; queries without any relevant results
(as a consequence of these restrictions) are filtered out. This leaves us with a total of
446 queries for DBpedia, 454 for Freebase, 463 for Wikipedia, and 450 for YAGO.

3.5 Results and Analysis
In this section, we present evaluation results for all combinations of the three proposed
dimensions: type taxonomies, type representation modes, and retrieval models. When
discussing the results, we use the term configuration to refer to a particular combination
of type taxonomy, type representation, and retrieval model.
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Model Strict filtering Soft filtering Interpolation
@10 @100 @10 @100 @10 @100 ⁄t

Baseline [132] 0.4185 0.5143 0.4185 0.5143 0.4185 0.5143 -
DBpedia
along-path 0.3998 0.4947 0.4440† 0.5279† 0.4549‡ 0.5337‡ 0.25
top-level 0.3998 0.4947 0.4307 0.5187 0.4414‡ 0.5253‡ 0.25
most specific 0.4389 0.5186 0.4404† 0.5259 0.4579‡ 0.5366‡ 0.15
Freebase
along-path 0.4113 0.5003 0.4766‡ 0.5486‡ 0.4702‡ 0.5453‡ 0.35
top-level 0.4113 0.5003 0.4758‡ 0.5461‡ 0.4690‡ 0.5428‡ 0.40
most specific 0.4306 0.5127 0.4734‡ 0.5467‡ 0.4664‡ 0.5432‡ 0.35
Wikipedia
along-path 0.4310‡ 0.5170 0.4256 0.5215 0.4283‡ 0.5211‡ 0.05
top-level 0.1102 0.3243 0.2707 0.4271 0.4185 0.5143 0.00
most specific 0.5362‡ 0.5775‡ 0.4742‡ 0.5506‡ 0.4603‡ 0.5432‡ 0.25
YAGO
along-path 0.3814 0.4770 0.4718‡ 0.5483‡ 0.4647‡ 0.5421‡ 0.35
top-level 0.3814 0.4770 0.4186 0.5129 0.4314‡ 0.5223‡ 0.25
most specific 0.4235 0.5038 0.4685‡ 0.5492‡ 0.4561‡ 0.5429‡ 0.20

Table 3.4 Entity retrieval performance using oracle target types, returning all entities
from the knowledge base (ALL). For the interpolation model, ⁄t is value of the best
empirically found interpolation parameter. Performance is measured in terms of
NDCG@10 and NDCG@100. Statistical significance, tested using a two-tailed paired
t-test with Bonferroni correction [137] at p < 0.025 and p < 0.0005, is denoted by †

and ‡, respectively.

Recall that we distinguish between two settings (cf. Section 3.4.4): ranking all
entities in the knowledge base (ALL) and considering only entities that have types
assigned to them in a given type taxonomy (1TT). Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show results
corresponding to these two settings, respectively. Our main evaluation metric is
normalized discounted cumulative gain with a cut-o� of 10 (NDCG@10); we also report
on NDCG@100. We test statistical significance to measure our confidence in rejecting
the null hypothesis that states that our improvements occur by chance. Specifically, we
use a two-tailed paired t-test with Bonferroni correction [137] at p < 0.025 and 0.0005.
For an easier visual inspection, the NDCG@10 scores are also plotted in Fig. 3.3, where
the red line corresponds to the term-based baseline.
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Model Strict filtering Soft filtering Interpolation
@10 @100 @10 @100 @10 @100 ⁄t

DBpedia
Baseline [132] 0.3036 0.4119 0.3036 0.4119 0.3036 0.4119 -
along-path 0.4600‡ 0.5079‡ 0.4353‡ 0.4894‡ 0.4172‡ 0.4746‡ 0.65
top-level 0.4600‡ 0.5079‡ 0.4196‡ 0.4779‡ 0.4141‡ 0.4725‡ 0.70
most specific 0.5092‡ 0.5393‡ 0.4309‡ 0.4864‡ 0.4075‡ 0.4696‡ 0.55
Freebase
Baseline [132] 0.3322 0.4403 0.3322 0.4403 0.3322 0.4403 -
along-path 0.4513‡ 0.5106‡ 0.4471‡ 0.5085‡ 0.4408‡ 0.5021‡ 0.65
top-level 0.4513‡ 0.5106‡ 0.4492‡ 0.5076‡ 0.4443‡ 0.5031‡ 0.70
most specific 0.4736‡ 0.5251‡ 0.4393‡ 0.5034‡ 0.4300‡ 0.4966‡ 0.60
Wikipedia
Baseline [132] 0.3666 0.4727 0.3666 0.4727 0.3666 0.4727 -
along-path 0.4121‡ 0.5000‡ 0.4145‡ 0.5014‡ 0.3944‡ 0.4877 0.40
top-level 0.0963 0.2950 0.2193 0.3777 0.3666 0.4727 0.00
most specific 0.5874‡ 0.6071‡ 0.4741‡ 0.5393‡ 0.4474‡ 0.5180‡ 0.65
YAGO
Baseline [132] 0.3076 0.4180 0.3076 0.4180 0.3076 0.4180 -
along-path 0.4325‡ 0.4904‡ 0.4453‡ 0.5041‡ 0.4313‡ 0.4879‡ 0.75
top-level 0.4325‡ 0.4904‡ 0.3630‡ 0.4476‡ 0.3807‡ 0.4513‡ 0.85
most specific 0.4843‡ 0.5231‡ 0.4347‡ 0.4998‡ 0.4211‡ 0.4850‡ 0.70

Table 3.5 Entity retrieval performance using oracle target types, considering only
entities that have types assigned to them in the respective type taxonomy (1TT). For
the interpolation model, ⁄t is value of the best empirically found interpolation param-
eter. Performance is measured in terms of NDCG@10 and NDCG@100. Statistical
significance, tested using a two-tailed paired t-test with Bonferroni correction [137] at
p < 0.025 and p < 0.0005, is denoted by † and ‡, respectively.

3.5.1 Type Taxonomy

Our first research question (RQ1a) concerns the impact of the particular choice of type
taxonomy.

• RQ1a What is the impact of the particular choice of type taxonomy on entity
retrieval performance?

It is clear that Wikipedia, in combination with the most specific type representation,
performs best for both settings (ALL and 1TT, Figs. 3.3(c) and 3.3(g)), and yields
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Fig. 3.3 Entity retrieval performance for all combinations of type taxonomies, type
representation modes, and retrieval models. Top: all entities in the knowledge base
(ALL); bottom: only entities with types from the given type taxonomy (1TT). The red
line corresponds to the term-based baseline(s). Performance is measured by NDCG@10.

substantial and significant improvements for all three retrieval models. As for the other
two type representations for Wikipedia, performance slightly improves for along-path
(significant for 1TT). top-level Wikipedia types do not contribute when using the
interpolation model (⁄t = 0), and are rather harmful when using either strict or soft
filtering.

DBpedia and Freebase also show improvements for the ALL setting in all configu-
rations, except the strict filtering model (Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b)). The improvements
for these smaller, shallower taxonomies are significant for all configurations in the 1TT
setting (Figs. 3.3(e) and 3.3(f)). The case of YAGO is similar: all but the strict filtering
configurations improve in the ALL setting (Figs. 3.3(d)), and all 1TT configurations
yield significant improvements (Fig. 3.3(h)).

Comparing the results for the top-level representation between YAGO and Wikipedia,
it is clear that the top-level Wikipedia categories that were chosen for enforcing taxo-
nomic constraints are not appropriate for conveying entity type information.

3.5.2 Type Representation

The second research question (RQ1b) is about type representation.
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• RQ1b How can one represent hierarchical entity type information for entity
retrieval?

The question has a clear answer: keeping only the most specific types in the hierarchy
provides the best performance across the board, for all configurations. This fact is also
in line with findings in past work (cf. Section 3.1). As for the other two representations,
along-path is the better performing representation. The di�erence between along-path
and top-level, however, are generally small, in particular for the smaller taxonomies,
DBpedia and Freebase.

Overall, we have verified that hierarchical relationships from ancestor types result
in improved retrieval e�ectiveness, but simply resorting to the most specific type
assignments in the knowledge base is the most e�ective way of representing entity type
information.

3.5.3 Type-Aware Retrieval Model

Our third research question (RQ1c) concerns the type-aware retrieval model.

• RQ1c How can one combine term-based and type-based matching for entity
retrieval?

According to the 1TT setting (Table 3.5), strict filtering with the most specific type
representation is the best retrieval model for all configurations (achieving, in particular,
a relative improvement of 67% in terms of NDCG@10 on DBpedia types), significantly
outperforming the baseline in all cases. This no longer holds in the ALL setting
(Table 3.4). The soft filtering and interpolation models perform best for all taxonomies,
with small di�erences between the two, depending on the type representation. In the
ALL setting, strict filtering always performs the worst and is often even below the
baseline when along-path or top-level type representation is used.

Comparing the respective ⁄t type weights in Tables 3.4 and 3.5, it is noticeable
that the interpolation model relies more on the type component in the 1TT than in
the ALL setting. This makes perfect sense since in the ALL setting many entities lack
type information in the knowledge base.

Figure 3.4 shows the performance of the interpolation model when varying the
value of ⁄t. We observe that with the exception of Wikipedia using the top-level type
representation, type information always improves over the baseline. In the ALL setting,
performances generally peak in the 0.2–0.4 range, while for 1TT it is higher, around
0.5–0.7.
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Fig. 3.4 Retrieval performance, in terms of NDCG@10, using the interpolation model
with di�erent type weights, ⁄t. Top: all entities in the knowledge base (ALL); bottom:
only entities with types from the given type taxonomy (1TT). The leftmost data points
(⁄t = 0) correspond to the term-based baseline.

3.5.4 Analysis

We perform a more detailed analysis of particular configurations in order to gain a
deeper understanding of each of the dimensions of entity type information. We focus
on the bottom row of bar plots in Fig. 3.3 (e)–(h), that is, the 1TT experimental
setting. There, as we previously explained, it is ensured that the di�erences we
observe are not a result of missing type assignments. Figure 3.5 shows, for each of the
selected configurations, the di�erences in NDCG@10 scores (�NDCG@10 hereinafter)
on the level of individual queries between a given configuration and the corresponding
(term-based) baseline. For the ease of visual comprehension, queries are ordered by
�NDCG@10. Table 3.6 lists specific queries with the largest �NDCG@10 di�erences,
along with their “best” oracle target types (according to the scoring function defined
by Eq. 3.7).

The best performing configuration uses most specific Wikipedia types with the
strict filtering model (Fig. 3.3 (g)). As it can be observed in Fig. 3.5 (a), most of
the queries are improved while none of them are hurt. The queries with the highest
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� Query Best oracle target type(s)

Strict filtering, most specific, Wikipedia
+1.0 SemSearch_ES-129 (“pizza populous detroit mi”) American pizza, Pizza varieties
+1.0 SemSearch_ES-75 (“sagemont church houston tx”) Lists of churches in the US, Cathe-

drals in the US
+1.0 QALD2_te-53 (“is the ruling party in Lisbon”) Liberal-conservative parties
+1.0 SemSearch_ES-104 (“bourbonnais il”) Amtrak accidents, Railway acci-

dents in Illinois
+0.88 SemSearch_ES-96 (“New England Co�ee”) Whitbread divisions and sub-

sidiaries

Strict filtering, top-level, Wikipedia
+0.34 SemSearch_ES-99 (“University of York”) Geography, Social sciences
+0.33 INEX_XER-63 (“Hugo awarded best novels”) Social sciences, Arts
+0.29 SemSearch_ES-137 (“steak express”) Social sciences, Philosophy
+0.26 QALD2_tr-91 (“organizations were founded in 1950”) Social sciences, Society
+0.25 INEX_LD-20120131 (“vietnam travel national park”) Social sciences, Geography
-1.0 QALD2_te-76 (“List the children of Margaret Thatcher”) Social sciences, Philosophy
-1.0 SemSearch_ES-111 (“eagle rock ca”) Society, History
-1.0 QALD2_tr-13 (“classis does the Millepede belong to”) Social sciences, Nature
-1.0 QALD2_te-90 (“is the residence of the prime minister of Spain”) Arts, Philosophy
-1.0 SemSearch_ES-107 (“concord steel”) Social sciences, Philosophy

Interpolation, most specific, Wikipedia
+1.0 SemSearch_ES-129 (“pizza populous detroit mi”) American pizza
+1.0 QALD2_te-53 (“is the ruling party in Lisbon”) Liberal-conservative parties
+0.88 SemSearch_ES-124 (“motorola bluetooth hs850”) Bluetooth, Electronics companies

of the US
+0.8 SemSearch_ES-50 (“laura steele bob and tom”) American comedy radio programs
+0.79 SemSearch_ES-96 (“New England Co�ee”) Whitbread divisions and sub-

sidiaries
-0.47 SemSearch_ES-22 (“city of charlotte”) City councils in the US, Years in

North Carolina
-0.48 SemSearch_ES-98 (“University of Texas at Austin”) Association of American Universi-

ties
-0.48 QALD2_tr-54 (“was the wife of US president Lincoln”) First Ladies of the US, Lincoln fam-

ily
-0.49 TREC_Entity-10 (“Campuses of Indiana University”) Joint Venture Schools
-0.52 QALD2_tr-16 (“the capitals of all countries in Africa”) Capitals in Africa

Interpolation, most specific, DBpedia
+1.0 SemSearch_ES-129 (“pizza populous detroit mi”) Food
+1.0 QALD2_te-43 (“all breeds of the German Shepherd dog”) Book
+1.0 INEX_LD-2012309 (“residents small island city state Malay

Peninsula Chinese”)
Settlement

+1.0 QALD2_te-55 (“Greek goddesses dwelt on Mount Olympus”) Mythological Figure
+0.76 QALD2_te-42 (“is the husband of Amanda Palmer”) Writer
-0.4 QALD2_te-27 (“Sean Parnell is the governor of US state”) O�ce Holder
-0.49 QALD2_tr-54 (“was the wife of US president Lincoln”) O�ce Holder
-0.5 QALD2_tr-4 (“river does the Brooklyn Bridge cross”) Bridge
-0.57 QALD2_te-90 (“is the residence of the prime minister of Spain”) Building
-0.65 SemSearch_ES-89 (“university of north dakota”) University

Table 3.6 Queries with the largest �NDCG@10 di�erences with respect to the term-
based baseline, using oracle target types and the 1TT setting.
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Fig. 3.5 Di�erences in NDCG@10 per query between a given type-aware entity retrieval
configuration and its corresponding (term-based) baseline, using only entities with
types from that type taxonomy (1TT).

�NDCG@10 are mostly named entity queries, with a very suitable best oracle target
type to be used as strict filter (first block of Table 3.6).

By changing type representation from most specific to top-level, the performance for
Wikipedia types with strict filtering goes from best to worst (Fig. 3.3 (g)). As we can
see in Fig. 3.5 (b), the vast majority of queries is negatively a�ected. Queries that are
most harmed are natural language queries like “classis does the Millepede belong to”
and “is the residence of the prime minister of Spain” (second block of Table 3.6). For
queries that are improved, we observe that the best oracle target types are high-level
and with a large descendants subtree like “Social sciences,” corresponding more to
broad knowledge domains that result in more permeable filters.

We also observe the results after changing another dimension of the best performing
setting: most specific Wikipedia types now with the interpolation model (Fig. 3.3 (g)).
Figure 3.5 (c) shows the distribution of �NDCG@10 values. Four out of the five most
improved queries are named entity queries (third block of Table 3.6), whereas the
most hurt queries belong to diverse categories. The ⁄t parameter is set here to 0.65,
which means that the type component is given clearly more weight than the term
component. Yet, mean performance is much lower for the interpolation model than for
strict filtering (0.4474 vs. 0.5874).
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Avg. � Query �NDCG@10
across DB- Free- Wiki- YAGO
taxos. pedia base pedia

+1.0 SemSearch_ES-129 (“pizza populous detroit mi”) +1.0 +1.0 +1.0 +1.0
+0.69 SemSearch_ES-4 (“NAACP Image Awards”) +0.79 +0.56 +0.85 +0.56
+0.68 SemSearch_ES-115 (“goodwill of michigan”) +0.64 +0.64 +0.63 +0.78
+0.6 INEX_XER-140 (“Airports in Germany”) +0.59 +0.59 +0.57 +0.63
+0.59 QALD2_tr-42 (“are the o�cial languages of the Philippines”) +1.0 +0.49 +0.5 +0.36
+0.59 SemSearch_ES-78 (“sharp pc”) +0.65 +0.33 +0.71 +0.65
+0.58 SemSearch_ES-1 (“44 magnum hunting”) +0.32 +1.0 +0.47 +0.52
+0.58 SemSearch_ES-124 (“motorola bluetooth hs850”) +0.03 +0.7 +0.65 +0.92
+0.57 SemSearch_ES-50 (“laura steele bob and tom”) +0.49 +0.67 +0.8 +0.32
+0.56 QALD2_te-60 (“a list of all lakes in Denmark”) +0.54 +0.51 +0.61 +0.57

Table 3.7 Queries with the largest average �NDCG@10 improvements across all
type taxonomies, using most specific types with strict filtering and the 1TT setting.
Di�erences greater than 0.05 are shown in green.

Finally, from this last configuration (interpolation with most specific Wikipedia
types), we compare against the configuration where the third dimension, type taxonomy,
is changed to a smaller, shallower taxonomy like DBpedia (Fig. 3.3(e)). The best
performing ⁄t is set here to 0.55, which represents a balanced interpolation. The
�NDCG@10 values in Fig. 3.5 (d) are positive for a large proportion of queries.
Around 100 queries are una�ected, while a few are moderately negatively impacted
by the type-aware model. It is di�cult to identify any patterns here (last block of
Table 3.6), apart from noting that most queries with the largest impact (either positive
or negative) are natural language queries. Moreover, given that the DBpedia taxonomy
has a depth of six levels, even most specific types are not specific enough.

Additionally, to answer the question whether the same queries are helped/hurt
using di�erent taxonomies, we show in Table 3.7 the top ten queries according to
average �NDCG@10 across all four taxonomies. All the queries in this configuration
result to have non-negative �NDCG@10 in every type taxonomy. We can observe that
most of the queries that are helped are named entity queries.

3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have furthered our understanding on the usage of target type
information for entity retrieval over structured data sources. Specifically, we have
conducted a systematic comparison of four well-known type taxonomies (DBpedia,
Freebase, Wikipedia, and YAGO) across three dimensions of interest: the representation
of hierarchical entity type information, the way to combine term-based and type-
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based information, and the impact of choosing a particular type taxonomy. Using an
idealized “oracle” setting for identifying the target entity types, we have found that
type information can significantly and substantially improve a strong text-only entity
retrieval baseline.

In a realistic setting, target entity types are not provided, but need to be automati-
cally identified based on the keyword query. Hence, in the next chapter, we will discuss
the problem of automatically identifying target entity types, as well as assess how
automatically obtained target type information impacts entity retrieval performance.





Chapter 4

Identifying Target Entity Type
Information

The previous chapter described a systematic comparison of dimensions in type-aware
entity retrieval. There, we considered target entity type identification using an oracle
process, based on the set of known relevant entities (cf. Section 3.4.2). Indeed, target
entity types may be provided by the user explicitly as part of the search request,
for example, via faceted user interfaces. Often, however, users would prefer to use
simple keyword queries as input. In that case, target entity types need to be identified
automatically based on the keyword query. In this chapter, we discuss how to assign
target entity types to queries from a type taxonomy.

We start by revisiting the task of hierarchical target type identification (Section 4.1).
The chapter also describes previous work on this problem (Section 4.2). In Section 4.3,
we present methods for identifying target entity types, in particular, we introduce our
approach that constitutes the state of the art for this task. Section 4.4 details the test
collection we developed for hierarchical target type identification. We then discuss the
experimental results on this task, and on the usage of automatically identified target
entity types for the main problem of type-aware entity retrieval (Section 4.5).

4.1 Hierarchical Target Entity Type Identification
As our starting point, we take the definition of the hierarchical target type identification
(HTTI) task, as introduced by Balog and Neumayer [11]: “finding the single most
specific type within the ontology that is general enough to cover all relevant entities.”
We point out two major limitations with this definition and suggest ways to overcome
them.
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First, it is implicitly assumed that every query must have a single target type, which
is not particularly useful in practice. Take, for example, the query “finland car industry
manufacturer saab sisu,” where both Company and Automobile are valid types. We
shall allow for possibly multiple main types, if they are su�ciently di�erent, i.e., lie on
di�erent branches in the taxonomy. Second, it can happen—and in fact it does happen
for 33% of the queries considered in the work by Balog and Neumayer [11]—that a
query cannot be mapped to any type in the given taxonomy (e.g., “Vietnam war facts”).
However, those queries were simply ignored in the work by Balog and Neumayer [11].
Instead, we shall allow a query not to have any type (or, equivalently, to be tagged
with a special NIL-type). This relaxation means that we can now take any query as
input. Our revised task definition is thus as follows.

Definition 1. Hierarchical target entity type identification (HTTIv2) is the task of
finding the main target types of a query, from a type taxonomy, such that (i) these
correspond to the most specific category of entities that are relevant to the query, and
(ii) main types cannot be on the same branch in the taxonomy. If no matching type
can be found in the taxonomy then the query is assigned a special NIL-type.

We note that detecting NIL-types is a separate task on its own account, which we are
not addressing in this work. For now, the importance of the NIL-type distinction is
restricted to how the query annotations are performed.

4.2 Related Work
The INEX Entity Ranking track [48] and the TREC Entity track [13] both featured
scenarios where target types are provided by the user. When explicit target type
information is lacking, one might attempt to infer types from the keyword query. This
subtask was introduced by Vallet and Zaragoza [185] as the entity type ranking problem.
They extract entity mentions from the set of top relevant passages, then consider the
types associated with the top-ranked entities using various weighting functions. Kaptein
et al. [98] similarly use a simple entity-centric model. Manually assigned target types
tend to be more general than automatically identified ones [97]. Having a hierarchical
structure, therefore, makes it convenient to assign more general types. Balog and
Neumayer [11] address a hierarchical version of the target entity type identification
task, using the DBpedia Ontology and language modeling techniques. One approach
uses an entity-centric strategy. The other builds a textual type representation by
concatenating the descriptions of all the entities assigned to each type. We present a
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detailed description of these models in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, and further expand on
them in Section 4.3.3. Sawant and Chakrabarti [169] focus on telegraphic queries and
assume that each query term is either a type hint or a “word matcher.” They consider
multiple interpretations of the query and tightly integrate type detection within the
ranking of entities. Their approach further relies on the presence of a large-scale web
corpus.

4.3 Approach
In this section, we describe target type identification models from the literature, to be
used as baselines, and introduce our approach for learning to rank target entity types.

4.3.1 Entity-Centric Model

The entity-centric model can be regarded as the most common approach for determining
the target types for a query in previous work [98, 11, 185]. This model also fits the late
fusion design pattern for object retrieval [205]. The idea is simple: first, rank entities
based on their relevance to the query, then look at what types the top-K ranked entities
have. The final score for a given type t is the aggregation of the relevance scores of
entities with that type. Formally:

scoreEC(M,K)(t, q) =
ÿ

eœRK(q)
scoreM(e, q) a(e, t) ,

where RK(q) is the set of top-K ranked entities for the keyword query q. The retrieval
score of entity e is denoted by scoreM(e, q). In our experiments, we consider both
Language Models and BM25 as the underlying entity retrieval model M . The rank
cut-o� threshold K is set empirically. The entity-type association weight, a(e, t), is set
uniformly across entities that are typed with t, and is 0 otherwise:

a(e, t) =
® 1

|Et| e œ Et

0 otherwise .

We denote this entity-centric target type score by ECM,K(t, q).
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4.3.2 Type-Centric Model

Alternatively, one can also build for each type a direct term-based representation
(pseudo type description document), by aggregating descriptions of entities that belong
to the given type into a pseudo-document representation of the type. Then, those type
representations can be ranked much like documents. This model has been presented
by Balog and Neumayer [11] using Language Models, and has been generalized to
arbitrary retrieval models (and referred to as the early fusion design pattern for object
retrieval [205]). The pseudo-frequency of word w given type t is defined as:

f̃(w, t) =
ÿ

e

f(w, e) a(e, t) , (4.1)

where f(w, e) is the frequency of the term w in (the description of) entity e and a(e, t),
as before, denotes the entity-type association weight. The relevance score of a type
for a given query q = Èq1, . . . , qnÍ is then calculated as the sum of the individual query
term scores:

scoreT C(M)(t, q) =
nÿ

i=1
scoreM(qi, f̃ , Ï) ,

where scoreM(qi, f̃ , Ï) is the underlying term-based retrieval model M (e.g., LM or
BM25), parameterized by Ï. This model assigns a score to each query term qi, based
on the word pseudo-frequencies f̃ . We denote this type-centric target type score by
TCM(t, q).

4.3.3 Learning to Rank

The entity-centric and type-centric models capture di�erent aspects of target entity
type identification, and it is therefore sensible to combine the two. While this idea
has been previously suggested [11], to the best of our knowledge, our work is the
first to realize it, using a learning-to-rank (LTR) approach [68]. In addition, there
are other signals that one could leverage, including knowledge base features and type
label similarities. Table 4.1 summarizes the features we use for target entity type
identification.

Knowledge base features

We assume that a knowledge base provides a type system of reference along with
entity-type mappings. In this setting, features related to the hierarchy of the type
taxonomy emerge naturally. In particular, instead of using absolute depth metrics of
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# Feature Description Kind Value
Baseline features
1–5 ECBM25,K(t, q) Entity-centric score (cf. Section 4.3.1) of type t for

query q, with K œ {5, 10, 20, 50, 100} using BM25
entity-centric [0..Œ)

6–10 ECLM,K(t, q) Entity-centric score (cf. Section 4.3.1) of type t for
query q, with K œ {5, 10, 20, 50, 100} using LM

entity-centric [0..1]

11 TCBM25(t, q) Type-centric score (cf. Section 4.3.2) of type t for
query q, using BM25

type-centric [0..Œ)

12 TCLM(t, q) Type-centric score (cf. Section 4.3.2) of type t for
query q, using LM

type-centric [0..1]

Knowledge base features
13 DEPTH(t) The hierarchical level of type t, normalized by the

taxonomy depth
taxonomy [0..1]

14 CHILDREN(t) Number of children of type t in the taxonomy taxonomy {0, . . . , Œ}
15 SIBLINGS(t) Number of siblings of type t in the taxonomy taxonomy {0, . . . , Œ}
16 ENTITIES(t) Number of entities assigned to type t coverage {0, . . . , Œ}
Type label features
17 LENGTH(t) Length of (the label of) type t in words statistical {1, . . . , Œ}
18 IDFSUM(t) Sum of IDF for terms in (the label of) type t statistical [0..Œ)
19 IDFAV G(t) Avg of IDF for terms in (the label of) type t statistical [0..Œ)
20-21 JTERMSn(t, q) Query-type Jaccard similarity for sets of n-grams, for

n œ {1, 2}
linguistic [0..1]

22 JNOUNS(t, q) Query-type Jaccard similarity using only nouns linguistic [0..1]
23 SIMAGGR(t, q) Cosine sim. between the q and t word2vec vectors

aggregated over all terms of their resp. labels
distributional [0..1]

24 SIMMAX(t, q) Max. cosine sim. of word2vec vectors between each
pair of query (q) and type (t) terms

distributional [0..1]

25 SIMAV G(t, q) Avg. of cosine sim. of word2vec vectors between each
pair of query (q) and type (t) terms

distributional [0..1]

Table 4.1 Features for learning to rank target entity types.

a type like done in the work by Tonon et al. [182], we use a normalized depth with
respect to the height of the taxonomy (Feature 13). We also take into account the
number of children and siblings of a type (Features 14 and 15). Intuitively, the more
specific a type, the deeper it is located in the type taxonomy, and the less its number
of children, while the more its number of siblings. Hence all three of these features
capture how specific a type is according to its context in a type taxonomy. The type
coverage (Feature 16) is also directly related to the intuition of type specificity: the
more general the type, the larger the number of entities it tends to cover.

Type label features

We consider several signals for measuring the similarity between the surface form of
the type label and the query. The type label length (Feature 17) and the IDF-related
statistics (Features 18 and 19) are closely related to type specificity. The Jaccard
similarities (Features 20 and 21) capture shallow linguistic similarities by n-gram
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matches between the set of n consecutive terms in the query and the type labels, where
n Æ 2, since the textual phrases in any of these labels are expected to be of short length.
In particular, the bigram match (n = 2) makes sense for capturing some typical type
label patterns, e.g., ÈadjectiveÍ ÈnounÍ in German physicists. A more constrained
version, defined in Feature 22, measures the query-type Jaccard similarity over single
terms (n = 1), which are nouns.

We use pre-trained word embeddings provided by the word2vec toolkit [135]. How-
ever, we only consider content words (linguistically speaking, i.e., nouns, adjectives,
verbs, or adverbs). Feature 23 captures the compositional nature of words in type
labels:

SIMAGGR(t, q) = cos(qw2v

content
, tw2v

content
) ,

where the query and type vectors are taken to be the w2v centroids of their content
words. Feature 24 measures the pairwise similarity between content words in the query
and the type label:

SIMMAX(t, q) = max
wqœq,wtœt

cos(w2v(wq), w2v(wt)) ,

where w2v(w) denotes the word2vec vector of term w. Feature 25 SIMAV G(t) is
defined analogously, but using avg instead of max.

4.4 Experimental Setup
We now describe the steps followed to build our test collection of target entity types,
as well as the experimental setup in which we will use the test collection to evaluate
the proposed approach.

4.4.1 Choice of Type Taxonomy

In our experiments, we focus only on DBpedia, for the following main reason. Both
for evaluation and for supervised learning, one needs relevance assessments for target
entity types of queries. For the two large taxonomies, Wikipedia and YAGO, human
assessments are problematic; Wikipedia is not a proper type taxonomy and is huge,
while YAGO does not provide human-readable labels for types. As we have seen in
the previous section, Freebase behaves similarly to DBpedia, but it is not particularly
interesting in the taxonomical sense, given that it has only two levels. This leaves us
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with DBpedia. The DBpedia Ontology is small enough to be manageable by humans,
and is a proper taxonomy.

We note that none of the elements of our our supervised learning approach are
specific to this taxonomy, and our methods for target entity type identification can be
applied on top of any type taxonomy.

4.4.2 Test Collection of Target Entity Types

We build a test collection for the revised hierarchical target type identification task
(cf. Section 4.1). Having the DBpedia Ontology (version 2015-10) as our type taxonomy,
we collect relevance labels via crowdsourcing for all the 485 queries in the DBpedia-
Entity v1 collection [12] (which is a superset of the DBpedia-Entity v2 queries that we
use for evaluating entity ranking).

Using the well-established top-N pooling technique [191], a pool of target entity
types is constructed from four baseline methods, taking the top 10 types from each:
entity-centric (cf. Section 4.3.1) using K=100, and type-centric (cf. Section 4.3.2), with
both BM25 and LM as underlying retrieval methods. Additionally, we included all
types returned by the target entity types oracle (cf. Section 3.4.2), to ensure that all
reasonable types are considered when collecting human annotations.

We obtained target type annotations via the CrowdFlower (now: Figure Eight)
crowdsourcing platform. Specifically, crowd workers were presented with a search query
(along with the narrative from the original topic definition, where available), and a
list of candidate types, organized hierarchically according to the taxonomy. We asked
them to “select the single most specific type, that can cover all results the query asks
for” (in line with [11]). If none of the presented types are correct, they were instructed
to select the “None of these types" (i.e., NIL-type) option.

The annotation exercise was carried out in two phases. In the first phase, we sought
to narrow down our pool to the most promising types for each query. Since the number
of candidate types for certain queries was fairly large, they were broken down to
multiple micro-tasks, such that for every top-level type, all its descendants were put in
the same micro-task. Each query-type batch was annotated by 6 workers. In the second
phase, all candidate types for a query were presented in a single micro-task; candidates
include all types that were selected by at least one assessor in phase one, along with
their ancestors up to the top level of the hierarchy. Each query was annotated by 7
workers. The Fleiss’ Kappa inter-annotator agreement for this phase was 0.71, which
is considered substantial [55].
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Fig. 4.1 Distribution of the number of main target types in our test collection.

Note that according to our HTTIv2 task definition, main target types of a query
cannot lie on the same path in the taxonomy. To satisfy this condition, if two types
were on the same path, we merged the more specific type into the more generic one (i.e.,
the more generic type received all the “votes” of the more specific one). This a�ected
120 queries. Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of queries according to the number of
main types. In the resulting collection, 280 of all queries (57.73%) have a single target
type, while the remainder of them have multiple target types. It is noticeable that as
the number of main types increases, so does the proportion of NIL-type annotations.

4.4.3 Parameter Settings

For the entity-centric (Section 4.3.1) and type-centric (Section 4.3.2) models, the
Language Modeling (LM) approach uses Dirichlet prior smoothing with the smoothing
parameter set to 2000; for BM25, we use k1 = 1.2 and b = 0.75.

For the LTR approach (Section 4.3.3), we employ the Random Forest algorithm for
regression as our supervised ranking method. We set the number of trees (iterations)
to 1000, and the maximum number of features in each tree, m, to (the ceiling of the)
10% of the size of the feature set.

4.5 Results and Analysis
In the previous chapter, we have presented results using an idealized setting, where tar-
get types were provided by an oracle (cf. Section 3.5). We now instead use the methods
introduced in Section 4.3 to automatically identify target entity types (Section 4.5.1),
and subsequently use these for type-aware entity retrieval (Section 4.5.2).
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Method NDCG@1 NDCG@5
EC, BM25 (k = 10) 0.1335 0.2657
EC, LM (k = 10) 0.1039 0.2625
TC, BM25 0.2305 0.3216
TC, LM 0.2508 0.3757
LTR 0.4420 0.5968

Table 4.2 Target entity type identification performance, measured in terms of NDCG@1
and NDCG@5.

4.5.1 Target Entity Type Identification

The research question we seek to answer concerns the automatic identification of target
entity types:

• RQ2a How can one automatically determine the target entity types of a query
from a type taxonomy?

First, we evaluate target entity type identification intrinsically. We follow the litera-
ture ([11]) and approach the task as a ranking problem and report on NDCG at rank
positions 1 and 5. Also following the literature ([68]), the NIL-type labels are ignored
in our experimental evaluation. For the LTR method, we used 5-fold cross-validation.

Table 4.2 presents the evaluation results, on basis of which we answer RQ2a. For
each of the underlying retrieval models, BM25 and LM, we select only a single entity-
centric (EC) method according to the best performing cut-o� K (here, K = 10 for
both models). We find that our supervised learning (LTR) approach significantly and
substantially outperforms all baseline methods (with p < 0.0005 using a two-tailed
paired t-test with Bonferroni correction [137]), in particular, achieving an NDCG@5
score of 0.6.

Analysis of LTR features

We analyze the discriminative power of our features, by sorting them according to
their individual information gain, measured in terms of Gini importance. Table 4.3
presents the resulting features order, with their respective information gains; this is
also shown as the vertical bars in Fig. 4.2. The top 3 features are: SIMMAX(t, q),
SIMAV G(t, q), and SIMAGGR(t, q). This underlines the e�ectiveness of textual
similarity, enriched with distributional semantic representations, measured between the
query and the type label. Then, we incrementally add features, one by one, according
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Added feature NDCG@5 Gain

SIMMAX(t, q) 0.3672 0.1138
+ SIMAV G(t, q) 0.3863 0.1097
+ SIMAGGR(t, q) 0.4186 0.1045
+ ENTITIES(t) 0.4888 0.0479
+ ECLM,5 0.5551 0.0461
+ ECLM,10 0.5519 0.0444
+ ECBM25,100 0.5555 0.0443
+ ECBM25,50 0.5700 0.0417
+ TCBM25(t, q) 0.5644 0.0416
+ ECBM25,20 0.5757 0.0385
+ ECLM,20 0.5661 0.0385
+ ECLM,50 0.5782 0.0371
+ CHILDREN(t) 0.5905 0.0362
+ ECBM25,10 0.5856 0.0340
+ SIBLINGS(t) 0.5868 0.0326
+ ECLM,100 0.5882 0.0307
+ IDFSUM(t) 0.5992 0.0301
+ ECBM25,5 0.6003 0.0276
+ IDFAV G(t) 0.5924 0.0240
+ DEPTH(t) 0.5983 0.0190
+ JNOUNS(t, q) 0.5898 0.0185
+ JTERMS1(t, q) 0.5944 0.0178
+ LENGTH(t) 0.5967 0.0126
+ TCLM (t, q) 0.6001 0.0078
+ JTERMS2(t, q) 0.5980 0.0008

Table 4.3 Performance of our LTR approach, measured by NDCG@5, after incrementally
adding features proportional to their individual information gain, measured by Gini
score.

to their importance and report on performance in NDCG@5 metric in Table 4.3 (and
also shown as the line plot in Fig. 4.2). In each iteration, we set the m parameter of
the Random Forests algorithm to 10% of the size of the feature set.

4.5.2 Type-Aware Entity Retrieval

Next, we turn to extrinsic evaluation of the automatically identified target types, by
using them for ad hoc entity retrieval (that is, our end-to-end task). (Note that this
extrinsic evaluation is similar to the evaluation conducted in the previous chapter,
cf. Section 3.4.2, where we used oracle target types.) Here our research question is:
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Fig. 4.2 Performance of our LTR approach, measured by NDCG@5, when incrementally
adding features according to their individual information gain, measured by Gini score.

• RQ2b How does type-aware entity retrieval perform using automatic target
entity type identification, compared to an “oracle” setting?

In this section, we present evaluation results for all combinations of retrieval models,
type representation modes, and target entity type identification models. We refer to
the latter models simply as identification models when discussing the results. We then
use the term configuration now to refer to a particular combination of retrieval model,
type representation, and identification model. Throughout this section, we will focus
on the 1TT setting (cf. Section 3.4.4).

Table 4.4 shows the results for all configurations. We also present results using the
target type labels provided by the human assessors as target entity types, referred to
as Oracle 2. Additionally, we report on our original oracle as well (which uses the type
assignments of relevant results), referred to as Oracle 1. Again, our main evaluation
metric is NDCG@10, and we also report on NDCG@100. The NDCG@10 scores are
also plotted in Fig. 4.3 for an easier visual inspection, with the red line corresponding
to the term-based baseline.

For the strict filtering model, we introduce a cut-o� parameter k. This parameter
controls how many of the highest ranked types we consider as target types. Clearly,
the larger the cut-o� value k, the more lenient the filtering gets. Hence, we perform a
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Model Strict filtering Soft filtering Interpolation
@10 @100 k @10 @100 @10 @100 ⁄t

Baseline [132] 0.3036 0.4119 - 0.3036 0.4119 0.3036 0.4119 -

along-path
EC, BM25 0.3501‡ 0.4048 65 0.3210 0.4154 0.3214 0.4204 0.30
TC, LM 0.4304‡ 0.5043‡ 20 0.2678 0.3805 0.3066 0.4116 0.10
LTR 0.4378‡ 0.5151‡ 20 0.2988 0.4029 0.3126 0.4150 0.15
Oracle 2 0.4245‡ 0.4797‡ - 0.3638 0.4406‡ 0.3587‡ 0.4384‡ 0.40
Oracle 1 0.4600‡ 0.5079‡ - 0.4353‡ 0.4894‡ 0.4172‡ 0.4746‡ 0.65

top-level
EC, BM25 0.3501‡ 0.4048 65 0.3348† 0.4251† 0.3304‡ 0.4226 0.50
TC, LM 0.4295‡ 0.5038‡ 65 0.3254 0.4159 0.3313† 0.4228 0.55
LTR 0.4371‡ 0.5157‡ 5 0.3705‡ 0.4453‡ 0.3748‡ 0.4460‡ 0.80
Oracle 2 0.4245‡ 0.4797‡ - 0.3791‡ 0.4477‡ 0.3732‡ 0.4430‡ 0.60
Oracle 1 0.4600‡ 0.5079‡ - 0.4196‡ 0.4779‡ 0.4141‡ 0.4725‡ 0.70

most specific
EC, BM25 0.3075 0.3350 65 0.3048 0.4038 0.3119 0.4159 0.15
TC, LM 0.3078 0.3352 65 0.2274 0.3500 0.3036 0.4119 0.00
LTR 0.3880‡ 0.4367 45 0.2997 0.3980 0.3161 0.4159 0.20
Oracle 2 0.3064 0.4009 - 0.2792 0.3809 0.3185 0.4176 0.15
Oracle 1 0.5092‡ 0.5393‡ - 0.4309‡ 0.4864‡ 0.4075‡ 0.4696‡ 0.55

Table 4.4 Entity retrieval performance using automatically identified target types from
DBpedia. ⁄t and k are the best empirically found interpolation and strict filtering
parameters, respectively. For reference comparison, the results using human annotated
target type collection (“Oracle 2”) and the original “Oracle 1” (cf. Section 3.4.2) are also
included. Performance is measured in terms of NDCG@10 and NDCG@100. Statistical
significance, tested using a two-tailed paired t-test with Bonferroni correction [137] at
p < 0.025 and 0.0005, is denoted by † and ‡, respectively.

sweep over the possible values k œ {5, 10, 15, . . . , 100} to calculate P (qt|e), and use the
best performing setting when comparing against other approaches.

Type Representation

We now revisit our research question (RQ1b) about type representation, and answer it
for the case when target entity types are automatically identified:

• RQ2c What is the impact of the particular choice of type representation on
entity retrieval performance with automatically identified target entity types?
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Fig. 4.3 Entity retrieval performance for all combinations of retrieval models and
type representation modes, using automatically identified target types from DBpedia.
The red line corresponds to the term-based baseline. Performance is measured by
NDCG@10.

We observe that for all methods, along-path and top-level representations provide
better performance compared to the Most specific representation. The di�erence
between these representations is small, which is similar to our observations using
oracle types (cf. Section 3.5.2). The most specific representation brings significant
improvements only for the LTR method, which is the top performing method in
Table 4.2. Overall, our results show that when target entity types are identified
automatically, using hierarchical relationships from ancestor types is the most e�ective
way of representing entity type information; keeping only the most specific types is
helpful only when an accurate target entity type identification method is employed.

Type-Aware Retrieval Model

Revisiting our research question (RQ1c) about type-aware retrieval model, we can ask
an analogous research question in the settings of automatic target entity types:

• RQ2d How can one combine term-based and type-based matching for entity
retrieval using with automatically identified target entity types?

We observe that strict filtering achieves the best performance among all configura-
tions, and the best results are obtained when it is combined with the LTR identification
model. Specifically, by using this retrieval model with the along-path representation,
we can outperform the text-only baseline by 44% in terms of NDCG@10. The soft
filtering and interpolation models perform best when used with top-level representation,
significantly outperforming the baseline for the LTR model. Similar to the oracle
setting for 1TT (Table 3.5), the ⁄t type weight is the highest for top-level representation,
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Fig. 4.4 Retrieval performance, in terms of NDCG@10, using automatically identified
target types from DBpedia. Top: interpolation model with di�erent type weights, ⁄t;
bottom: strict filtering model with di�erent ranking cut-o�s k. The leftmost data
points in the top row (⁄t = 0) correspond to the term-based baseline.

showing that the type component contribution to the interpolation model is high in
this configuration.

Target Entity Type Identification Method

The top row of Fig. 4.4 shows the performance of the interpolation model, when varying
the value of the ⁄t parameter. We observe that assigning any weight greater than 0.2 to
type-based information is harmful for the most specific and along-path representations.
On the other hand, when using top-level representation, the retrieval performance
improves until it reaches a peak (ranging between 0.5 to 0.8), and then it gradually
decreases.

The bottom row of Fig. 4.4 presents the retrieval performance while varying the
cut-o� value k. We find that retrieval performance for the strict filtering model plateaus
quickly by increasing the number of ranked types, especially when using the LTR
model. This verifies that an e�ective target entity type identification method, returning
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Fig. 4.5 Entity retrieval performance per query category (cf. Table 3.3) for the strict
filtering (Left) and soft filtering (Right) retrieval models, using automatically identified
top-level target types from DBpedia. The red line corresponds to the term-based
baseline. Performance is measured by NDCG@10.
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Fig. 4.6 Di�erences in NDCG@10 per query between type-aware entity retrieval and
its corresponding (term-based) baseline, using the strict filtering model with top-level
DBpedia target types automatically detected by LTR, grouped by query categories
(cf. Table 3.3).

relevant types at the top ranks, can bring considerable retrieval improvements using
the strict filtering retrieval model.

In order to better understand the e�ects of automatic target type identification, we
break down the entity retrieval results into the four query categories present in the
DBpedia-Entity v2 collection (cf. Table 3.3). Figure 4.5 shows retrieval performance
per query category for each of the two filtering retrieval models using top-level DBpedia
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� Query Best target type(s)
LTR Oracle 2

Strict filtering, top-level, INEX_LD
+1.0 INEX_LD-2012335 (“US president authorise nuclear weapons

against Japan”)
Agent, Device, Event Agent

+0.55 INEX_LD-20120312 (“tango culture countries”) Place, Topical Con-
cept

Place

+0.5 INEX_LD-20120322 (“tango music instruments”) Topical Concept,
Agent, Work

Work

+0.38 INEX_LD-2010057 (“Einstein Relativity theory”) Agent, Work, Place Work
+0.32 INEX_LD-20120122 (“vietnamese food blog”) Food, Work, Agent Work
-0.18 INEX_LD-2012369 (“most famous civic military airports”) Place, Agent, Work Place
-0.19 INEX_LD-2012347 (“seat Florida country Dade”) Place, Agent Place
-0.23 INEX_LD-20120311 (“tango culture movies”) Work, Agent, Topical

Concept
Work

-0.4 INEX_LD-2010043 (“List of films from the surrealist cate-
gory”)

Work, Agent Work

-0.57 INEX_LD-2010004 (“Indian food”) Food, Agent, Place Food

Strict filtering, top-level, ListSearch
+0.52 INEX_XER-96 (“Pure object oriented programing lan-

guages”)
Work, Agent -

+0.35 SemSearch_LS-7 (“Branches of the US military”) Agent, Place Place
+0.32 INEX_XER-99 (“Computer systems that have a recursive

acronym for the name”)
Work, Device, Agent Device

+0.29 INEX_XER-125 (“countries have won the FIFA world cup”) Event, Place, Agent Place
+0.26 INEX_XER-121 (“US presidents since 1960”) Agent, Event Agent
-0.27 SemSearch_LS-13 (“five great epics of Tamil literature”) Work, Agent, Topical

Concept
Work

-0.28 SemSearch_LS-49 (“invented the python programming lan-
guage”)

Work, Agent, Device Agent

-0.41 SemSearch_LS-3 (“astronauts landed on the Moon”) Agent, Place Agent
-0.63 SemSearch_LS-14 (“gods dwelt on Mount Olympus”) Agent, Place Agent
-0.64 TREC_Entity-5 (“Products of Medimmune, Inc”) Agent, Unit Of Work,

Chemical Substance
Chemical Sub-
stance

Table 4.5 Queries with the largest �NDCG@10 di�erences, using the strict filtering
model with top-level DBpedia target types automatically detected by the LTR method,
in comparison with target types from human annotators (Oracle 2), grouped per query
category. (Here, we only present INEX_LD and ListSearch query categories; see
Table 4.6 for the other two categories.) Respective best target type(s), assigned by
both the automatic detector and the human annotators, are also shown.

types. We find that type-aware retrieval using the LTR method significantly and
consistently outperforms the term-based baseline for all query categories. Moreover,
target types identified by our LTR method yield better performance than human type
annotations, for three out of the four categories using strict filtering, and for QALD2
(natural language) queries in case of soft filtering.

Furthermore, we conduct an analysis at the query level for each of these query
categories. It can be seen in Fig. 4.6 that every category exhibits a similar distribution,
with all �NDCG@10 values being positive. Specially, the ListSearch category has
the largest proportion of improved queries as well as the largest di�erences. Finally,
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 list queries with the largest �NDCG@10 di�erences, either positive
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� Query Best target type(s)
LTR Oracle 2

Strict filtering, top-level, QALD2
+1.0 QALD2_tr-42 (“are the o�cial languages of the Philippines”) Place, Agent -
+0.7 QALD2_te-98 (“country does the creator of Mi�y come

from”)
Place, Agent, Work Place

+0.63 QALD2_te-43 (“all breeds of the German Shepherd dog”) Agent, Species Species
+0.63 QALD2_te-89 (“In city was the former Dutch queen Juliana

buried”)
Agent, Species Place

+0.63 QALD2_te-97 (“painted The Storm on the Sea of Galilee”) Place, Work, Agent Agent
-0.18 QALD2_te-17 (“all cars that are produced in Germany”) Mean Of Transporta-

tion, Work, Agent
Mean Of Trans-
portation

-0.18 QALD2_tr-24 (“mountain is the highest after the Anna-
purna”)

Place, Agent Place

-0.22 QALD2_te-100 (“produces Orangina”) Agent, Food, Work Agent
-0.28 QALD2_te-63 (“all Argentine films”) Work, Agent Work
-0.33 QALD2_te-40 (“List all boardgames by GMT”) Agent, Activity,

Event
Activity

Strict filtering, top-level, SemSearch_ES
+1.0 SemSearch_ES-3 (“Bookwork”) Agent, Place -
+0.74 SemSearch_ES-26 (“disney orlando”) Place, Agent Place
+0.42 SemSearch_ES-41 (“joan of arc”) Agent, Place, Work Agent
+0.39 SemSearch_ES-18 (“canasta cards”) Activity, Work Activity
+0.34 SemSearch_ES-80 (“sonny and cher”) Work, Agent Agent
-0.37 SemSearch_ES-67 (“ovguide movies”) Work, Agent Work
-0.39 SemSearch_ES-79 (“shobana masala”) Agent, Work, Food Agent
-0.41 SemSearch_ES-125 (“nokia e73”) Device, Place, Work Device
-0.43 SemSearch_ES-58 (“mason ohio”) Agent, Place Place
-0.48 SemSearch_ES-4 (“NAACP Image Awards”) Award, Agent, Work Award

Table 4.6 Queries with the largest �NDCG@10 di�erences, using the strict filtering
model with top-level DBpedia target types automatically detected by the LTR method,
in comparison with target types from human annotators (Oracle 2), grouped per
query category. (Here, we present the other two query categories: QALD2 and
SemSearch_ES.) Respective best target type(s), assigned by both the automatic
detector and the human annotators, are also shown.

or negative, along with their respective types using automatic detection (LTR) and
human annotators (Oracle 2). Comparing with the top-level ancestor(s) of the target
types provided by the human oracle, it is clear that in most of the cases the set of
LTR-detected query types contains one or more types than the oracle. The additional
types relax the filtering criterion by allowing some non-relevant entities to be kept in
the ranking and then hurting the performance. Particularly, when the additional type
is Agent, the one with largest coverage in the knowledge base, it potentially introduces
many entities including all persons and organizations. On the other hand, the positively
a�ected queries result to have more target types detected by LTR. The more lenient
filtering given by the additional type(s) allows to retain relevant entities, and even
outperforms the contributions of the human oracle target types. The QALD2 category
exhibits the distribution of �NDCG@10 di�erences where LTR-detected target types
perform the best in comparison with the human oracle. This fact is in line with our
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observations in Section 4.5.1, since the most important LTR features, the continuous
semantic representations, are more e�ective in these longer, natural language queries.

4.6 Summary
In realistic scenarios, target entity types are not provided. This chapter has focused
on automatically identifying these target types and then leveraging them for entity
retrieval. To this end, we have first presented a revision of the hierarchical target type
identification task. We have then developed a method for identifying target entity
types automatically, which combines a variety of information signals. Our experiments
have shown that using automatic target entity types not only improves entity retrieval
performance, but also brings the same, or even higher, level of performance achievable
by human target type annotations.

Throughout Chapters 3 and 4, we have focused on entity types as a key property
of entities for improving entity retrieval. In the next chapter, we will once again
leverage entity type information, this time in our quest for understanding and modeling
entity-oriented query intents.



Chapter 5

Understanding and Modeling
Entity-Oriented Search Intents

As we have mentioned previously, many information needs behind people’s searches
revolve around specific entities [153]. In the previous chapters, our focus was on
improving the ranking of results for these entity-oriented queries by understanding the
usage of types of entities targeted by the search query in entity retrieval. Here, we
are interested in studying the intents of these queries. Specifically, we wish to answer
this research question: (RQ3) What do entity-oriented queries ask for, and how can
they be fulfilled? As natural units for organizing information, entities can provide not
only more focused responses, but often immediate answers [134]. An example of this
kind of responses is returning an entity card of Henrik Ibsen for the search query “a
doll’s house playwright,” i.e., related to the entity A Doll’s House by the playwright
relationship.

A particular kind of entity-oriented queries is more transaction-oriented. Either
trying to book a flight or looking for tickets for a concert, just to mention two popular
examples, users are often engaged to fulfill information needs by interacting with a
third-party service or application. There has been an increasing focus on supporting
task-based search [99], and on modeling actionable knowledge; see, e.g., the dedicated
vocabulary for actions in the schema.org ontology, and the NTCIR AKG task [22].
These developments display the interest and e�orts towards transforming search engines
into actions-guided task completion assistants [6]. As in the scenario of a user trying
to book a taxi, discussed in Chapter 1 (cf. Fig. 1.4), an envisaged user interface would
recognize the service-oriented search intent, and then allow to perform the required
transaction, including the elicitation of the travel details and the request for ordering a
taxi. Hence, our main research question in this chapter can be refined in subquestions
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including: Which of those searches can be fulfilled by looking up direct answers from a
knowledge base?, and Which would require to interact with external services?

Most entity-oriented queries consist of an entity name, complemented with context
terms, i.e., refiners, to express the underlying intent of the user [153]. Examples of
these queries are “the rock movies” and “london book a hotel.” Our main objective is to
understand entity-related search intents by studying those refiners. In the first part of
this chapter, we describe the process we followed in our study of entity-oriented search
intents (Section 5.2). Specifically, we represent refiners on the level of entity types.
In the Chapters 3 and 4 we have leveraged type-based information to improve entity
retrieval. Just like entity types can also aid the disambiguation of known entities and
the grouping of emerging ones [140], these type-level characterizations of entity refiners
enable knowledge abstraction and generalization. As an example, by representing
with [city] any entity of the type city, we want to categorize a refiner, e.g., “rentals”,
in the type-level query “[city] rentals”. We then categorize these type-level refiners
using an intent classification scheme. Our classification scheme comprises four main
categories: property, website, service, and other. After acquiring query suggestions for
entities of a given type, they are aggregated to extract type-level refiners. Then, for a
representative sample of 50 Freebase types, we collect human annotations for those
refiners with respect to the classification scheme we developed. Section 5.3 presents
our findings.

A follow-up question we aim to answer is (RQ4): How can we build a knowledge base
of entity-oriented search intents? In the second part of this chapter, we propose to build
IntentsKB, a knowledge base (KB) of entity-oriented search intents, for representing in
a structured fashion the main search intents that are commonly associated with a given
entity type. These machine-readable statements can be used for automatic querying
and reasoning about search intents, and represent one step towards making entities
actionable. Table 5.1 shows an excerpt from IntentsKB, which represents the intent
of customer service for an airline. First, we give a formal definition of the problem
of constructing this KB (Section 5.4.1). Then, we propose a pipeline framework to
build the knowledge base, consisting of refiner acquisition, refiner categorization, intent
discovery, and knowledge base construction stages (Section 5.5). We evaluate the
components of our pipeline against editorial judgments, and, using a small seed of
labeled data, generate a knowledge base comprising over 30k intents (Section 5.6).
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Predicate Object Conf.
searchedForType Aviation/Airline 1
ofCategory Service 0.866
expressedBy customer service 0.688
expressedBy customer care 0.656

Table 5.1 An excerpt from our knowledge base (IntentsKB), for IntentID:
<aviation.airline-65-customer_service>.

5.1 Related Work
Understanding the query intent constitutes a key factor to improve the search experi-
ence [113]. Di�erent general approaches have been proposed, according to a particular
interpretation of what it means to understand the query intents, for example, query
“aboutness” [170, 33] and query segmentation [160, 17, 86, 77].

Broder’s categorization of information needs is broadly accepted and is the most
commonly used one for web search, with further refinements [165, 89]. We strive for a
similar high-level categorization of intents, but specifically for entity-oriented search
queries. Previous work has identified high-level patterns from web search queries. For
example, according to Lin et al. [113], a query can be classified as an entity, an entity
plus a refiner (e.g., “emma stone 2017”), a category, a category plus a refiner (e.g.,
“doctors in barcelona”), a website, or other sort of query. Such classification relies
merely on lexico-syntactic forms and lacks a more semantically-grounded distinction.

Search intents have been studied in previous work. Reinanda et al. [159] explore
entity aspects in user interaction log data. There, an entity aspect roughly corresponds
to a section heading in a Wikipedia article. The authors obtain clusters of entity aspects
and also of query refiners from search logs. With these, they address the ranking
of intents for a given entity (independently from a query), and the recommendation
of aspects. Unlike them, we (i) work on individual query refiners, (ii) model entity
intents at the level of types, (iii) consider always a query context of entities, (iv) use
approaches defined entirely in absence of log data, and (v) obtain uniquely identified
intents.

Actions are a particular kind of entity intent, which we represent using the service
category. The schema.org ontology is equipped with a dedicated actions vocabulary.
Yet, the current schema.org model does not allow to represent actions at the entity
type level. Lin et al. [113] propose the model of active objects as a representation of
an entity associated with a ranked list of potential actions. These actions are simple
surface forms mined from query logs. While our envisaged scenario is the same, we
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di�er from them in that we (i) model the spectrum of actions at the level of entity
types, (ii) do not work with a fixed set of mined actions but rather discover them
automatically from query intents, and (iii) obtain structured triples with uniquely
identified actions and their surface forms. The action mining task at the NTCIR
Actionable Knowledge Graph track [21] addresses the problem of ranking potential
actions for a given entity of a given type. There, an action comprises of a verb and
possibly an object or modifier. While this e�ort points in the same direction as our
work, we note the following limitations: (i) they consider entity type only as input
signals, but the output actions are required at the entity level, (ii) they do not account
for actions uniquely identified in a KB, and (iii) they force an action to be expressed
as a verbal phrase, which is not the case for most of the service-oriented intents we
observed. As an example of this last item, “hilton taxi” very likely expresses the intent
of getting a taxi to the hotel, where the refiner “taxi” is not a verbal phrase.

5.2 Understanding Entity-Oriented Search Intents
This section describes the process we followed for understanding entity-oriented search
intents. In this chapter, an entity-bearing query is a query that consists of an entity
name possibly complemented with a refiner, usually as a su�x. More than just
a syntactic complement, a refiner is a complementary surface form expressing an
underlying user intent in relation with the entity. This kind of queries are part of a
broader set of entity-oriented queries (queries whose expected result is an entity, or
list of entities, or a literal entity attribute), that is, queries revolving around entities,
like the ones we addressed in the previous chapters. As an example, consider the
entity keens steakhouse (a restaurant) in the entity-bearing query “keens steakhouse
menu.” The refiner “menu” expresses the intent of reading the restaurant’s menu. To
understand what these entity-bearing queries ask for, we characterize the refiners on
the level of entity types, taking natural advantage of an entity type as a semantic class
that groups entities together with common characteristics.

Our approach, to be detailed in the next subsections, can be summarized as follows.
We collect refiners for a set of prominent entities, and aggregate them across entity
types to obtain type-level refiners. Next, we develop a classification scheme of intent
categories, with a focus on how to fulfill the intent expressed by a type-level refiner.
Finally, we annotate a representative sample of entity types with intent categories, and
obtain a corpus of prominent type-level refiners assigned to those categories.
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5.2.1 Collecting Refiners

We use the type system of Freebase. It is a two-layer categorization system, where
types on the leaf level are grouped under high-level domains. Specifically, we use the
latest public Freebase dump (2015-03-31), discarding domains meant for administering
the Freebase service itself (e.g., base, common).

We focus on prominent entities, since in this way we benefit from observing a larger
and more representative selection of information needs. As the criterion of an entity
prominence, we rely on Wikistats page views.1 This dataset registers the number
of times each English Wikipedia article has been requested. We set empirically a
prominence threshold of 3,000 page views per article over a span of one year (from
June 2015 to May 2016). Given a Freebase type, we select it if it covers at least 100
entities with a prominence above the threshold. Applying these criteria, the selected
set contains 634 types.

In a second step, we exploit query suggestions from a major search engine API.
This strategy, employed successfully in previous work for various applications [57, 15],
is used here to overcome the lack of direct access to past usage data or query logs.
Specifically, we collect query suggestions from the Google Suggestions API for at most
top 1,000 entities per type according to the above prominence criteria. Then, we replace
the name of the entity by its type in each query suggestion. This can be viewed as
getting queries where a refiner complements a type. For example, the type-level query
“[travel destination] map” is obtained from all queries for popular travel destinations,
e.g., “sydney map” and “paris map.” Finally, we retain only those refiners that occur
in at least 5 suggestions for the given type. This leads to a total of 63,148 distinct
type-level refiners for 631 types.

Hereinafter, type-level refiner, or simply refiner, refers to the query su�x in a
type-level query pattern.

5.2.2 Classification Scheme

To address our main goal of understanding entity-related search intents, we need a
suitable scheme to classify the entity intents. After a close inspection of the type-level
refiners, we define the following scheme of intent categories. These categories are
focused on how (and from which type of source) the information need can be fulfilled.

• Property: The refiner is about getting a specific entity property or attribute
that can be looked up in a knowledge base. For example, “children” in the query
1https://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/pagecounts-ez/

https://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/pagecounts-ez/
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“angelina jolie children,” or “opening times” in “at&t stadium opening times.” The
criterion does not require the refiner to exist as a property in an actual knowledge
base, but rather its existence to be reasonable.

• Website: The refiner looks to reach a specific website or application, which is a
rough equivalent of navigational queries in the scheme by Broder [28]. For example,
“twitter” in the query “karpathy twitter.”

• Service: The refiner expresses the need to interact with a service, possibly by
redirecting to an external site or app. For example, “menu” in the query “keens
steakhouse menu” would indicate the need to access to an external site for reading
the restaurant’s menu. As another example, “new album” in “eric clapton new
album” looks for a service to read about, or listen to, or buy the new album. The
interaction would possibly involve further parameters, like “from” and “to” values
for “ticket price” in the query “jpass bullet train ticket price.”

• Other: None of the previous ones is applicable. For example, “jr” in the query
“tim hardaway jr” merely serves to disambiguate the person from other people with
the same name.

5.2.3 Annotation

Since it is unfeasible to annotate all types in the knowledge base, we need to sample a
set of representative types. From the set of 631 types, we perform stratified sampling
as follows. The types are sorted by the total aggregated frequencies of the refiners. We
delimit 5 roughly equally-sized intervals by the splitting values of 1,500, 3,000, 6,000,
and 8,500 refiners per type; we randomly pick 10 types from each interval. We then
annotate data for this final set of 50 representative Freebase types.

Via crowdsourcing, we annotated type-level refiners with intent categories. Specifi-
cally, using the Crowdflower (now: Figure Eight) platform, for each annotation instance
we presented workers with the query, indicating its entity type and refiner, and asked
them to select one of the four intent categories. A total of 5,301 unique instances
(type-level refiners) were required to be annotated, each by at least 3 judges (5 at
most, if necessary to reach a majority agreement, using dynamic judgments). We paid
¢5 per batch, comprising 11 annotation instances. We ensured quality by requiring a
minimum accuracy of 80%, a minimum time of 20 seconds per batch, and a minimum
confidence threshold of 0.7. For each type, we only retain an annotated refiner if at
least three annotators agreed on the majority category. This leads to a total of 4,490
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Fig. 5.1 Distributions of intent categories for the sampled types. Note that the y-axis
scales di�er.

instances, consisting of 2,353 unique refiners. The Fleiss’ Kappa coe�cient Ÿ for this
assessment results to be Ÿ = 0.6503, which is considered a substantial inter-annotator
agreement [55].
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5.3 Results and Analysis
Figure 5.1 presents the number of refiners classified per category, for the 50 sampled
types, grouped in one plot for each of the 5 intervals of the stratified sampling. Since
the final set of types was sampled from types with prominent entities, this ordering,
given by the number of refiners, in a way also reflects the prominence of types.

We obtain a distribution of entity intent categories per type after normalizing
the frequency of each category by the total number of refiners for that type. From
the average proportions in these distributions, we can answer our research question:
(RQ3) What do entity-oriented queries ask for, and how can they be fulfilled? A
54.06% of unique entity-oriented queries are to be fulfilled by interacting with some
external service or app, meanwhile, 28.6% look for direct answers from a knowledge
base. Further, 5.34% of the type-level refiners represent an attempt to reach a website,
while 12.08% of them do not fit into any of the previous three categories.

The types with the largest proportion of service intents are netflix_genre (with
refiners, e.g., “videos,” “live”), election (“map,” “polls”), football_match (“video,”
“highlights”), and music_album. The property intent category covers refiners that
are of a more static nature, e.g., chemical compound (with refiners like “structural
formula,” “molecular weight”), political_party (“slogan,” “president”), star (“type
of star,” “temperature”), or tower (“hours,” “height”); only the first one is a very
prominent type. Most of the entity types exhibit a non-empty proportion of website
intents. Among all the types, this category exceeds the average proportion, e.g., for
organization, business_operation, hotel and blogger. The most frequent website
refiners in the whole corpus are “wikipedia,” “twitter,” “facebook,” and “youtube.” For
a few types like muscle, election, belief, or medical_speciality, all in the lowest
populated groups, no website refiner is present. A marginal proportion of refiners are
classified as having the other intent. A few exceptional cases with large proportions of
other intents are, e.g., business_operation and house (where the refiner is usually
a location), or basketball_player (for which many refiners refer mostly to an NBA
franchise, e.g., “lakers”). Table 5.2 provides additional examples for a selection of
types.
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Entity type Intent category
Property Website Service Other

comic_book_publisher logo, address wiki, website, twitter submissions, publishing, movies
comics

tower height, address, wiki tickets, restaurant collapse
opening hours

war deaths, results, youtube, wikipedia, video, uniforms, ap euro,
cause reddit, quizlet pictures, documentary in hindi

academic_institution logo, email, wiki, login, scholarships, ranking, baseball
notable alumni twitter, portal map, library, jobs

automotive_company stock, logo, wikipedia, website, parts, careers, india, inc
ceo, address linkedin, facebook investor relations

programming_language syntax, ide wikipedia, jobs, examples, 3, 2017
wiki, github interview questions

restaurant phone number, yelp, twitter, app, wine list, vouchers, sf, nj, nyc
owner, location tripadvisor, groupon recipes, menu prices

music_album value, cast, youtube, wikipedia, zip download, video, 2015, lp
release date amazon, imdb ukulele chords, tracklist

person son, salary, youtube, instagram, tour, quotes, sr, now,
real name snapchat photos, new album ww2

travel_destination zip code, craigslist weather radar, vacation, today, nj
train station tours, things to do

Table 5.2 Examples of refiners for each intent category, for each (stratified) type group.

5.4 A Knowledge Base of Entity-Oriented Search
Intents

We now formally define the problem of constructing a knowledge base of entity-oriented
search intents, and design a model for structured representation of this knowledge.
As we did for studying them in the first part of this chapter, we propose to represent
search intents at the level of entity types. This allows us to capture intents common to
many entities, resulting in a representation that is space-e�cient and generalizes well
to long-tail and emerging entities [140, 113].

5.4.1 Problem Definition

Our goal is to build a knowledge base of entity-oriented search intents (intents for
short), at the level of entity types. Each search intent is uniquely identified by an
intentID and is described by an intent profile. The KB consists of a set of (subject,
predicate, object, confidence) quadruples. We formally define the KB as a relational
knowledge representation model: IntentsKB = QT fi QC fi QL, where the three
sets of quadruples are partitioned as follows:

• QT ™ I ◊ {searchedForType} ◊ TY PES ◊ [0, 1];
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Refiner
Acquisition

Refiner
Categorization

Intent
Discovery

Knowledge Base
Construction

[hotel] booking
[hotel] deals
[hotel] from airport
[hotel] address
…

Website
Service
Service
Property
…

Hotel_Booking
Hotel_Booking
Hotel_Booking

Hotel_Arriving
Hotel_Arriving
Hotel_Arriving
…

ofCategory
ExpressedBy
ExpressedBy

ofCategory
ExpressedBy
ExpressedBy
…

Service
"rooms"
"reserve"

Service
"from airport"
"taxi"
…

conf1
conf2
conf3

conf4
conf5
conf6
…

from airport
taxi
…

Hotel_Arriving

rooms
make a reservation

…
Hotel_Booking

[hotel] booking
[hotel] deals
[hotel] from airport
[hotel] address
…

savoy hotel booking
savoy hotel address
…

savoy hotel
sheraton deals
sheraton from airport
…

sheraton

Fig. 5.2 Overview of our proposed framework. Top: pipeline architecture. Bottom: an
example through all its stages.

• QC ™ I ◊ {ofCategory} ◊ CATEGORIES ◊ [0, 1];

• QL ™ I ◊ {expressedBy} ◊ STRINGS ◊ [0, 1].

The set I consists of the unique intent identifiers. searchedForType, ofCategory,
and expressedBy are predicates used for associating an intent with an entity type,
intent category, and possible lexicalizations, respectively. TY PES is the set of entity
types in the reference KB, and CATEGORIES is a scheme of intent categories (that
is, {Property, Website, Service, Other}; cf. Section 5.2.2).

5.5 Proposed Framework
Figure 5.2 displays an overview of our framework for constructing a knowledge base of
entity-oriented search intents. It is a pipeline, consisting of four main components.

First, we build upon our previous refiners collection: entity-bearing queries of given
types, and from them, refiners aggregated to obtain type-level query patterns (e.g.,
“[hotel] booking” or “[airline] customer service”). Second, we classify each of these
type-level refiners into our four main intent categories, property, website, service, or
other. Third, type-level refiners that express the same underlying intent are clustered
together. A cluster of refiners corresponds to the various ways of expressing that intent
in an actual query (like “[hotel] booking,” “[hotel] reservations,” “[hotel] book a room,”
etc.). Fourth, structured representations of intents are created by assigning each intent
a unique intentID. This structured representation then contains the type of the entity,
the category of the intent (according to the four main intent categories), and the
di�erent ways that intent may be expressed. Additionally, each piece of information is
assigned a confidence score.
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# Description Value
Group I - Lexical features
1 Length of the top result title, in characters {1, . . . , Œ}
2 Avg. length of the 10 result titles, in characters {1, . . . , Œ}
3 Length of the top result snippet, in characters {1, . . . , Œ}
4 Avg. length of the 10 result snippets, in characters {1, . . . , Œ}
5 Number of ‘/’ in the top result URL {0, . . . , Œ}
6 avg. number of ‘/’ in the top 10 result URLs {0, . . . , Œ}
7 size of the URL domains set among all top 10 result URLs. {1, . . . , 10}
8 Jaro distance between the refiner and the top result URL [0..1]
9 Avg. Jaro distance between the refiner and each of the top 10

result URLs
[0..1]

10 Avg. Jaro distance between all the top 10 result URLs [0..1]
11–13 {Max., Min., Mean} aggregated term-to-term Jaro distance

between the refiner and the top result title
[0..1]

14–16 Avg. {max., min., mean} aggregated term-to-term Jaro dis-
tance between the refiner and the top 10 result titles

[0..1]

Table 5.3 Lexical features for refiner categorization.

5.5.1 Refiner Acquisition

In this first stage, we obtain popular type-level query patterns. This stage corresponds
to the acquisition of refiners detailed previously in Section 5.2.1.

5.5.2 Refiner Categorization

Next is the assignment of intent categories to refiners. We approach this task, referred
to as refiner categorization, as a single-class classification problem using supervised
learning. Each type-refiner pair constitutes an instance, and the four categories defined
above are the possible classes.

Lexical features

We compute attributes at the lexical level of a refiner. Many of these signals are
detected in the search results obtained from a major Web search engine. For every
type-refiner pair, we take the most prominent entity assigned to that type (according
to the entity prominence criteria described in Section 5.2.1). We then search for
the corresponding actual entity-bearing query. For example, for the type-level query
“[travel destination] map,” the corresponding entity-bearing query is “united states
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map.” We exploit the top 10 search results to quantify, among others, the size of the
set of their URL domains, or, following Reinanda et al. [159], the average Jaro distance
between a refiner and each result URL. Table 5.3 presents the detailed description of
the full set of lexical features.

Semantic features

The semantic similarity between a refiner r and a type t is defined as the cosine
similarity cos(r, t) between the centroid word embedding vectors of the refiner terms
(r) and type terms (t). This measure captures the compositional nature of words
in both the type label and the refiner, which was shown to be an e�ective attribute
of a phrase [136]. We use pre-trained word embeddings provided by the word2vec
toolkit [135].

5.5.3 Intent Discovery

Once each type-level refiner is mapped to a category as described above, we proceed
to discover the intents underlying those refiners. We achieve this by clustering the
refiners that express the same user intent. We make use of the intent categories that
have been assigned in the previous step, that is, two refiners in the same cluster must
have the same intent category. Following the literature ([159]), we apply hierarchical
agglomerative clustering (HAC) over the distributional semantic space of the refiners
for each type. As before, we use pre-trained word2vec word embeddings. For each
refiner, we take its vector if the refiner is in the embedding vocabulary, otherwise we
assign it the normalized centroid of the vectors of its terms.

The clusters merging step of HAC is stopped when all the inter-cluster distances are
above a certain cut-o� threshold. This threshold, “c,t, is chosen for each combination
of intent category c and entity type t. However, to avoid overfitting, we only learn a
single parameter ‘c for each intent category, and then set “c,t = ‘cMc,t, where Mc,t is
the maximum distance between any pair of refiners belonging to intent category c and
type t. This may be seen as a way of normalization, to account for various cluster sizes.
To find the best ‘c value, we perform a grid search over [0..1] and pick the value that
maximizes the evaluation score against the ground truth clusters, available as training
data.
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5.5.4 Knowledge Base Construction

In the last step, we construct the full knowledge base representation of intents, i.e.,
create intent profiles. An intent profile i consists of the set of refiners R(i) that were
clustered together. Recall that all these refiners have previously been assigned the
same intent category, therefore, there exists a single intent category for the profile. The
profile is assigned a unique intentID. In the interest of readability, it is a concatenation
of the entity type, a numerical ID, and the label of the refiner which is closest to the
intent centroid.

Recall, that each intent profile has three types of predicates. We define the
confidence for each as follows:

• searchedForType: since entity type information comes from a curated KB, the
confidence in the assigned type is always 1.

• ofCategory: we take the average categorization confidence of the refiners in the
profile: 1

|R(i)|
q

rœR(i) –(r), where –(r) is the associated confidence score from the
intent categorization step.

• expressedBy: the confidence is the similarity between the refiner r and the
centroid of all refiners in R(i). In our case, refiners are represented as embedding
vectors and cosine is used to measure their similarity (cf. Section 5.5.2).

We also assign a confidence score to the intent profile itself, by taking a linear mixture
of the category confidence –(c) and the average refiner confidence –(r):

–(i) = 1
2

⇣
–(c) + 1

|R(i)|
ÿ

rœR(i)
–(r)

⌘
. (5.1)

5.6 Experimental Evaluation
This section presents the evaluation of our approach, aiming to answer the main
research question: (RQ4) How can we build a knowledge base of entity-oriented search
intents?

5.6.1 Refiner Categorization

Every instance in this component is, as before, a type-refiner pair, collected in the first
stage of our pipeline (cf. Section 5.5.1). Our dataset consists of 4,490 training instances
(cf. Section 5.2.3), each labelled with one of the four intent categories. This comprises
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Feature Set Accuracy
Feature group I (lexical) 0.5920
Feature group II (semantic) 0.7024‡

Combined (I + II) 0.6150

Table 5.4 Refiner categorization results, in terms of accuracy. Statistical significance is
tested against the combined feature set (line 3), using a two-tailed paired t-test with
Bonferroni correction [137] at p < 0.001, denoted by ‡.

Category Homogeneity Completeness V-measure
Oracle categories 0.9494 0.7270 0.8201
Automatic categorization 0.8872 0.6872 0.7710

Table 5.5 Clustering refiners using oracle vs. automatically assigned intent categories,
measured in terms of homogeneity, completeness, and V-measure scores.

all the instances corresponding to the 50 sampled types. For obtaining the search
results exploited by many features, we utilize the Google Search API. In a preliminary
round, we experimented with a variety of classifiers. Results are reported only for the
best performing classifier, which is Random Forests. We used the following parameters:
the number of trees is 100 and the maximum depth of the trees is approximately the
square root of the feature set used in that setting. We train the model using five-fold
cross-validation. Table 5.4 reports the results measured by accuracy. We find that
semantic features perform much better than lexical features. When combining the two,
the resulting performance is still significantly inferior to using semantic features alone.
Therefore, we only use the semantic feature group in the remainder of our experiments.
The final model is applied to the 60,795 test instances corresponding to the remaining
581 types.

5.6.2 Intent Discovery

In order to construct ground truth clusters, two expert annotators manually grouped
all the refiners for each of the 50 types in the refiner categorization dataset. The
annotators worked independently and then discussed the conflicting cases to reach
perfect agreement. We evaluate the clustering approach in two evaluation settings: (i) an
“oracle” setting, which uses the ground truth intent categories, and (ii) a realistic setting,
where the categories are automatically assigned by our refiner categorization component.
We perform five-fold cross-validation for each evaluation instance (type-refiner pair),
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with the same partition of folds used for evaluating refiner categorization. The training
folds are used to optimize ‘c for each category as described in Section 5.5.3. The
clusters obtained for a given type are “flattened” by ignoring the intent categories, and
are evaluated against the ground truth clusters flattened in the same way. This serves
to eliminate, to some extent, errors that originate from incorrect refiner categorization.
Table 5.5 presents the results, measured in terms of three clustering evaluation metrics:
homogeneity (which, intuitively, assesses that each cluster contains only members of
a single class), completeness (i.e., all members of a given class are assigned to the
same cluster), and their harmonic mean called V-measure [166]. We find that our
automatic setting can achieve a V-measure that is only about 6% lower than using
oracle categories.

5.6.3 Fact Validation

In this last part, we evaluate the end-to-end approach by applying the pipeline, which
we trained on 50 types (cf. Section 5.2.3), on the remaining 581 types. As a result,
we obtain 31,724 intent profiles that comprise a total of 155,967 quadruples. We
proceed to estimate its expected overall quality by taking a stratified sample from the
generated quadruples. Considering the confidence scores associated with the profiles
(cf. Eq. (5.1)), we partition the range [0..1] into 5 equally-sized buckets. For each
bucket, we take 25 random types without repetition and select 5 intent profiles from
each type. The resulting sample has a total of 2,010 quadruples (around 1.29% of the
size of the KB). For the following experiment, we ignore the confidence scores, so as
not to bias annotators. Thus, we refer to triples, not quadruples from now on.

We conduct an annotation experiment to decide whether a triple is correct w.r.t.
its intent profile. Three expert annotators each manually labeled the sampled triples.
Note that for every profile, the searchedForType triple is trivially correct. Also, if
there is only a single expressedBy triple in the profile, then it is trivially correct. We
measure the inter-annotator agreement using Fleiss’ Kappa coe�cient Ÿ [55], separately
on ofCategory and expressedBy triples. For the set of ofCategory triples,
Ÿ = 0.2206, indicating a fair agreement; for expressedBy triples, Ÿ = 0.8606, thus it
is almost perfect. We take the majority vote of the annotators as the ground truth.
Among the ofCategory triples, 88% of them are correct. As for the expressedBy
triples, 42% of them are correct. Over all the triples, 54% of them results to be correct
(ignoring the trivially correct searchedForType triples).

We then ask the question: (RQ4a) How well do the estimated confidence scores
correspond to the actual correctness of triples? Figure 5.3 displays the number of
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Fig. 5.3 Proportion of triples in the annotated sample (y-axis), and number of intent
profiles in the KB (on top of each bar), per confidence bucket.

correct and incorrect triples with a break down per confidence bucket. We find that,
indeed, the higher the associated confidence score, the more likely it is that the triple is
correct. It is worth pointing out that accuracy generally is quite high. Apart from the
leftmost bucket, triples overall have over 90% accuracy based on the manually labeled
sample.

5.7 Summary
The study performed in this chapter has lead to a better understanding of what
entity-oriented queries ask for. We have developed a classification scheme to categorize
entity-oriented search intents and annotated a representative sample of type-level
refiners using this scheme. We have found that, on average, more than a half of the
queries are to be fulfilled by interaction with services; also, a large proportion of
information needs look for direct answers from a knowledge base.

In this chapter we have also addressed the problem of constructing a knowledge
base of entity-oriented search intents and proposed a pipeline approach. We have
performed an experimental evaluation on the level of individual components as well
as on the end-to-end task. Using a sample of 4.5k labeled instances for 50 types as
training data, we have generated a knowledge base of over 30k intents for almost 600
unseen types.

The first two grand themes of this thesis focus on entity-oriented queries. Whereas
in Chapters 3 and 4 we have investigated entity retrieval models that leverage type-
based information identified in entities and in queries, in this chapter we have achieved
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a better understanding of the search intents in these queries by studying their refiners
on the level of entity types, as well as we represented them in a structured fashion.
Moving into the ending theme of this work, the next chapter will present our study on
query suggestions for supporting task-based search.





Chapter 6

Suggesting Queries to Support
Task-Based Search

Query suggestions, recommending a list of related queries to an initial user input, are
an integral part of modern search engines [144]. Accordingly, this task has received
considerable attention, particularly over the last decade [138, 18, 32]. Search, however,
is often performed in the context of some larger underlying task [99], and traditional
approaches for suggesting queries do not consider the task behind the initial query.
There is a growing stream of research aimed at making search engines more task-aware
(i.e., recognizing what task the user is trying to accomplish) and customizing the search
experience appropriately. In this chapter, we focus our attention on one particular tool
for supporting task-based search: query suggestions.

We envisage a user interface where task-based query suggestions are presented once
the user has issued an initial query. As illustrated in Fig. 6.1, these query suggestions
actually come in two flavors: query completions and query refinements. The di�erence
is that the former are prefixed by the initial query, while the latter are not. Note that
this is di�erent from query autocompletion, which tries to recommend various possible
completions while the user is still typing the query. The task-aware query suggestions
we propose are intended for exploring various aspects (subtasks) of the given task after
inspecting the initial search results. Selecting them would allow the user to narrow
down the scope of the search. The Tasks track at the Text REtrieval Conference
(TREC) has introduced an evaluation platform for this very problem, referred to as
task understanding [200]. Specifically, given an initial query, the system should return
a ranked list of keyphrases “that represent the set of all tasks a user who submitted
the query may be looking for” [200]. The goal is to provide a complete coverage of
subtasks for an initial query, while avoiding redundancy. We use these keyphrases
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choose bathroom

choose bathroom brass
choose bathroom cabinets
choose bathroom colors
choose bathroom warmers
choose bathroom lighting

(a) Query completion

living in india
cost of living in india
american expats in india
indian classical music
india tourism
india live tv

(b) Query refinement

Fig. 6.1 Query suggestions to support task-based search.

as query suggestions. The main research question that we address in this chapter is:
(RQ5) How can we generate query suggestions for supporting task-based search?

Following the pipeline architecture widely adopted in general query suggestion
systems [138, 175], we propose a two-step approach consisting of suggestion generation
and suggestion ranking steps. In the first part of this chapter, our aim is to generate
suggestions in a setting where past usage data and query logs are not available or
cannot be utilized. This would be typical for systems that have a smaller user base (e.g.,
in the enterprise domain) or when a search engine has been newly deployed [18]. One
possibility is to use query suggestion APIs, which are o�ered by all major web search
engines. These are indeed one main source type we consider. Additionally, we can use
the initial query to search for relevant documents, and extract keyphrases from search
snippets and from full text documents. Finally, given the task-based focus of our work,
we lend special treatment to the WikiHow site,1 which is an extensive database of how-
to guides. In a first part we aim to address task-based query suggestion in an end-to-end
fashion regarding the two-step pipeline. For this, we approach it with a probabilistic
generative framework that consists of four components: source importance, document
importance, keyphrase relevance, and query suggestion generation. We propose di�erent
estimators for these components, and experimentally compare them using the datasets
from the TREC Tasks track.

Later in this chapter, we focus on the first step of the main pipeline approach,
namely suggestion generation, dedicated to creating suggestion candidates. There, our
study is interested in additional challenges: Can a unified method produce both query
completions and query refinements?, and, Is it possible to do it so without relying
on resources such as a major search engine suggestions or query logs? We consider

1http://www.wikihow.com/
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several methods and multiple information sources, as well as we collect a large number
of annotations via crowdsourcing.

A review of related literature is presented in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 details
the statement of the task understanding problem. We propose an architecture that
uses generative probabilistic modeling for extracting keyphrases from a variety of
sources and generating query suggestions from them (Section 6.3). Making use of the
benchmark datasets of the 2015 and 2016 editions of the TREC Tasks track, we provide
a detailed analysis of the components of our framework using di�erent estimation
methods (Section 6.4). Later in Section 6.5 we address the generation of high-quality
query suggestion candidates, for which we develop a test collection and perform an
experimental evaluation of our approach (Section 6.6).

6.1 Related Work
There is a large body of work on understanding and supporting users in carrying out
complex search tasks. Log-based studies have been one main area of focus, including
the identification of tasks and segmentation of search queries into tasks [118, 82] and
mining task-based search sessions in order to understand query reformulations [91] or
search trails [195].

Another theme is supporting exploratory search, where users pursue an information
goal to learn or discover more about a given topic. Recent research in this area has
brought the importance of support interfaces into focus [5, 183, 6].

Our main interest is in query suggestions, as a distinguished support mechanism.
Most of the related work utilizes large-scale query logs. For example, Craswell and
Szummer [39] perform a random walk on a query-click graph. Boldi et al. [23] model
the query flow in user search sessions via chains of queries. Scenarios in the absence of
query logs have been addressed [104, 18], where query suggestions are extracted from
the document corpus. However, their focus is on query auto-completion, representing
the completed and partial terms in a query. Kelly et al. [100] have shown that users
prefer query suggestions, rather than term suggestions. We undertake the task of
suggesting queries to users, related to the task they are performing, as we shall explain
in the next section.
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Fig. 6.2 High-level overview of our approach.

6.2 Problem Statement
Throughout this chapter, we adhere to the problem definition of the task understanding
task of the TREC Tasks track [200]. Given an initial query q0, the goal is to return a
ranked list of query suggestions Èq1, . . . qnÍ that cover all the possible subtasks related
to the task the user is trying to achieve. In addition to the initial query string, the
entities mentioned in it are also made available (identified by their Freebase IDs).

For example, for the query “low wedding budget,” subtasks include (but are not
limited to) “buy a used wedding gown,” “cheap wedding cake,” and “make your own
invitations.” These subtasks have been manually identified by the track organizers
based on information extracted from the logs of a commercial search engine. The
suggested keyphrases are judged with respect to each subtask on a three point scale
(non-relevant, relevant, and highly relevant). Note that subtasks are only used in the
evaluation, these are not available when generating the keyphrases.

6.3 Approach
We now present our approach for generating query suggestions. As Figure 6.2 illustrates,
we obtain keyphrases from a variety of sources, and then construct a ranked list of
query suggestions from these. Many systems that participated in the TREC Tasks
track have relied on strategic combinations of di�erent sources to produce query
suggestions [75, 62, 76]. However, no systematic comparison of the di�erent source types
has been performed yet—we fill this gap. Additional components include estimating a
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document’s importance within a given source, extracting keyphrases from documents,
and forming query suggestions from these keyphrases.

6.3.1 Generative Modeling Framework

We introduce a generative probabilistic model for scoring the candidate query sugges-
tions according to P (q|q0), i.e., the probability that a query suggestion q was generated
by the initial query q0. Formally:

P (q|q0) =
ÿ

s

P (q|q0, s)P (s|q0)

=
ÿ

s

�ÿ

d

P (q|q0, s, d)P (d|q0, s)
�
P (s|q0)

=
ÿ

s

�ÿ

d

⇣ÿ

k

P (q|q0, s, k)P (k|s, d)
⌘

P (d|q0, s)
�
P (s|q0) .

This model has four components: (i) P (s|q0) expresses the importance of a particular
information source s for the initial query q0; (ii) P (d|q0, s) represents the importance of
a document d originating from source s, with respect to the initial query; (iii) P (k|d, s)
is the relevance of a keyphrase k extracted from a document d from source s; and
(iv) P (q|q0, s, k) is the probability of generating query suggestion q, given keyphrase
k, source s, and the initial query q0. Below, we detail the estimation of each of these
components.

6.3.2 Source Importance

We collect relevant information from four kinds of sources: query suggestions (QS),
web search snippets (WS), web search documents (WD), and WikiHow (WH). For
the first three source types, we use three di�erent web search engines (Google, Bing,
and DuckDuckGo), thereby having a total of 10 individual sources. In this work, we
assume conditional independence between a source s and the initial query q0, i.e., set
P (s|q0) = P (s).

6.3.3 Document Importance

From each source s, we obtain the top-K (K = 10) documents for the query q0. We
propose two ways of modeling the importance of a document d originating from s: (i)
uniform and (ii) inversely proportional to the rank of d among the top-K documents,
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that is:

P (d|q0, s) = K ≠ r + 1
q

K

i=1(K ≠ i + 1)
= K ≠ r + 1

K(K + 1)/2 ,

where r is the rank position of d (r œ {1, ..., K}).

6.3.4 Keyphrase Relevance

We obtain keyphrases from each document, using an automatic keyphrase extraction
algorithm. Specifically, we use the RAKE keyword extraction system [124]. For each
keyphrase k, extracted from document d, the associated confidence score is denoted by
c(k, d). Upon a manual inspection of the extraction output, we introduce some data
cleansing steps. We only retain keyphrases that meet these selection criteria: (i) they
have an extraction confidence above an empirically set threshold of 2; (ii) they are at
most 5 terms long; (iii) each of the terms has a length between 4 and 15 characters,
and is either a number of max. 4 digits or a term (which is not a term in {“–”, “ll”, “/”,
“javascript”, “wikihow”, “quora”, “google”}, nor it starts with a character in {“-”, “<”,
“/”, “jpg”}, nor it contains the substring “&amp”); (iv) the first term in the keyphrase
is not “-” or “/;” and (v) the keyphrase is not “[citation needed]” or “–.” Finally, we
set the relevance of k as P (k|d, s) = c(k, d)/ q

kÕ c(kÕ, d).
In case s is of type QS, each returned document actually corresponds to a query

suggestion. Thus, we treat each of these documents d as a single keyphrase k, for
which we set P (k|d, s) = 1.

6.3.5 Query Suggestions

In the final step, we need to generate query suggestions from the extracted keyphrases.
As a baseline option, we take each raw keyphrase k as-is, i.e., with q = k we set
P (q|q0, s, k) = 1.

Alternatively, we can form query suggestions by expanding keyphrases. Here, k is
combined with the initial query q0 using a set of expansion rules: (i) adding k as a su�x
to q0; (ii) adding k as a su�x to an entity e mentioned in q0; and (iii) using k as-is. In
particular, rule (ii) aims to leverage the entity mentioned in the initial query, which is
provided as part of the dataset for the task understanding task (cf. Section 6.2). If the
initial query contains multiple entities, then (ii) is performed for each of the mentioned
entities.
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Each query suggestion q, that is generated from keyword k, has an associated
confidence score c(q, q0, s, k), based on which rule generated it:

c(q, q0, s, k) =

8
><

>:

–, if q = q0 ü k (i.e., rule (i)) ,

—, if q = e ü k (i.e., rule (ii)) ,

“, otherwise ,

(6.1)

where – + — + “ = 1. When a keyphrase could be generated by multiple rules, we take
the one with the highest weight.

Rules (i) and (ii) further involve a custom string concatenation operator, ü, which
first removes the longest common subphrase from the right-side concatenation term.
For example: “aa bb” ü “bb cc” = “aa bb cc” and “choose bathroom decor” ü “bathroom
decor style” = “choose bathroom decor style.” Such a removal strategy is motivated by
the fact that in English most of the usual (non-adjectival) refinements are syntactically
performed as an addition to the right.

We then set P (q|q0, s, k) = c(q, q0, s, k)/ q
qÕ c(qÕ, q0, s, k). By conditioning the

suggestion probability on s, it is possible to apply a di�erent approach for each source.
Like in the previous subsection, we treat sources of type QS distinctly, by simply taking
q = k and setting P (q|q0, s, k) = 1.

We note that it is possible that multiple query suggestions have the same final
probability P (q|q0). We resolve ties using a deterministic algorithm, which orders query
suggestions by length (favoring short queries) and then sorts them alphabetically.

6.4 Task Understanding Results
In this section we present our experimental setup and results.

6.4.1 Experimental Setup

We use the test suites of the TREC 2015 and 2016 Tasks track [200, 188]. These contain
34 and 50 queries with relevance judgments for suggestions, respectively. We report on
the o�cial evaluation metrics used at the TREC Tasks track, which are ERR-IA@20
and –-NDCG@20. In accordance with the track’s settings, we use ERR-IA@20 as our
primary metric. (For simplicity, we omit mentioning the cut-o� rank of 20 in all the
table headers.) We noticed that in the ground truth the initial query itself has been
judged as a highly relevant suggestion in numerous cases. We removed these cases, as
they make little sense for the envisioned scenario; we note that this might lead to a
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P (q|q0, s, k) S 2015 2016
ERR-IA –-NDCG ERR-IA –-NDCG

Using raw QS 0.0755 0.1186 0.4114 0.5289
keyphrases WS 0.2011 0.2426 0.3492 0.4038

WD 0.1716 0.2154 0.2339 0.2886
WH 0.0744 0.1044 0.1377 0.1723

Using QS 0.0751 0.1182 0.4046 0.5233
expanded WS 0.1901 0.2274 0.2927† 0.3467†

keyphrases WD 0.1551 0.2097 0.1045‡ 0.1667‡

WH 0.0849 0.1090 0.0789† 0.0932†

Table 6.1 Comparison of query suggestion generators across the di�erent types of
sources. Performance is measured in terms of ERR-IA@20 and –-NDCG@20. Statistical
significance is tested against the corresponding line in the top block, using a two-tailed
paired t-test with Bonferroni correction [137] at p < 0.025 and p < 0.0005, denoted by
† and ‡, respectively.

drop in terms of performance. We report on statistical significance using a two-tailed
paired t-test with Bonferroni correction [137] at p < 0.025 and p < 0.0005.

In a series of experiments, we evaluate each component of our approach, in a
bottom-up fashion. For each query set (i.e., 2015 and 2016 versions of the TREC Tasks
track), we pick the configuration that performed best on that query set, which is an
idealized scenario. Note that our focus is not on absolute performance figures, but on
answering the following research questions:

RQ5a What are the most useful information sources?

RQ5b What are e�ective ways of (i) estimating the importance of documents and
(ii) generating query suggestions from keyphrases?

RQ5c Are our findings consistent across the two query sets?

6.4.2 Query Suggestion Generation

We start our experiments by focusing on the generation of query suggestions and
compare the two methods described in Section 6.3.5 (as-is versus expanded keyphrases).
The document importance is set to be uniform in this experiment. We report perfor-
mance separately for each of the four source types S (that is, we set P (s) uniformly
among sources s œ S and set P (s) = 0 for s ”œ S). After testing estimations with
di�erent weight combinations, we set the weights of expansion rules empirically to be
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P (d|q0, s) S 2015 2016
ERR-IA –-NDCG ERR-IA –-NDCG

Uniform QS 0.0755 0.1186 0.4114 0.5289
WS 0.2011 0.2426 0.3492 0.4038
WD 0.1716 0.2154 0.2339 0.2886
WH 0.0849 0.1090 0.1377 0.1723

Rank-based QS 0.0891† 0.1307† 0.4288 0.5455
decay WS 0.1906 0.2315 0.3386 0.4011

WD 0.1688 0.2119 0.1964 0.2608
WH 0.0935 0.1225 0.1195 0.1495

Table 6.2 Comparison of document importance estimators across the di�erent types of
sources. Performance is measured in terms of ERR-IA@20 and –-NDCG@20. Statistical
significance is tested against the corresponding line in the top block, using a two-tailed
paired t-test with Bonferroni correction [137] at p < 0.025, denoted by †.

– = 0.2, — = 0.3, “ = 0.5. Table 6.1 presents the results. It is clear that, with a single
exception (2015 WH), it is better to use the raw keyphrases, without any expansion.
The di�erences are significant on the 2016 query set for all source types but QS. In
particular, we do not find the contribution of the entity mentioned in the initial query
to be useful in the set of expansion rules.

Regarding the comparison of di�erent source types, we find that QS > WS > WD
> WH on the 2016 query set, meanwhile for 2015, the order is WS > WD > QS, WH.

6.4.3 Document Importance

Next, we compare the two document importance estimator methods, uniform and
rank-based decay (cf. Section 6.3.3), for each source type. Table 6.2 reports the results.
We find that rank-based document importance is beneficial for the query suggestion
(QS) source types, for both years, and for WikiHow (WH) on the 2015 topics. However,
the di�erences are only significant for QS 2015. For all other source types, the uniform
setting performs better.

We also compare performance across the 10 individual sources. Figure 6.3(a) shows
the results, in terms of ERR-IA@20, using the uniform estimator. We observe a very
similar pattern using the rank-based estimator (Fig. 6.3(b)). On the 2016 query set,
the individual sources follow the exact same patterns as their respective types (i.e., QS
> WS > WD > WH), with one exception. The Bing API returned an empty set of
search suggestions for many queries, hence the low performance of QSBing. We can
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(a) Uniform (b) Rank-based

Fig. 6.3 Performance of individual sources, in terms of ERR-IA@20, sorted by per-
formance on the 2016 query set, using (a) uniform and (ii) rank-based document
importance estimator.

P (s) 2015 2016
ERR-IA –-NDCG ERR-IA –-NDCG

Uniform 0.2219 0.2835 0.4561 0.5793
Source-type 0.2381 0.2905 0.4570 0.5832
Individual 0.2518† 0.3064 0.4562 0.5832

Table 6.3 Combination of all sources using di�erent source importance estimators.
Performance is measured in terms of ERR-IA@20 and –-NDCG@20. Statistical
significance is tested against the uniform setting (line 1), using a two-tailed paired
t-test with Bonferroni correction [137] at p < 0.025, denoted by †.

observe a similar pattern on the 2015 topics, with the exception of sources of type QS,
which are the least e�ective here.

6.4.4 Source Importance

Finally, we combine query suggestions across di�erent sources; for that, we need to
set the importance of each source. We consider three di�erent strategies for setting
P (s): (i) uniformly; (ii) proportional to the importance of the corresponding source
type (QS, WS, WD, and WH) from the previous step (cf. Table 6.2); (iii) proportional
to the importance of the individual source (cf. Figure 6.3). The results are presented in
Table 6.3. Firstly, we observe that the combination of sources performs better than any
individual source type on its own. As for setting source importance, on the 2015 query
set we find that (iii) delivers the best results, which is in line with our expectations.
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On the 2016 query set, only minor di�erences are observed between the three methods,
none of which are significant.

6.4.5 Summary of Findings

Answering RQ5a, we observe that query suggestions provided by major web search
engines are unequivocally the most useful information source on the 2016 queries. We
presume that these search engine suggestions are already diversified, which we can
directly benefit from. These are followed, in order, by keyphrases extracted from (i)
web search snippets, (ii) web search results, i.e., full documents, and (iii) WikiHow
articles. On the 2015 query set, query suggestions proved much less e�ective; see RQ5c
below.

We answer RQ5b by noting that using the raw keyphrases, as-is, performs, with a
single exception, better than expanding them by taking the original query into account.
For web query suggestions it is beneficial to consider the rank order of suggestions,
while for web search snippets and documents the uniform setting performs better. For
WikiHow, it varies across query sets.

Our main observations for answering RQ5c are consistent across the 2015 and
2016 query sets, regarding document importance estimation and suggestion generation
methods. It is worth noting that some of our methods were o�cially submitted to
TREC 2016 [62] and were included in the assessment pools. This is not the case for
2015, where many of our query suggestions are missing relevance assessments (and,
thus, are considered irrelevant). This might explain the low performance of QS sources
on the 2015 queries.

6.5 Generating Query Suggestion Candidates
Our goal is to investigate query suggestions as a tool for supporting task-based search.
Specifically, we address the task-based query suggestion problem stated in Section 6.2.
As mentioned before, and illustrated in Fig. 6.1, the query suggestions that our
envisaged interface would present once the user has issued an initial query actually
come in two flavors, query completions and query refinements. It is an open question
whether a unified method can produce suggestions in both flavors, or rather specialized
models are required. Also, the probabilistic generative model that combines keyphrase-
based suggestions extracted from multiple information sources, discussed in previous
sections, relies heavily on query suggestion services from major web search engines.
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Then, another main challenge in our work is to solve this task without relying on
suggestions provided by a major web search engine (and possibly even without using a
query log).

Adopting a general two-step pipeline approach, consisting of suggestion generation
and suggestion ranking steps, in previous sections we have addressed query suggestion
as an end-to-end task and studied a probabilistic generative framework. Now, we
focus exclusively on the first component. Our aim is to generate su�ciently many
high-quality query suggestion candidates. The subsequent ranking step will then
produce the final ordering of suggestions by reranking these candidates (and ensuring
their diversity with respect to the possible subtasks).

The first research question we address in this section is: (RQ5d) Can existing query
suggestion methods generate high-quality query suggestions for task-based search? Below,
we present three methods from the literature. The first two methods are specialized
only in producing query completions, while the third one is able to handle both query
completions and refinements. Specifically, we employ the popular su�x [138], neural
language model [147], and sequence-to-sequence [175] approaches to generate candidate
suggestions.

As before, for a given suggestion q, P (q|q0) denotes the probability of that suggestion.

6.5.1 Popular Su�x Model

The popular su�x model [138] generates suggestions using frequently observed su�xes
mined from a query log. The method generates a suggestion q by extending the input
query q0 with a popular su�x s, i.e., q = q0 ü s, where ü denotes the concatenation
operator. The query likelihood is based on the popularity of su�x s: P (q|q0) = pop(s),
where pop(s) denotes the relative frequency of s occurring in the query log.

6.5.2 Neural Language Model

Neural language models (NLMs) can be used for generating query suggestions [147].
Suggestion q is created by extending the input query q0 character by character: q =
q0 ü s = (c1, . . . , cn, cn+1, . . . , cm), where c1, . . . , cn are the characters of q0, and s =
(cn+1, . . . , cm) are characters generated by the neural model. Given a sequence of
previous characters c = (c1, . . . , ci), the model generates the next character (i Ø n)
according to: P (ci+1|c) = softmax(hi), where the hidden state vector at time i is
computed using hi = f(xi, hi≠1). Here, f denotes a special unit, e.g., a long short-term
memory (LSTM) [84]; xi is the vector representation of the ith character of suggestion
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q and is taken to be xi = ‡(ci), where ‡ denotes a mapping function from a character
to its vector representation. Finally, the query likelihood is estimated according to:

P(q|q0 ) =
m≠1Ÿ

j=n

P (cj+1|c1, . . . , cj) .

Our implementation uses a network of 512 hidden units. We initialize the word-
embedded vector with the pre-trained vector from Bing queries.2 Beam search width
is set to 30.

6.5.3 Sequence to Sequence Model

The sequence-to-sequence model (Seq2Seq) [119] aims to directly model the conditional
probability P (wÕ

1, . . . , wÕ
m

|w1, . . . , wn) of translating a source sequence (w1, . . . , wn) to
a target sequence (wÕ

1, . . . , wÕ
m

). Thus, it lends itself naturally to implement our query
suggestion task using Seq2Seq, by letting the initial query be the source sequence q0 =
(w1, . . . , wn) and the suggestion be the target sequence q = (wÕ

1, . . . , wÕ
m

). Typically, a
Seq2Seq model consists of two main components: an encoder and a decoder.

The encoder is a recurrent neural network (RNN) to compute a context vector
representation c for the original query q0. The hidden state vector of the encoder RNN
at time i œ [1..n] is given by: hi = f(wi, hi≠1), where wi is the ith word of the input
query q0, and f is a special unit (LSTM). The context vector representation is updated
by c = „(h1, h2, . . . , hn), where „ is an operation choosing the last state hn.

The decoder is another RNN to decompress the context vector c and output the
suggestion, q = (wÕ

1, . . . , wÕ
m

), through a conditional language model. The hidden state
vector of the decoder RNN at time i œ [1..m] is given by h

Õ
i
= f Õ(hÕ

i≠1, w
Õ
i≠1, c), where

w
Õ
i

is the ith word of the suggestion q, and f Õ is a special unit (LSTM). The language
model is given by: P (wÕ

i
|wÕ

1, . . . , w
Õ
i≠1, q0) = g(hÕ

i
, w

Õ
i≠1, c), where g is a softmax classifier.

Finally, the Seq2Seq model estimates the suggestion likelihood according to:

P(q|q0 ) =
m≠1Ÿ

j=1
P (wÕ

j+1|wÕ
1, . . . , wÕ

j
, q0) .

We use a bidirectional GRU unit with size 100 for encoder RNNs, and a GRU unit with
size 200 for decoder RNNs. We employ an Adam optimizer with an initial learning
rate of 10≠4 and a dropout rate of 0.5. Beam search width is set to 100.

2https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=52597
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6.5.4 Data Sources

The second research question we ask in this section is: (RQ5e) What are useful
information sources for each method? We consider three independent information
sources. We are particularly interested in finding out how a task-oriented knowledge
base (Know-How [146]) and a community question answering site (WikiAnswers [52])
fare against using a query log (AOL [148]).

For the PopSu�x and NLM methods, we need a collection of short texts, C. For
Seq2Seq, we need pairs of question-suggestion pairs, ÈQ, SÍ.

• AOL query log [148]: a large query log that includes queries along with anonymous
user identity and timestamp. We extract all queries from the log as C. We detect
sessions (each session including multiple queries) using the same criterion as in
the work by Sordoni et al. [175]. Then, we pair queries in the same session to
obtain ÈQ, SÍ, where Q denotes a set of queries and S are suggestions paired
against Q. In order to obtain more pairs, we extract all proper prefixes from the
query, and pair them together. For example, given a query “make a pancake”, we
can construct two pairs È “make”, “make a pancake” Í and È “make a”, “make a
pancake” Í. This way, we end up with a total of around 112k prefix-query pairs.

• KnowHow [146]: a knowledge base that consists of two and half million entries.
Each triple Ès, p, oÍ represents a fact about a human task, where the subject
s denotes a task (e.g., “make a pancake”) and the object o is a subtask (e.g.,
“prepare the mix”). We collect all subjects and objects as C, and take all (around
142k) subject-object pairs to form ÈQ, SÍ. Additionally, prefixes from tasks (i.e.,
subjects and objects) are extracted to get more pairs, the same way as it is done
for the AOL query log.

• WikiAnswers [52]: a collection of questions scraped from WikiAnswers.com.3 We
detect task-related questions using a simple heuristic, namely, that a task-related
question often starts with question constructions “how do you” or “how to.”
These question constructions are removed from the questions to obtain C (e.g,
“how to change gmail password” æ “change gmail password”). This source can
only be used for the PopSu�x and NLM methods, as it does not provide pairs
for Seq2Seq.

3http://www.answers.com/Q/
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6.6 Experiments and Results
We design and conduct an experiment to answers our research questions. First, we
obtain a pool of candidate suggestions, using the top-N pooling technique [191], by
applying the methods on di�erent sources. We then collect annotations for each of
these suggestions via crowdsourcing. Finally, we report and analyze the experimental
results.

6.6.1 Pool Construction

All queries (100 in total) from the TREC 2015 and 2016 Tasks tracks [200, 188] are con-
sidered during the pool construction. We suggest candidates with each combination of
the proposed methods (Section 6.5) with the various information sources (Section 6.5.4).
With s-m we denote a particular configuration that uses method m with source s. In
addition, we also include the suggestions generated by (i) the keyphrase-based query
suggestion system [63], and (ii) the Google Query Suggestion Service (referred to as
Google API for short). Two pools are constructed, one for query completions (QC) and
one for query refinements (QR). The pool depth is 20, that is, we consider (up to) the
top-20 ranked suggestions for each configuration.

6.6.2 Crowdsourcing

Due to the fact that many of our candidate suggestions lack assessments in the TREC
ground truth (and thus are considered irrelevant), we obtain relevance assessments
for all suggestions via crowdsourcing. Specifically, a total of 12,790 QC and 9,608
QR suggestions were annotated as follows. We used the Crowdflower (now: Figure
Eight) platform, where a dynamic number of annotators (3 judges at least; 5 at most,
if necessary to reach a majority agreement) were asked to label each suggestion as
relevant or non-relevant. A suggestion is relevant if it targets for some more specific
aspect of the original query, i.e., the suggestion must be related to the original query
intent. It does not have to be perfectly correct grammatically, as long as the intent
behind is clearly understandable. The final label is taken to be the majority vote
among the assessors. Each annotation batch costed ¢5 and comprised 12 annotation
instances. A minimum accuracy of 80%, a minimum time of 25 seconds per batch,
and a minimum confidence threshold of 0.7, were required to ensure quality. A Fleiss’
Kappa coe�cient of Ÿ = 0.6071 indicates that the inter-annotator agreement for this
assessment is moderate [55].
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Method QC QR
P@10 P@20 R CR P@10 P@20

AOL-PopSu�x 0.257 0.245 0.168 0.168 - -
KnowHow-PopSu�x 0.195 0.170 0.102 0.256 - -
WikiAnswers-PopSu�x 0.181 0.167 0.101 0.333 - -
AOL-NLM 0.256 0.241 0.170 0.474 - -
KnowHow-NLM 0.166 0.147 0.108 0.575 - -
WikiAnswers-NLM 0.163 0.121 0.088 0.650 - -
AOL-Seq2Seq 0.283 0.181 0.156 0.765 0.043 0.031
KnowHow-Seq2Seq 0.158 0.111 0.079 0.813 0.206 0.148
Keyphrase-based [63] 0.321 0.239 0.130 - 0.575 0.504
Google API 0.267 0.134 0.078 - 0.289 0.145

Table 6.4 Precision for candidate suggestions generated by di�erent configurations. For
QC methods, we also report on recall (R) and cumulative recall (CR).

6.6.3 Results and Analysis

Table 6.4 presents a comparison of methods in terms of precision at cut-o� points 10
and 20 (P@10 and P@20). Overall, we find that our methods can generate high-quality
query suggestions for task-based search. Our best numbers are comparable to that of
the Google API. It should, however, be noted that the Google API can only generate a
limited number of suggestions for each query. The keyphrase-based method [63] is the
highest performing of all; it is expected, as it combines multiple information sources,
including suggestions from Google.

We find that the AOL query log is the best source for generating QC suggestions,
while KnowHow works well for QR. AOL-Seq2Seq performs poorly on QR; this is
because only 2% of all training instances in ÈQ, SÍ are QR pairs. For QC suggestions,
the performance of AOL-PopSu�x and AOL-NLM are close to that of the Google
API, while AOL-Seq2Seq even outperforms it. For QR suggestions, the performance
of AOL-Seq2Seq is close to that of the Google API in terms of P@20, but is lower
on P@10. In general, our system is able to produce more suggestions than what the
(public) Google API provides.

Additionally, we also evaluate the recall of each QC method, using all relevant
suggestions found as our recall base. We further report on cumulative recall, i.e., for
line i of Table 6.4 it is the recall of methods from lines 1 to i combined together.
We observe that each configuration brings a considerable improvement to cumulative
recall. This shows that they generate unique query suggestions. For example, given the
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query “choose bathroom,” our system generates unique query suggestions from di�erent
methods and sources, e.g., “choose bathroom marks” (WikiAnswers-NLM), “choose
bathroom supply” (AOL-NLM), “choose bathroom for your children” (KnowHow-NLM),
“choose bathroom grout” and “choose bathroom appliances” (KnowHow-Seq2Seq),
which are beyond what the Google API and the keyphrase-based system [63] provide.
Therefore it is beneficial to combine suggestions from multiple configurations for further
reranking.

6.6.4 Summary of Findings

We answer RQ5d by observing that existing query suggestion methods are able to
generate high-quality query suggestions for task-based search. We find that the sequence-
to-sequence approach performs best among the tested three methods. Although its
performance is lower than compared methods for some QC measurements, overall this
approach can generate suggestions in both query completion and query refinement
flavors. Our best numbers are similar to that of the Google API, but with this API
the number of generated suggestions per query is limited compared to ours.

Regarding the data sources for answering RQ5e, we observe that, as expected, the
query log is the one leading to the highest performance. Yet this information source
does not perform well on QR, due to the small proportion of QR pairs among training
instances. Nevertheless, the other two also provide valuable suggestion candidates that
cannot be generated from the query log.

Overall, we find that di�erent method-source configurations contribute unique
suggestions, and thus it is beneficial to combine them.

6.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have addressed the task of generating query suggestions that can
assist users in completing their tasks. We have performed our study adopting a pipeline
architecture widely used in general query suggestion systems, consisting of suggestion
generation and suggestion ranking steps.

We have first addressed query suggestion as an end-to-end task. Specifically, we have
proposed a probabilistic generative framework with four components: source importance,
document importance, keyphrase relevance, and query suggestion generation. We have
proposed and experimentally compared various alternatives for these components,
evaluating with respect to the datasets from the TREC Tasks track. We have found,
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in particular, a large contribution of query suggestions provided by major web search
engines. Our observations have been largely consistent across the 2015 and 2016 test
collections.

In the last part of this chapter, we have focused on the first component of a
two-step pipeline, dedicated to creating suggestion candidates. We were interested
in studying additional challenges, regarding whether a unified method can produce
both query completions and query refinements, and also doing so without relying
on resources such as a major search engine suggestions or query logs). For this, we
have considered several methods (popular su�x model, neural language model, and
sequence-to-sequence model), as well as multiple information sources (a query log,
a task-oriented knowledge base, and a collection of questions). We have based our
evaluation on the TREC Tasks track, and collected a large number of annotations
via crowdsourcing. Our results have shown that we are able to generate high-quality
suggestion candidates. We have further observed that the di�erent methods and
information sources lead to distinct candidates.

We have approached supporting task-based search by providing query suggestions.
The next chapter will continue with our study on strategies aiming to support com-
pleting a particular subset of search tasks. We will introduce the problem of task
recommendation, this is, recommending specific tasks from a task repository to users,
based on their search queries.



Chapter 7

Recommending Tasks based on
Search Queries and Missions

People often issue queries with an underlying goal that is concerned with the completion
of some task, such as planning a holidays trip or organizing a birthday party. The
support for more complex search tasks, including exploratory, multi-search, multi-session
and multi-step tasks, has been identified as an area where search engines are ought to
provide better assistance to their users [99, 82]. The ultimate challenge is to build useful
systems “to achieve work task completion” [180], to assist the users in “outlining the
necessary steps to accomplish a complex task” [82]. Web search is an experience that
naturally lends itself to recommendations, including query suggestions [25, 177, 44, 144]
and related entities [20, 19, 53]. In this chapter, we propose to recommend specific
tasks to users, based on their search queries. An illustrative scenario is depicted in
Fig. 7.1, where an envisaged interface answers the user query “birthday party” by
providing a list of recommended tasks.

We introduce the problem of query-based task recommendation, which is cast as a
top-N recommendation problem: returning a list of recommended tasks based on a
given search query. One peculiarity of this problem that hinders the applicability of
collaborative filtering and representation learning approaches is the lack of training
data. While a small number of query-task pairs may be obtained as training instances
by manual labeling (which is indeed what we also do in this study), this is inherently
limited in scale. Given the practically unconstrained space of possible tasks and queries,
for any given query, this essentially remains a cold start problem. Therefore, we
approach task recommendation as a content-based recommendation problem, which
boils down to the challenge of scoring tasks in response to input queries. For that
reason, we start with well-established term-based ranking approaches, and combine
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birthday party

Throw a Birthday Party

Recommended Tasks:

Plan a Birthday Party

Throw a Surprise Birthday Party

Host a Birthday Party

Throw Your Own Birthday Party

Fig. 7.1 Query-based task recommendations.

them with semantic matching signals developed for the task at hand. Beyond a single
input query, we are also interested in the scenario of a set of queries that all share the
same underlying task, referred to as search mission. Hence, we introduce the problem
of mission-based task recommendation. In this chapter, we aim to answer the following
research question: (RQ6) How can we recommend tasks based on search queries and
missions?

One of the main contributions of this study addresses the lack of a standard
test collection to evaluate our novel problem. Building on a dataset of detected
search missions developed by Hagen et al. [74], we create the first test collection to
assess task recommendation. Another central contribution is establishing baseline
methods for the query-based and mission-based task recommendation problems. We
propose a query-based task recommendation approach, by combining well-established
term-based matching methods with semantic matching signals based on continuous
representations. Further, we extend our approach to deal with an input search mission.
Task recommendation results in a search component that can be applied on top
of any method proposed for detecting queries that belong to the same underlying
task [92, 74, 117, 118, 116].

Next in this chapter is a revision of related literature (Section 7.1); the rest is
organized as follows. We introduce two research problems, query-based and mission-
based task recommendation, in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 describes the approaches that
we propose to address these problems. We build a test collection, consisting of a task
repository, a set of search missions, representative “best” queries for each mission, and
corresponding relevance assessments (Section 7.4). Then, in Section 7.5 we report the
experimental results, as well as provide a detailed feature and query analysis.
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7.1 Related Work
In this section, we firstly discuss a body of related work on search sessions and missions.
Then, we contrast our work with research literature that studies procedural knowledge.

7.1.1 Search Queries, Sessions, and Missions

The seminal high-level categorization of search behavior by Broder [28], classifying the
queries in navigational, informational or transactional, has been subsequently extended
as more online search activities are identified [165, 89, 122]. Of particular interest
for our work is multi-step search task [81], which encompasses the behavior where a
complex task, involving multiple particularities, is aimed to be fulfilled.

A large body of work targets the detection of search sessions in query logs, with
the ultimate aim of identifying search patterns in user behavior and of providing
additional support upon them. In the field of query log analysis, a search session is
usually defined as a sequence of queries where the elapsed time between two consecutive
queries is not larger than a delta value, which ranges from 30 minutes [83, 154] to
90 minutes [74]. Beyond session detection, focus was also placed on the challenge of
understanding the task-based user interaction with search engines. Here, “task” refers
to the overall goal (“work task”) of the user that motivated her to search in the first
place. A notion of search mission is established by Jones and Klinkner [92]. They
introduce the concept of hierarchical search, instituting the idea of a search mission
as a set of topically-related queries, not necessarily consecutive, composed by simpler
search goals. Their work also discusses a method for detecting whether a given query
pair belongs to the same goal. We adhere to their concept of a search mission, to
emphasize the coherent nature of search queries motivated by a single underlying goal,
as opposed to other lines of work that focus on multi-tasking behavior across sessions.
Several works have extended the problem of detecting search missions, and proposed
approaches accordingly [50, 117, 74, 157, 193, 108, 189, 190, 109, 116, 125]. Rather
than the usual flat representation of tasks, methods to obtain a hierarchy of tasks and
their corresponding subtasks have been studied [128, 126, 129].

We assume that we have access to a mission detection oracle which identifies a
sequence of queries all corresponding to the same (unknown) task. The assumption
of such a mission oracle in place avoids to be hindered by the errors of the mission
detection method, on top of which our task recommendation approach can be performed.
Moreover, and for the sake of simplicity, we relax the definition of mission, by discarding
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the notion of sequence and only considering search mission as an unordered set of
queries all with the same underlying task.

Recommendations based on search queries have been studied for specific domains,
such as movies or celebrities [19, 203]. Such model-based methods typically rely on
manually designed domain-dependent features, related to specific properties of entities,
and usually deal with a query that consists of one of the names of an entity. Instead,
we address search queries that express the need for solving an underlying task. We
recommend elements from a repository of task descriptions, using di�erent attributes
in the document representation of a task, such as title or explanation.

7.1.2 Procedural Knowledge

Task recommendations do not benefit necessarily from descriptive or declarative KBs.
Indeed, these KBs lack su�cient coverage of procedural knowledge. Procedural knowl-
edge [70] is the knowledge involved in accomplishing a task. A few procedural knowledge
bases are specialized in semi-structured knowledge [145, 37], that has been extracted
from corpora of how-to guides collaboratively created in projects like WikiHow or
eHow.1 Jung et al. [94] automatically create a situation ontology from how-to instruc-
tions through a model of daily situational knowledge with goals, action sequences,
and contextual items. They also envisage a schema mapping actions to actual service
providers. As mentioned above, for pragmatic reasons we choose to work with a
collection of procedural articles from WikiHow as our repository to recommend tasks
from.

Pareti et al. [145] identify properties that define community-centric tasks. They
then propose a framework to represent the semantic structure of procedural knowledge
in web communities. The proposed representation operates distributed across di�erent
KBs, and comprises a process ontology to express tasks, sub-tasks, requirements, and
execution status.

Chu et al. [37] propose to build a procedural KB by normalizing the how-to tasks
from WikiHow into a hierarchical taxonomy that also represents the temporal order of
sub-tasks, as well as the attributes of involved items. Their method relies on hierarchical
agglomerative clustering of task frames obtained by open-domain semantic role labeling.
They show the usefulness of this KB in expanding individual, task-oriented queries for
retrieving relevant YouTube videos. Although we address a di�erent problem, namely

1http://www.ehow.com

http://www.ehow.com
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How to Change a Tire
Co-authored by Andrew Quinn    ✔

Have you ever been stuck on the side of the road with a flat tire? Do 
you want to be able to change a tire without having to ask for help? 
Fortunately, changing a tire is a pretty simple task, provided you're 
prepared and willing to exert a little effort.

Steps

1 Find a flat, stable and safe place to change your tire. You should 
have a solid, level surface that will restrict the car from rolling.

2 Apply the parking brake and put car into "Park" position. If you 
have a standard transmission, put your vehicle in first or reverse.

3 Place a heavy object (e.g., rock, concrete, spare wheel, etc.) in 
front of the front and back tires.

4 Take out the spare tire and the jack. Place the jack under the frame 
near the tire that you are going to change.

Explanation

Main Act

Detailed Act

Title

Fig. 7.2 WikiHow article corresponding to the task “How to change a tire.” The task
has a title and a brief explanation. Each step has a main act corresponding to a subtask
(here, the first sentence of each step), and is possibly complemented with a detailed act.

explicit task recommendation rather than leveraging tasks for recommending other
kind of items, we use their dataset of WikiHow articles as our task repository.

7.2 Problem Statement
In this section, we formally introduce two specific task recommendation problems.

7.2.1 Query-based Task Recommendation

The first problem is concerned with the recommendation of tasks in response to a web
search query. A key step in addressing this problem has to do with the operationalization
of the abstract notion of task. We need to establish the universe of possible tasks as
well as a computational representation of tasks. For that, we introduce the concept of
a task repository.
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Definition 2. A task repository T is a catalog of task descriptions. A task description
t œ T is a semi-structured document that explains the steps involved in the completion
of a given task.

A task description can be, for example, a how-to article illustrating how to change
a tire (see Fig. 7.2). It typically contains parts such as a title and a brief explanation
of the task, then enumerates the steps needed to accomplish the task. We say that the
task description is semi-structured to emphasize that some of these document elements
may be missing. Each element may be viewed as a task attribute, similar to attributes
of entities in a knowledge base. Throughout the chapter, when we say task, we simply
refer to this structured representation of a task description.

Now, we can formally define the problem of query-based task recommendation.

Definition 3. Given a search query q, the problem of query-based task recommenda-
tion is to return a ranked list of tasks from a task repository T that correspond to the
task underlying q.

An illustration of this problem is given by Fig. 7.1, where an example query
“birthday party” leads to the recommendation of five tasks.

7.2.2 Mission-based Task Recommendation

We introduce now the mission-based task recommendation problem. It generalizes the
query-based task recommendation to recommend tasks for a set of queries, all of which
are motivated by the same (unknown) underlying task. We refer to such query sets as
search missions. Specifically, a search mission, or simply mission, is a set of queries
m = {q1, . . . , qn}, possibly spanning multiple search sessions, that all share the same
underlying task.

We do not address the problem of search mission detection, and instead assume
that there is a process in place that identifies and groups queries that share the same
underlying task [92, 74, 118].

Definition 4. Given a search mission m as input, the problem of mission-based task
recommendation is to return a ranked list of recommended tasks, corresponding to the
queries in m.

Similar to the previous example, given a single query “cake recipe,” a highly relevant
task to be recommended is t1 = “Make a cake.” Now, assuming that the search mission
also contains a second query “cake decorating ideas,” the task t2 = “Make a birthday
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cake” would also be relevant. Further, if the mission had a third query “birthday
invitation cards,” then the recommended tasks could also include t3 = “Organize a
birthday party.”

7.3 Approach
This section presents the methods we develop for the problems stated in Section 7.2. It
is important to point out that for these novel problems, we do not have large volumes
of query-task pairs to be exploited as training data. This essentially leaves us with a
cold start problem and influences the choice of methods to consider. We approach task
recommendation as a content-based recommendation problem, which boils down to
the challenge of scoring tasks in the repository in response to input queries or missions.
The user is then presented with the top-N highest scoring tasks as recommendations.

7.3.1 Query-based Task Recommendation

Our approach for query-based task recommendation is based on document ranking
techniques. By considering individual task attributes as documents, we can apply
traditional term frequency-based techniques to rank tasks. Further, we propose to
take semantic matching signals into account as well, to extend the capabilities of these
already strong traditional techniques.

Term-based Matching

We consider every task t œ T as a document and build an inverted index for each task
attribute ta (Title, Explanation, MainAct, and DetailedAct) for e�cient computation.
We then score each task attribute ta against the input query q using the well-established
BM25 retrieval method [163], obtaining scoreBM25(ta, q).

Semantic Matching

Consider the query “how to loan shark” (taken from our test corpus, cf. Section 7.4.1).
When matching potential task descriptions, a traditional retrieval method based on
term frequencies would fail to capture that the term “shark” does not refer to the
fish but to the financial practice of predatory lending with extremely high interest
rates. Another example is the query “how do i put photos in my ipod.” A standard
document-based scoring method would not be able to capture that “pictures” is a
synonym of “photos” in the task title “How to add pictures to my ipod.” This kind of
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Group Word embedding Word functions #
BM25 - - 4
W2V, selected word2vec SELECTED 28
W2V, complement word2vec COMPLEMENT 28
DESM, selected DESM IN-OUT SELECTED 16
DESM, complement DESM IN-OUT COMPLEMENT 16
Total number of features 92

Table 7.1 Features used for learning to recommend tasks.

vocabulary mismatch is the motivation behind our choice for additionally leveraging
semantic representations of terms provided by continuous word embeddings.

We use the cosine similarity between a query q and a given task attribute ta as the
semantic score for q and ta:

scoresem(ta, q) = cos(ta, q) . (7.1)

The query and task attribute are each represented by a vector, q and ta, respectively,
which are taken to be the centroids of the word vectors corresponding to the individual
terms making up q and ta. The set of words may be further restricted to a word
function, i.e., filtered according to the part-of-speech (POS) tag of a term. Formally:

q = 1
|{w œ q · F (w)}|

ÿ

wœq·F (w)
w , (7.2)

where a term vector w is given by some word embedding, and a query term w is
only considered if it satisfies a given word function F . The task attribute vector ta is
calculated analogously.

We propose to combine these semantic matching signals together with the term-
based matching score in a learning-to-recommend (LTR) approach. LTR has been
widely used for various recommendation problems in the past [174, 173, 171, 172, 155].
The novelty of our work lies in developing features that are appropriate for the task at
hand. Specifically, we instantiate the semantic matching score in Eq. (7.1) for each
task attribute using multiple pre-trained word embeddings and combinations of word
functions.
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Features

Next, we detail the set of features we consider; these are summarized in Table 7.1.
The first group of features are based on term-based matching using the BM25 method
(cf. Section 7.3.1), computed for each of the four task attributes. The next 4 groups
of features (lines 2–5 in Table 7.1) are based on semantic matching, using all 4-way
combinations of word embeddings (2) and sets of word functions (2).

Embeddings We consider two pre-trained word embeddings.

• W2V: We employ the widely used embeddings provided by the word2vec2 toolkit [135].
These vectors are trained on part of the Google News dataset (about 100 billion
words) using a CBOW model with negative sampling. The embedding contains 3
million 300-dimensional vectors. These embeddings correspond to the input matrix
in the CBOW model [135], i.e., the matrix between the input and hidden layers.

• DESM: The Dual Embedding Space Model [139] provides two embedding spaces,
IN and OUT, each with 200-dimensional vectors for around 2,74 million terms. This
model is the same as in word2vec but (i) is trained on a large unlabelled query
corpus, and (ii) retains both projections IN and OUT, corresponding to the input
and output matrices in CBOW model, respectively. By using IN embedding for
the query terms and OUT embedding for the task terms, the semantic similarity
is higher between words that often co-occur in the same query or task (topical
similarity) [139], i.e., overcoming part of the vocabulary mismatch problem. We
distinguish between these IN and OUT embeddings when taking vectors for words,
but refer to this setting altogether as vectors from the DESM model.

Word functions We propose to leverage signal based on part-of-speech tags of
words. Consider, for example, the query “put a photo in my ipod.” Intuitively, the
verb “put” should be a strong indicator of the underlying task, with respect to other
similar tasks like “take a photo with my ipod.” Similarly, the noun “photo” should
distinguish the corresponding task from others like “put a video in my ipod.” We
consider the following word POS-tags: verbs (V ), nouns (N), and adjectives (A). Each
of these three POS-tags is taken as a word function, e.g., we say that a term satisfies
the word function V if the term is a verb. With these building blocks, we define
combinations, such as V + N , meaning that a word is a verb or a noun, and consider
these combinations as word functions as well. We use ALL to refer to any word

2https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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function. The possible combinations of word functions are divided into two disjunct
sets:

• SELECTED = {V, N, A, V + N, V + A, N + A, V + N + A}.

• COMPLEMENT = {ALL ≠ V, ALL ≠ N, ALL ≠ A, ALL}.

In total, our feature set includes 92 features. As we show in Section 7.5.2, it is
possible to get a competitive level of performance with just 2 features, while maximal
e�ectiveness is reached when using 27 features.

7.3.2 Mission-based Task Recommendation

We turn now to the problem of mission-based task recommendation. Given a search
mission m = {q1, ..., qn}, let Ri denote the ranked list of recommended tasks for qi,
obtained by a query-based task recommender method (cf. Section 7.3.1). Further, we
let T be the set of all tasks in all rankings, T = t

n

i=1 {t : t œ Ri}.
We introduce a general approach for mission-aware task recommendation that

aggregates the individual query-based rankings for each query qi œ m into a mission-
level task ranking. Specifically, let s be a scoring function, such that s(qi, t) is the score
corresponding to task t in the ranking Ri. Then, for each task t œ T , the mission-based
recommendation score of t is obtained by aggregating the query-based recommendation
scores with a given aggregator function aggr:

scoreaggr(m, t) = aggrqiœm{s(qi, t)} . (7.3)

We propose two ways to estimate s(qi, t), each leading to a particular family of mission-
based task recommendation methods.

• Score-based method: we take s(qi, t) to be the raw score of the query-based task
recommender, score(qi, t) (with s(qi, t) equal to 0 if t /œ Ri).

• Position-based method: we define s(qi, t) to be the reciprocal rank position of
t in the ranking for qi. I.e., s(qi, t) = 1/ri(t), where ri(t) is the rank position of
recommended task t in the ranking Ri (with indexing starting from 1 for the top
task, and setting ri(t) = |Ri| + 1 if t /œ Ri, where |Ri| is the length of the ranked
list Ri).

The aggregator function is one of {sum, max, avg}. Accordingly:

• if aggr = sum, we have scoresum(m, t) = q
qiœm s(qi, t);
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• aggr = max leads to scoremax(m, t) = maxqiœm{s(qi, t)};

• and when aggr = avg, scoreavg(m, t) = 1
n

q
qiœm s(qi, t).

7.4 Dataset Construction
In Section 7.2, we have introduced two task recommendation problems. Given their
novelty, there is no standard test collection available to evaluate methods addressing
these problems. As one of the main contributions of this study, we create the first test
collection for task recommendation. A key challenge here is that of establishing a task
repository. Finding one that would cover any arbitrary task appears to be very di�cult
to accomplish. For this reason, we focus our e�orts on a particular subset of tasks,
referred to as procedural tasks, which are of general interest and are also well covered
in a public resource, namely WikiHow.3 A procedural task is a search task that can be
accomplished by following a sequence of specific actions or subtasks. Correspondingly,
a procedural mission is a search mission whose underlying task is procedural.

To illustrate the concept of a procedural task, consider two user goals: (1) reading
reviews about a movie and (2) finding out how to make a birthday cake. Of these two,
only the latter is a procedural task, since it can naturally be explained as a sequence
of steps.

In this section, we describe our corpus of search queries and missions (Section 7.4.1),
the identification of procedural missions (Section 7.4.2), and the usage of WikiHow as
our task repository T (Section 7.4.3).

7.4.1 Corpus of Search Queries and Missions

We base our experiments on the Webis Search Mission Corpus 2012 (Webis-SMC-
12)4 developed by Hagen et al. [74]. It contains 8,840 queries issued by 127 users,
corresponding to a three-months sample from the 2006 AOL query log. These queries
have been manually assigned to a total of 1,378 search missions by two human assessors.
By using this dataset, we eliminate potential errors associated with mission detection
and thus ensure that our evaluation is not a�ected by noisy input from an upstream
processing step.

In the original dataset, consecutive queries that belong to di�erent missions are
delimited by a special “logical break” marker. Since we are not interested in the

3http://www.wikihow.com
4https://webis.de/data/webis-smc-12.html

http://www.wikihow.com
https://webis.de/data/webis-smc-12.html
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Fig. 7.3 Distribution of (a) missions and (b) procedural missions according to the
number of queries they contain.

multi-tasking aspect of search behavior (i.e., switching between missions in a same
session), it is only the set of all queries within a given mission that matters to us. Hence,
we post-process the original corpus to merge all queries that belong to the same mission
into a single set, by ignoring the logical breaks. We further remove duplicate queries
when they correspond to consecutive queries with the same timestamp (e�ectively, we
ignore multiple consecutive clicks for the same query). This results in a corpus of 1,378
missions, as originally, but now with a total of 3,873 queries.

7.4.2 Corpus of Procedural Search Missions

In the next step, three human experts assessed each of the search missions to decide
whether a mission is procedural or not. In the case of a mission being procedural,
each assessor was also requested to choose a single query from the mission that is the
most representative for the task. The Fleiss’ Kappa inter-annotator agreement for this
assessment was 0.55, which is considered moderate [55]. For each mission, we take
the majority vote to be the final label. Further, we take the union of all queries that
were chosen as most representative by at least one assessor, and refer to this set as the
best queries of the mission. As a result, 54 out of the 1,378 missions were labeled as
procedural. This amounts to approximately 4% of all missions in our sample, which is
a considerable proportion. Among the 54 procedural missions, the vast majority has
each a single best query (6 missions have 2 best queries and 2 missions have 3 best
queries).

Figure 7.3 shows the distribution of missions in our corpus according to the number
of queries they contain. 51% of the missions consist of a single query, and 19% of the
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Mission ID: 707848_8 Mission ID: 1045635_22
how to put music on your ipod find adress by phone number
add songs to ipod acton adress by phone number
put music on your ipod public records adress by phone

free adress lookup by phone
free phone book phone and adress
acton california adress by phone

Table 7.2 Examples of queries for two procedural missions in our corpus. Best queries
in boldface.

missions contain each exactly 2 queries (Fig. 7.3(a)). As for the procedural missions, 19
out of the 54 consist of a single query (Fig. 7.3(b)). This leaves us with 35 procedural
missions with 2+ queries, which is a suitable sample to be used for evaluating our second
problem (mission-based task recommendation). Two example procedural missions are
shown in Table 7.2.

7.4.3 Tasks Repository

We use the HowToKB dataset,5 developed by Chu et al. [37], as our tasks repository
T (cf. Section 7.2). This dataset contains 168,697 articles crawled from WikiHow.
Figure 7.2 shows an excerpt from a WikiHow article. Each article describes a procedural
task and contains the following elements: title, explanation, and sequence of steps (each
made of a main act, and possibly also of a detailed act) corresponding to its subtasks.
Thus, each task t œ T is uniquely identified by its WikiHow ID, and represented by a
set of four task attributes: Title, Explanation, MainAct, and DetailedAct.

7.4.4 Relevance Assessments

In order to build a test collection for task recommendation, we collect annotations
for query-task pairs via crowdsourcing. For each annotation instance (query-task
pair), crowd workers were presented with a search query, and a candidate WikiHow
article consisting of a title and an explanation. We annotate every best query for all
the procedural missions. We asked crowd workers to decide whether a task is highly
relevant, relevant, or non-relevant for the query. A document is highly relevant if
it is the exact task that the user wants to accomplish when issuing the query. A
document is relevant if it is somehow related to the task behind the query, but not

5http://people.mpi-inf.mpg.de/~cxchu/projects/howtokb/readme-howtokb.html

http://people.mpi-inf.mpg.de/~cxchu/projects/howtokb/readme-howtokb.html
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Query Recommended task Relevance
“opening a Open a Small Business Highly relevant
small business” Brainstorm Small Business Ideas Relevant

Compete for Talent As a Small Business Non-relevant
“how do i put Put Pictures on an iPod Highly relevant
photos in my Transfer Photos from iPod to PC Relevant
ipod” Take Screenshots With iPod Touch Non-relevant

Table 7.3 Examples of queries, recommended tasks, and corresponding relevance
assessments in our test collection.

exactly the searched task. Otherwise, it is non-relevant. Table 7.3 lists a number of
specific examples from our test collection, illustrating the relevance of tasks for queries.
Our annotation process uses the well-established top-N pooling technique [191]; further
details are provided below.

Pooling. For each query, we rank tasks using three document ranking baselines:
BM25, RM3, and SDM. (cf. Section 7.5.1 for details.) Each method was used to
generate rankings based on two task attributes, Title and Explanation, resulting in a
total of 6 rankings. We take the top 10 tasks from each of these six rankings to form
the pool of tasks that will be annotated. (All tasks outside this pool are assumed to
be non-relevant for a given query.)

Collecting judgments. Using the Figure Eight platform,6 a total of 933 unique
instances (query-task pairs) were annotated, each by at least 3 judges (5 at most, if
necessary to reach a majority agreement, using dynamic judgments). We paid ¢8 per
batch, comprising 5 annotation instances. We ensured quality by requiring a minimum
accuracy of 80%, a minimum time of 35 seconds per batch, and a minimum confidence
threshold of 0.8. The final label is taken to be the majority vote among the assessors.
The Fleiss’ Kappa inter-annotator agreement for this assessment was 0.4116, which is
considered moderate [55].

In summary, the resulting test collection comprises 59 queries and corresponding
relevance assessments for query-based task recommendation (based on the best queries
in the missions and removing those for which no relevant task was found in the task
catalog). For mission-based task recommendation, we have 54 missions (again, after

6https://www.figure-eight.com/

https://www.figure-eight.com/
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the removal of those without any relevant tasks in the catalog). Relevance labels for
missions are obtained by taking the union of the corresponding assessments for the
best queries in the mission. In case of conflicting labels for a given task, we take the
maximal relevance value assigned to the task.

7.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we describe the experimental setup designed to assess our proposed
approaches for the problems of query-based and mission-based task recommendation,
and report and analyze the results we obtained.

7.5.1 Experimental Setup

We report on the following rank-based metrics: Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (NDCG) and precision (P), each at a cut-o� of 10 (indicated as @10), and Mean
Average Precision (MAP). These metrics provide high robustness and discriminative
power for assessing top-N recommendations [184]. The relevance level (“gain”) of a
task to calculate NDCG is set to 2 if it is highly relevant, 1 if relevant, and 0 otherwise.
For the LTR results, we used 5-fold cross-validation.

We obtain the baseline rankings using Anserini [199]. This software toolkit, built
around the open-source Lucene search engine, provides state-of-the-art bag-of-words
ranking models [111]. We build an inverted index per task attribute (cf. Section 7.3.1)
and consider three baselines: (i) BM25, where parameters are set as usual to be
k1 = 1.2 and b = 0.75 [163], (ii) SDM (Sequential Dependence Model) [132], and (iii)
RM3 variant [87] of relevance models [106]. SDM and RM3 are used with the default
parameters in Anserini.

Semantic features, for each attribute, are computed for the top-N results retrieved
using the corresponding BM25 methods, with k set to 200. We employ the Random
Forest algorithm for regression as our supervised ranking method. Following standard
parametrization, we set the number of trees (iterations) to 1000, and the maximum
number of features in each tree, m, to (the ceiling of) the square root of the size of the
feature set.

7.5.2 Query-based Task Recommendation

We begin our experimental investigation by assessing the extent to which content-based
recommendation is able to recommend tasks for search queries, and how much we are
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Method NDCG@10
Title Explanation MainAct DetailedAct

BM25 0.3634 0.2926 0.1723 0.1723
RM3 0.3500 0.2736 0.1881 0.1761
SDM 0.3676 0.3019 0.1686 0.1884
LTR 0.4298

Method P@10
Title Explanation MainAct DetailedAct

BM25 0.2237 0.1881 0.1220 0.1339
RM3 0.2305 0.1831 0.1390 0.1508
SDM 0.2237 0.1915 0.1220 0.1458
LTR 0.2678

Method MAP
Title Explanation MainAct DetailedAct

BM25 0.2731 0.2327 0.1420 0.1332
RM3 0.2551 0.2267 0.1476 0.1429
SDM 0.2752 0.2408 0.1364 0.1356
LTR 0.4150‡

Table 7.4 Performance of query-based task recommendation, measured in terms of
NDCG@10, P@10, and MAP. Best scores are in boldface. The symbol ‡ denotes
statistical significance of the LTR method against BM25-Title, tested using a two-tailed
paired t-test with Bonferroni correction [137] at p < 0.000Û3.

able to improve by incorporating distributional semantic features. Hence, we start by
identifying a ranking baseline. Our first research question is (RQ6a) Which one is a
solid text-based baseline for task recommendation?

The top block of Table 7.4 presents the document ranking methods we experiment
with. We apply the three ranking models on each of the indexed task attributes. The
main observation we make is that the performances of the three models are very close
to each other, for all metrics and task attributes. Indeed, using a two-tailed paired
t-test with Bonferroni correction [137], we find that no statistical significance exists
either between SDM and BM25 or between RM3 and BM25 (for any metric or task
attribute). While SDM and RM3 are known to be e�ective techniques across a broad
range of ranking problems [42, 73], for task recommendation they fail to bring any
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Fig. 7.4 Performance of our LTR approach, in terms of NDCG@10, when incrementally
adding features according to their individual information gain, measured by Gini score.
The feature grouping is described in Table 7.1.

improvements over BM25. If we focus on contrasting by attributes, we observe that
Title is consistently the best performing attribute by a clear margin in all metrics and
all models. This is reasonable, since the best queries in our procedural missions are
rather well-formed, and WikiHow article titles are syntactically correct phrases, mostly
adhering to the pattern “How to ÈverbÍ Ènoun phraseÍ ÈcomplementÍ,” which often
matches very well with the query. The Title attribute is followed by Explanation, in
terms of importance, while the other two attributes do not have a clear order. Based
on the above observations, we answer RQ6a by identifying BM25-Title as a solid
term-based matching method, and will consider that henceforth as our baseline for
query-based task recommendation.

Next, we wish to assess the e�ectiveness of our semantic matching features that are
combined in a learn-to-recommend (LTR) approach. This gives rise to the following
research question: (RQ6b) How e�ective are our semantic matching features and
learning-to-recommend approach for query-based task recommendation?

Evaluation results for our LTR approach are shown in the bottom line of Ta-
ble 7.4. Clearly, the improvements w.r.t. the baseline are substantial (18% in terms
of NDCG@10, 20% in terms of P@10, and 52% in terms of MAP). Moreover, we
verify that these improvements are statistically significant for MAP. Hence, the answer
to RQ6b is that leveraging semantic matching signals in a learning-to-recommend
approach constitutes a significantly more e�ective method than any of the existing
term-based baselines. These results attest that we were able to help substantially
reduce the vocabulary mismatch problem between queries and tasks.

Feature Analysis

The semantic features proposed in our approach (cf. Section 7.3.1) encompass several
di�erent signals, taken from all task attributes, two word embeddings, and two di�erent
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combinations of possible word functions. To understand how each of these features
contribute to overall performance, we formulate the following question to guide our
analysis: (RQ6c) What are the most important features when learning to recommend
tasks?

We analyze the discriminative power of our features by sorting them according to
their individual information gain, measured in terms of Gini importance; these are
shown as the vertical bars in Fig. 7.4. Then, we incrementally add features, one by
one, according to their importance and report on performance in terms of NDCG@10;
this is shown as the line plot in Fig. 7.4. (Since the number of features change, in each
iteration, we set the m parameter of the Random Forests algorithm to the square root
of the size of the feature set.)

The performance and importance of the 27 most important features is detailed
in Table 7.5. Our findings are as follows. The top feature is BM25-Title; this is not
surprising, given its performance. The next eight most important features are all
semantic features obtained from the Title attribute and using the W2V embedding.
This confirms the importance of Title as the most informative attribute. Also, it
shows that, contrarily to what we expected as explained in Section 7.3.1, the typical
similarities that dominate the way this embedding is usually employed contributes
more to the semantic matching than the topical similarity in the IN-OUT strategy
with DESM. These semantic features use mainly the following word functions, in order:
V + N (which shows, as expected, the importance of selected words as verbs and
nouns), V + N + A (practically same contributions as V + N since almost no adjective
occurs in the queries or task titles), followed by COMPLEMENT word functions.

Looking at how performance changes when adding features one-by-one, we can
actually outperform the baseline by adding a single semantic feature (NDCG@10 of
0.3920). After adding seven more features, performance slowly deteriorates, yet still
remains above 0.3505. The next two semantic features (again, by V +N and V +N +A

word functions, but now from DESM on Explanation), and then BM25-DetailedAct,
make notably decrease the recommendation performance. In particular, DetailedAct,
the attribute that represents the subtasks for the candidate task, fails to exhibit any
contribution on its own when considered only for term-based matching. However, when
including additional features that follow in line, which are semantic matching features
obtained for DetailedAct, we observe substantial performance gains. We find that
performance peaks at an NDCG@10 of 0.4298, which is achieved with 27 features.
Adding more features slightly hurts performance, but not significantly so. In answer to
RQ6c, we remark the e�ectiveness of (i) textual similarity, enriched with distributional
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Added feature NDCG@10 Gain
BM25-Title 0.2637 0.0446
ü Title : V + N : W2V 0.3920 0.0298
ü Title : V + N + A : W2V 0.3881 0.0280
ü Title : ALL ≠ N : W2V 0.3883 0.0238
ü Title : ALL ≠ A : W2V 0.3496 0.0236
ü Title : ALL : W2V 0.3561 0.0235
ü Title : ALL ≠ V : W2V 0.3300 0.0231
ü Title : N + A : W2V 0.3625 0.0198
ü Title : N : W2V 0.3505 0.0186
ü Explanation : V + N : DESM 0.3056 0.0172
ü Explanation : V + N + A : DESM 0.3094 0.0165
ü BM25-DetailedAct 0.2709 0.0163
ü DetailedAct : N + A : W2V 0.3306 0.0162
ü DetailedAct : N : W2V 0.3415 0.0162
ü DetailedAct : ALL : W2V 0.3573 0.0159
ü DetailedAct : ALL ≠ A : W2V 0.3369 0.0153
ü DetailedAct : ALL ≠ V : W2V 0.3494 0.0152
ü Title : ALL : DESM 0.3767 0.0148
ü Title : ALL ≠ N : DESM 0.3906 0.0147
ü DetailedAct : V + N : W2V 0.3519 0.0147
ü Title : ALL ≠ V : DESM 0.3595 0.0147
ü BM25-Explanation 0.3905 0.0147
ü Title : ALL ≠ A : DESM 0.4029 0.0146
ü DetailedAct : ALL ≠ N : W2V 0.3923 0.0145
ü DetailedAct : V + N + A : W2V 0.4175 0.0144
ü Explanation : V : W2V 0.4076 0.0138
ü Explanation : V + N : W2V 0.4298 0.0134

Table 7.5 Performance of query-based LTR approach, measured by NDCG@10, after
incrementally incorporating the first 27 most important features proportional to their
individual information gain, measured by Gini score, into the features set. With
ta : F : E, we denote a semantic feature using task attribute ta, word function F and
word embedding E.

semantic representations leveraged by typical similarity, (ii) selected word functions,
and with (iii) highest contributions from the Title task attribute.
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Method Aggregator Metric
NDCG@10 P@10 MAP

Query-based - 0.4264 0.2660 0.4161
Mission-based Sum 0.4356 0.2940 0.4074
by score Max 0.4247 0.2980 0.3897

Avg 0.4351 0.2940 0.4055
Mission-based Sum 0.4078 0.2820 0.3744
by position Max 0.4056 0.2860 0.3619

Avg 0.4057 0.2800 0.3729

Table 7.6 Performance of mission-based task recommendation, compared against a
query-based method, in terms of NDCG@10, P@10, and MAP. Best scores for each
metric are in boldface; improvements over the query-based method are underlined.
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Fig. 7.5 Di�erences in NDCG@10 per query between a given mission-based method
and the query-based method.

7.5.3 Mission-based Task Recommendation

In this second part of the analysis, our experiments aim to answer the research question
(RQ6d) Can task recommendation performance benefit from having access to all search
queries in a mission, in addition to the best query?
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We report on all combinations of scoring methods (score-based vs. position-based)
and aggregator functions (sum, max or avg) in Table 7.6. For query-based task
recommendation, we use the best performing approach from the previous section (i.e.,
LTR with the top 27 features). In order to make a fair comparison, we randomly select
a single best query per mission and compare against the query-based LTR restricted
to only these 54 best queries. Overall, the results are mixed. In terms of MAP, none
of the mission-based methods improve over the query-based approach. On the other
hand, when using P@10, all cases in the mission-based approach improve considerably.
In terms of NDCG@10, improvements only occur in the score-based method. However,
none of these di�erences is statistically significant for any metric.

To shed some light on the reasons behind this, we perform the following analysis. In
Figure 7.5, we plot the di�erences in NDCG@10, for each individual mission, between
a given mission-based configuration and the query-based method. Each positive bar
corresponds to a mission where the mission-based method improved over the query-
based one, and each negative bar represents a mission where the opposite is true. A
key observation we can make here is that there are indeed substantial di�erences on
some missions, but there are about as much wins as losses. There are several possible
reasons for this. Since the query-based method uses the best query in a mission, which
is identified by an oracle, it may be that, on average, it simply does not help to consider
other queries in the mission as those often only bring in noise. Weighing queries in a
mission may help to rectify it to some extent; we leave this exploration to future work.
Another reason may lie in how the test collection was created. Recall that relevance
labeling was done based only on the best queries, and not on other queries in the
mission. Those other queries could possibly yield more relevant tasks, which have not
been labeled as such.

We now report some of the particular examples when analyzing results of individual
missions. Table 7.7 presents best and worst performing missions per configuration, as
well as examples of relevant tasks in the test collection, and their rank position in each
ranking. A mission with an NDCG@10 di�erence of 1 on each of the three score-based
methods has “install spyware” as its best query. For this mission, all score-based
methods rank the only relevant task, “How to Remove Spyware Manually (Windows),”
as the top result, meanwhile LTR ranks it beyond the rank 10 cut-o�. This mission
comprises 10 queries, most of them with an occurrence of the term “spyware.” Only
the best query has a verb, “install,” antonym of the verb “remove” in the relevant task,
hence the vocabulary drift in the LTR ranking for this query, that the mission-based
method is able to address. The score-based method also exhibits a mission with a
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� Mission ID Relevant task Rank position
(and best query) MB LTR

Score-based, with any aggregator
+1.0 1045635_18 (“install spy-

ware”)
How to Remove Spyware Manu-
ally (Windows)

1 16

-0.68 10733023_1 (“michigan
teacher certification”)

How to Become Certified to
Teach Hunter Safety in Michigan

8, 12 1

Position-based, sum or avg
+1.0 1045635_18 (“install spy-

ware”)
How to Remove Spyware Manu-
ally (Windows)

1 16

-0.5 2161465_3 (“using the nor-
mal curve to find probabil-
ity”)

How to Calculate Probability 3 1

-0.53 2385817_13 (“red velvet cake
recipes”)

Make Red Velvet Cake 3 5

Make Red Velvet Cupcakes with
Pancake Mix

13 14

Make a Red Velvet Microwavable
Mug Cake

14 9

Position-based, max
+0.41 1045635_22 (“find adress by

phone number”)
Find a Place from a Phone Num-
ber

13 3

Trace the Owner of a Phone
Number

1 20

-0.57 2161465_3 (“using the nor-
mal curve to find probabil-
ity”)

How to Calculate Probability 4 1

-0.68 10733023_1 (“michigan
teacher certification”)

How to Become Certified to
Teach Hunter Safety in Michigan

5 1

Table 7.7 Queries with the largest �NDCG@10 di�erences, using a mission-based
configuration, in comparison with the query-based method. Examples of relevant tasks
in the test collection, as well as their rank position in the respective mission-based
(MB) and query-based LTR ranking, are also presented.

negative di�erence of -0.68 for sum (Fig. 7.5(a)) and avg (Fig. 7.5(c)) aggregators as
its worst performing mission. Represented by “michigan teacher certification,” the
mission has a single relevant task, “How to Become Certified to Teach Hunter Safety
in Michigan,” ranked as top result by query-based LTR, but only as low ranked as
the eighth result by a score-based method. This mission has 5 queries, most of them
mentioning terms such as “teaching license exam” and “gid promotions.”
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For position-based methods (Figs. 7.5(d) - 7.5(e)), the phenomena regarding best
and worst di�erences are very similar, excepting that for the respective worst query, the
di�erence here is smaller (-0.53 to -0.61). A mission with one of the worst di�erences in
all position-based methods is represented by “using the normal curve to find probability”
and has a total of 17 queries drifting through several topics related to statistics, such
as “linear regression” and “sample size.” The single relevant task for this mission,
“How to Calculate Probability,” is the top recommended task by query-based LTR but
only ranked as the fourth result at highest in these position-based methods. The best
performing mission for position-based method with max, with best query “find adress
by phone number,” comprises 6 queries, including a couple of more specific ones like
“acton california adress by phone.” The LTR and mission-based methods behave quite
di�erently for the the relevant tasks of the mission in the test collection.

In answer to RQ6d, we find that our extensions of the query-based approach are
promising, but more work is needed to be able to benefit from additional queries in a
mission and to reach significant improvements.

7.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the problem of recommending tasks to users,
based on their search queries. Specifically, we have defined the query-based task
recommendation problem, and approached it as a content-based recommendation
problem, which boils down to scoring tasks from a task repository in response to input
queries. We have proposed a method for this problem that combines a strong text-based
ranking technique with continuous semantic representations in a learning-to-recommend
framework. Further, we have extended our approach to deal with a search mission, i.e.,
a set made of an arbitrary number of queries that all share the same underlying task.
Specifically, we have introduced the problem of mission-based task recommendation,
and proposed methods that aggregate the individual query-based recommendations
for each query in the mission into mission-level recommended tasks. In this way, task
recommendation can be coupled as a support component on top of any existing method
for detecting the queries that belong to the same underlying task.

To overcome the lack of a standard test collection to evaluate our novel problems,
we have created the first test collection to assess task recommendation. The collection
comprises 59 queries, annotated via crowdsourcing with relevance assessments for tasks
in a repository of WikiHow articles. Our experimental results have demonstrated the
e�ectiveness of our approach, and in this way, the suitability of the proposed method
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as baseline for the query-based task recommendation problem. Finally, feature and
query analyses have brought insights concerning the importance and e�ectiveness of
various semantic signals leveraged from distributional representations.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this thesis we have investigated approaches to enhance search engines with function-
alities for recognizing the underlying tasks and providing support for task completion.
In particular, we have studied the utilization of type information in entity retrieval,
the construction of a knowledge base of entity-oriented search intents, and the support
of task-based search by providing query suggestions and task recommendations.

This chapter presents a summary of our methods and main findings, as well as the
conclusions we draw by answering our research questions.

8.1 Results
In this section, we recapitulate our work, by providing answers to the research questions
raised in Chapter 1.

Entity Type Information for Entity Retrieval

In the first part of this thesis (Chapters 3 and 4), we focused on understanding the
usefulness of type information for ad-hoc entity retrieval. We asked our first research
question:

RQ1 How can entity type information be utilized in ad-hoc entity retrieval?

To answer this question, we proposed to study three main dimensions in the problem
of type-aware entity retrieval: type taxonomy, retrieval model, and representation of
hierarchical type information. Assuming “perfect” type-based information provided by a
target entity types oracle, we conducted a systematic evaluation of all the combinations
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of these dimensions with respect to a strong text-based baseline. We found that type
information from large, fine-grained taxonomies provides the best performance. Also,
we verified that, even though hierarchical relationships from ancestor types result in
improved retrieval e�ectiveness, using the most specific type assignments is the most
e�ective way of representing entity type information.

In a realistic setting, target entity types are not provided, hence a follow-up challenge
we addressed is the problem of target entity type identification. We asked:

RQ2 How can we automatically identify target entity types?

We revisited the hierarchical target type identification task, that is, the problem of
finding the single most specific type within a reference ontology that is general enough
to cover all relevant entities for the query. We also proposed a supervised learning
approach for automatically identifying target entity types. Concerning evaluation,
we built a test collection of target type assignments for queries. The experimental
results showed that our approach is able to significantly outperform methods previously
established. In particular, we found that textual similarity features, enriched with
distributional semantic representations, measured between the query and the type
label, result to be the most e�ective signals. Furthermore, the results confirmed our
hypothesis that using automatic target entity types not only improves entity retrieval
performance, but also brings the same, or even higher, level of performance achievable
by human target type annotations.

Entity-oriented Search Intents

The second part of this thesis (Chapter 5) aimed firstly to better understand the intents
behind entity-oriented queries. We started by asking:

RQ3 What do entity-oriented queries ask for, and how can they be fulfilled?

To address this question, we investigated patterns of queries that typically consist
of an entity mention and possibly additional words that refine the intent behind a
query. We developed a classification scheme to categorize entity-oriented search intents.
Then, we selected a representative sample of type-level refiners, and annotated it using
this categorization scheme. We observed that, on average, more than a half of all
unique type-level refiners correspond to interacting with external services, while over a
quarter of the refiners look for information that may be looked up in a knowledge base.
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We then moved on to representing entity-oriented search intents via structured
knowledge. Our next research question was:

RQ4 How can we build a knowledge base of entity-oriented search intents?

We answered this question by defining a relational knowledge representation model.
We then devised a method for populating this knowledge base, consisting of a four-
step pipeline. This approach includes a stage for automatically assigning intent
categories to type-level query refiners, and a clustering stage of refiners which express
the same underlying intent. In a component-wise evaluation, we found that semantic
features perform much better than lexical features for refiner categorization, and that
our automatic clustering performs close to using oracle categories. Additionally, we
represented each intent uniquely in a knowledge repository, and mapped to it the
facts we acquire about its categorization and refiners, via RDF triples. Evaluating in
an end-to-end task, we verified that the higher the associated confidence score of a
triple, the more likely it is that the triple is correct. Overall, the results show that our
approach is able to generate high-quality data.

Task-based Search

In the third part of this thesis (Chapters 6 and 7), we focused on task-based support
in search engines. First, we were interested in generating query suggestions to support
task-based search. We asked this research question:

RQ5 How can we generate query suggestions for supporting task-based search?

To answer the above question, we adopted a general two-step pipeline approach,
comprising the suggestion generation and suggestion ranking components. Addressing
query suggestion firstly as an end-to-end task, we introduced a probabilistic generative
framework with four components: source importance, document importance, keyphrase
relevance, and query suggestion generation. We also proposed various alternatives
for estimating the components, as well as experimentally compared these alternatives
using the datasets from the TREC Tasks track. Observations consistent across the
2015 and 2016 test collections showed, in particular, a large contribution of query
suggestions provided by major web search engines. We then focused on the suggestion
generation component of the two-step pipeline, to address additional challenges, such as
whether a unified method can produce both query completions and query refinements,
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and whether we can avoid relying on resources such as suggestions from major search
engines, or query logs. We considered several methods, as well as multiple information
sources, and developed a large collection of relevance assessments for task-based query
suggestions. The experimental results confirmed that we are able to generate high-
quality suggestion candidates. We observed, in particular, that di�erent method-source
configurations contribute unique suggestions, and thus it could be beneficial to combine
them.

Finally, as web search lends itself to recommendations like the query suggestions
previously studied, we proposed to investigate task recommendations as a suitable
mechanism to help the user complete her task. We asked:

RQ6 How can we recommend tasks based on search queries and missions?

To answer this question, we introduced a couple of problems for recommending tasks
to users, based on their search queries. First, we defined the problem of query-based
task recommendation, and proposed supervised learning methods that combine well-
established text-based matching techniques with continuous semantic representations.
We also extended our approach to deal with a search mission, that is, a set made of an
arbitrary number of queries that all share the same underlying task. Specifically, we
introduced the problem of mission-based task recommendation, and proposed methods
that aggregate the individual query-based recommendations for each query in the
mission into mission-level recommended tasks. Challenged by the lack of a standard
test collection, we built the first test collection to evaluate task recommendation. The
results showed that our approach can serve as a solid baseline for the query-based
task recommendation problem. In this way, task recommendation can be coupled as a
support component on top of any existing method for detecting the queries that belong
to the same underlying task.
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Appendix A

Resources

We have made publicly available the resources developed within the studies presented
in this thesis.

Identifying and Utilizing Target Entity Type Infor-
mation for Entity Retrieval
The resources developed for the experiments of Chapters 3 and 4 are available at
http://bit.ly/irj-types. These include the source code for type-aware entity retrieval,
the test collection (DBpedia-Entity v2 [80]), and all the run files. The repository also
contains the test collection of target entity types built in Chapter 4, as well as all
the run files for target entity type identification, and the training set with all the
precomputed features for learning to rank target entity types.

Understanding and Modeling Entity-Oriented Search
Intents
Two repositories provide the resources related to Chapter 5. First, the repository at
http://bit.ly/ecir2018-intents contains our collection of categorized type-level refiners,
developed in Section 5.2. Second, the knowledge base of entity-oriented search intents
is made available at http://bit.ly/cikm2018-intentsKB. It includes the outputs of all
the stages described in Section 5.6.

http://bit.ly/irj-types
http://bit.ly/ecir2018-intents
http://bit.ly/cikm2018-intentsKB
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Suggesting Queries to Support Task-Based Search
The resources related to Chapter 6 are available in two repositories. First, we make avail-
able at http://bit.ly/sigir2017-tasks the run files corresponding to all the experiments
of Section 6.4, as well as the datasets provided by the TREC Tasks track [200, 188].
Second, the repository at http://bit.ly/ecir2018-suggestions contains the resources
developed for the experiments of Section 6.6. These include the collection of relevance
assessments, and all the run files.

Recommending Tasks based on Search Queries and
Missions
Finally, we release the resources related to Chapter 7 at http://bit.ly/task-rec. This
repository contains the corpus of search queries and missions, the corpus of procedural
search missions, the test collection that we built for task recommendation, as well as
all the run files.

http://bit.ly/sigir2017-tasks
http://bit.ly/ecir2018-suggestions
http://bit.ly/task-rec
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